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;. to install Picture Archive and Communications Systems (PACS) and 
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Imaging Cxc8f1B1IC8 lor Military Medicine 

MDIS: THE NEW STANDARD IN FILMLESS IMAGING 

CPT L. D. Cade, MRS, MAJ Robert G. Leckie, M.D., and COL 
Fred Goeringer, MEA, MSCE 

INTRODUCTION 

The Medical Diagnostic Imaging Support (MDIS) System is a 
project to install Picture Archive and Communications Systems 
(PACS) and Teleradiology in selected U.S. military medical treatment 
facUities (MTF). The MDIS specifications are based on the results of 
three years of university and military research and development 
through the Digital Imaging Network Systems (DINS) Project and the 
Tactical Air Command Teleradiology Project [1]. MDIS functional 
specifications were compiled by a team of radiologists, physiCists, 
clinical engineers, hospital administrators, technologists, and 
computer systems specialists. The contract was awarded to a joint 
venture between Lora! and Siemens corporations in September 1991. 

Presently, Madigan Army Medical Center, Brooke Army 
Medical Center, and Wright-Patterson Air Force Medical Center are 
undergoing phased implementation of this system. Additional sites 
are planned for 1993-94, including hospitals in the continental U.S., 
Hawaii, and Korea. 

TECHNOLOGY CONFIGURATION 
The MDIS system accomplishes four primary activities to 

support diagnostic medical imaging: 
1. Acquire diagnostic images in a digital fonnat and gate 

them into the system. 
2. Communicate patient demographics and study 

1 
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information into a Radiology IfifottrtatioIi sYSiern(RIS). 
3. Archive and manage images and data in a database. 
4. . Rapidly display images and patient data on workstations. 

With the MDIS system, the physician uses a viewing 
workstation to access patient images and exam reports via a high
speed fiber optic network through a centralized Work Storage Unit 
(WSU). The patient images are digitally acquired and gated into the 
system from the various radiology modalities present in the health 
care facility; these include computed radiography(CR), digital 
fluoroscopy alld angiography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
computed tomography (CT), ultrasound, and nuclear medicine. 
Ultimately, the images are archived on optical platters within the 
Optical Disk Juke Box (OD]). Conventional filmIscreen images coming 
from outside institutions can be scanned into the system usi.Tlg a film 
digitizer. See figure 1. 

In lieu of conventional film and fllm digitizers, computed 
radiography (CR) technology consists of reusable phosphor imaging 
plates in cassettes as the image transfer medium. A CR reader 
extracts information from the imaging plate to produce a filmless 
digital image available for ·viewing on a workstation or on laser 
printed hardcopy film. 

The MDIS system has a RIS built into its configuration, but will 
be compatible with the Department of Defense's Hospital Infonnation 
System (HIS). Image data moves across the system with FDDI 
approaching speeds (lOOMbits!sec); where as the patient 
demographic data is transported over Ethernet. MDIS PACS sites 
also function as two-way teleracliology sites and will all be connected 
together via the dial up switched Tl Sprint lines in the continental 
U.S . 

. The image storage and database subsystem maintain the 
information integrity of the system and insures the proper flow of 
images and data. The Working Storage Unit (WSU) is the I1heart l1 of 
the system. The WSU acts as both a local and short tenn storage 
device. The WSU was originally designed for military image 
reconnaissance; as part of the defense conversion initiative, the WSU 
was modified to hanclle medical images. The WSU uses a redundant 
array of inexpensive disks (RAID, level 2 architecture); 40 disks 
(magnetic media) operate in parallel; 32 disks for a 32 bit word, 7 
disks for error correction, and one disk acting as a "hot spare" (single 
disk failure detected and corrected without loss of operation). The 
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WSU is designed to hold inpatients for the average length of a 
hospital stay, all outpatients for 48 hours, all pertinent historical 
images exams, and all exams not yet interpreted. Images are stored 
in the WSU with approximately 2.5:1 lossless compression. Image 
retrieval bandwidth is greater than 400 CR image equivalents per 
minute[2]. All of the major components are on an uninterrupted 
power supply. 

The aD] is the long tenn storage device. The ODJ holds 100 
(10.2 Gbyte) 14" Write Once'Read Many (WORM) optical disks. 
Computed radiography images are stored with 10:1 lossy 
compression (modified ]pEG fonnat). At 10:1 compression, each OD] 
can store about one million CR images. The total number of ODJ's 
depends on the total long term storage requirements. The primary 

• interpretation of an image by the radiologist is always made on the 
original data from the WSU before compression is applied. 

The image display subsystem USE:!S high resolution computer 
video terminals to display diagnostic-quality, soft-C0PY medical 
images and data. Hard copy digital versions of these same images 
can also be printed on single-emulsion laser fllm on an lias required t1 

basis. The basic platfonn for the workstation is the Macintosh IIfx 
computer with 8 MB RAM and 80 ME internal disk drive \'Vith special 
image processing boards inserted by Loral and Siemens. The 
Macintosh-based interface is one of the keys to the user acceptance 
of the system; it is quite user friendly. This is critical because many 
of our clinicians have little computer experience. Various types of 
workstations are being used, based on the clinical need and cost 
constraints. :rvIDIS supports two basic types of workstations: The 
diagnostic workstation is a high volume, primary diagnostic unit 
whereas the clinical workstation is a lower volume unit for clinical 
review of images. The diagnostic units ~an have either 2K (A type) 
or 1K (B type) resolution portrait monitors. The clinical units have 
only lK (C type) resolution landscape monitors. Another difference 
between the diagnostic and clinical workstations are the OPUS 
boards with 64 ME and 32 ME of image memory respectively. The 
primary diagnosis for CR should be made on the 2K monitors. lower 
resolution modalities such as ultrasound can be read on any of the 
monitors. In the radiology reading areas, diagnostic workstations 
with four 2K monitors are used • In general, the wards and clinic s 
\\Iill have two lK monitors at clinical workstations, but the entire 2K 
data set is available by magnifying the image and 
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all the image manipulation tools available on the diagnostic 
workstation are available on the clinical workstation. 

With the use of teleradiology, images are transmitted between 
hospitals and clinics via fixed military T1 lines{ 1.54Mbt/sec 
transmission speed), commercial dial up switched T1 lines or 
satellites. This allows for primary diagnosis or consultative support 
to remote, difficult to serve areas. All images are tied to a radiology 
Information ~ystem with patient demographics and history. Two-way 
teleradiology between the hubs and spokes allows the military to 
balance workloads, accomplish peer review, and improve research 
and educational opportunities. TeIeradlology is especially useful in 
remote areas overseas and in rural America. 

The initial te1erad;.ology sites include Luke Air Force hospital L.'1. 
Arizonia connected to several smaller medical sites in the 
southwestern United States, McConnell Air Force clinic in Kansas 
connected to Wright Patterson hospital in Ohio, a teleradiology 
network linking the US Forces Korea, and a large program to connect 
Pacific basin sites to TripIer Army Medical Center in H;;.v;aii. A 
deployable teleradiology department has been developed which will 
be ready to go anywhere in the world within 48 hours to support 
Civilian disaster relief situations and the US milita..)' contingency 
missions. This deployable system will be showcased at the InfoRAD 
section of the Radiological Society of North America's annual meeting 
in December 1993 in Chicago. The exhibit will demonstrate our 
deployable two-way teleradiology isoshelter. Teleradiology images 
of patients x-rayed at Madigan hospital in Tacoma, Washington will 
be sent via the Sprint dial up switched Tl system and interpreted 
for primary diagnosis by radiologists at the isoshelter in Chicago. 
Official reports will immediately be sent back to the refening 
clinicians at Madigan. Clinicians at Madigan will be able to consult 
with the radiologists in Chicago via a teleconferencing system 
integrated into the is~she1ter. See figure 2. 

SYSTEM BENEFITS 
The benefits from MDIS will be realized in cost savings as well 

as irnprovements in patient care. 
Film and processing cost savings accrue as inunediate near

term savings with a totally implemented film1ess system. 
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Additionally, the disposal of film chemicals as hazardous was te 1;\1ll 
be eliminated, with a fully implemented system. 

Contract prices for radiologists at small facilities will be 
reduced through the use of teleradiology. The small, remote facilities 
can transmit the image to a tertiary care center, rather than paying 
for a contract radiologist to read the image at the remote site. An 
economy of scale is achieved with this operating technique. 

The potential for sharing resources between services using this 
approach is unlimited. As an example, the Air Force medical 
treatment facility at McChord clinic will electronically deliver 
medical images acquired at their facility to Radiologists at Madigan 
Army Medical Center. 

Because of the inherent limItations with film as a hard copy 
media, lost film has been a chronic productivity problem in our 
facilities in the past. MDIS has virtually eliminated this problem with 
electronic acquisition of images. 

File room personnel presently used to file and retrieve existing 
films can be eliminated or utilized elsewhere within the department. 
The storage space and management requirements for hard copy fIlms 
will be drastically reduced as the digital film archive grows. 
Patient waiting time is reduced. Traditionally, newly acquired images 
are sent to the fileroom to be matched up with old historical images 
of the specific patient. Now, the historical images are frequently on
line and available within seconds [3]; therefore, the radiologist can 
interpret the study immediately. Following acquisition multiple 
physicians have inunediate access to the same image. 

Probably one of the most important cost savings relates to 
clinician time saved by having cQnsistent, immediate access to 
images and reports. Early results of the MDIS system at MAMC, 
indicate an increase in efficiency of the physicians translating into 
the ability to treat more patients. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The rising cost of health care in this coun.try, to include military 

medicine is obviOUS. Through a partnership between academia, 
industry, and the military, MDIS has developed a PACS system that 
\'Vill reduce medical costs and at the same time improve patient care. 
Using te1eradiology, expert radiologic support to remote military sites 
will establish a radiologic support model for civilian rural America. 

The end result of all medical technology should be directed to 
the benefit of patients; there is no substitute for positive patient 
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outcome. MDIS strives to provide unequaled health care 
establish "Filmless radiology" as the new standard. 
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1.0 INFORMATION ~[ANAGEMEr-.'T 

A hospital generates a. staggering amount of 
data to support many specialized patient care 
services. High degree of specialization requires 
complex collection and distribution of data to 
coordinate activities and to provid.e management 
support functions. In a hospital there are many 
redundant manual and aemi automated 
information management activities to a"ppod 
the most immediate requirements in toe various 
functional units. Current sta.te Q·f confusing 
health care information systems consists of both 
manual and computeri~ed activities. A hosp~(.al 
information system can be grouped into six 
major functions; 

·medical records, financial system, 
-management system, 
·patient information system, 
'diagnostic imaging service and. 
-educational research support network. 

Some functions Clver1ap and other. have 
complicated information exchanges. 

In this confusing information management 
environment, everyone connected with health 
care has only a limited view of the patient care 
and hospital management operation. A common 
response to the inrormation management 
problem has been a development of .peciaJty 
information lub-syate:rne for immediate and 
short term benefits. These 8ub-ayateml optimi~e 
the functions or the area for which they are 
developed with little regaTd to overall 
institutional efficiency and patient centered care 
process. The need for a fully integrated 
information system has been well known for 
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many years. But poor connectivity in medics: 
devices, lack of financial incentives, lack 0: 
affordable key technologies coupled and high cOSt 

of specialized products for 8 limited medical 
market have hampered any 5eamless system 
integration for the hospitals in the past. 

Communication and coordination costs 
typically account for 25% or greater of a 
hospital's operating expense, and there are 
endless small ma.nual tasks that everyone has to 
do to keep the hospital running. If one follo ..... s a 
typical hospital based physiCian making clin.icaJ 
rounds, one will see that the physician's activity 
is composed or two different steps, (a) wo:-klng 
directly to analy%e and treat the patient and (b) 
informat.ion gathering [1]. Hist.orically the 
physician gathering information would have to 
go from the bedside to the chart to read the nurse's 
notes, to the phone to call the laboratory to gather 
accurate, up to date clinical laboratory values 
and to the radiology department to review the ,.. 
ray images with or without the radiolOgist. The 
generation of'written :epON is too slow, and the 
phones are ,enerally inc:rticient for gathering 
information. This dilleminated location of the 
needed inrormation means that the physicians cl D 

not ever ha.ve all the information together at the 
patients bedside in a timely fashion. Th e 
physician has to depend on the notes he makes as 
he roundeCi on what each .upporl service said. 
and bec8.\l&e this is nnt a written report, does not 
know whether or not the final report might differ 
At each step in gathering information. the 
physician would enCQunter the frustratior. of 
needing to wait while the information IS 

retrieved for review. In some eases. written 
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reports of laboratory values and x-ray reports 
have been printed on the patients unit, but are 
often not placed in the patients chart in a timely 
fashion (delays of 12 to 24 hours Bre common) 
and the x-ray images are still in the Radiology 
Department. 

Radiology services pose one of the most 
difficult problems of information management 
because they generate large amounts of data [2,3] 
recorded on film, which is an expensive and 
inflexible medium, and they must be managed 
rapidly and reliably for many competing users. 
Approximately 70% of patients coming to a 
hospital require some form of diagnostic 
ex:aminatlon. Efficiency and quality of 
ra diological service are major and integral 
parts of patient care in a hospital. On a single 
day, a radiology department like Georgetown's 
may handle more than 300 patients and 5,000 
sheets of film. including both old and new 
images. The management and distribution of 
radiology information and radiological images 
are responsibilities of the radiology department. 
Over the: past two decades new imaging 
technologies such as MRI, CT, SPECT, and 
ultrasound have given the radiologist 8 powerful 
set of new diagnostic tools. Unfortunately, the 
quality of service in the radiology depa.rtment 
h as not experienced similar revolutionary 
improvements over the last decade. 

In fact, the use of many varying ima.ging 
modalities has imposed additional difficulties [4J 
in the management of films and data because: 

(a) multiple physicians need timely access to 
a single set of images obtained from the 
patient 600n after image are taken, 

(b) they are often produced in distant and 
scattered locations, . 

(c) it is prohibitively expensive to manage a 
larae film library holding millions. of 
images 

Cd) radiology service bas become highly 
subspec:ialized. causing a greater need to 
review multimodality images. 
Films are freq'lently lost OT unavailable 

when the clinician needs to lee them. In a recent 
survey at one of our medical centers, 69% of 
clinicians stated that film accessibility was the 
greatest problem within radiology. The 
clinicians reported that the average time to find 
each study was 20 minutes and they spent in total 
30 minutes to 1 hour per day locating films. In 

an objective study of film accessibility at the 
same institution, 16.5% of inpatient radiogTap~s 
imaged within the preceding 8 to 48 hours could 
not be located.. and 38% of non-chest x-ray 
inpatient studies could not be located. \\-"hen 
radiological studies can not be found. physician 
efficiency and the quality of patient care are 
adversely affected. The maintenance of film 
libraries and film handling is labor intensive 
and requires large storage areas. A:r1 average 
350 bed hospital may spend $1 million per year 
on film and chemicals. Yet, with all of its 
shortcomings, the traditional film based system 
has been the only option available. 
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2.0 POTEl'o."TIAL SOLUTION: llt1AC 

Imaging Management and Communication 
(U.·lAC) system [5,6,7). also known as a Picture 
Archiving and Communlcation System (PACS), 
is a network of computer-based digital imag'ing 
and information devices designed to manage 
medical diagnostic service. Recent advan ces in 
lMAC now offer solutions to the problems 1:' 
radiology image management. A digital image 
can be viewed in multiple locations 
simultaneously. Image accountability is greatly 
enhanced. The problems in the past have been 
image quality, display speed, reliability. and 
user friendliness of the workstations, but these 
problems are gradually resolved. IMAC will 
significantly improve the quality, prod\!ct~vjty, 
and efficiency of radiology service by 

a. offering immediate access to images to 
any users, any where at any time, 

b. eliminating needs for many redundar.t 
manual actb/ities, 

c. converting film library to an electronic 
clata base, and 

d. providing radiological reports to referrbg 
physicians in a timely manner. 

An IMAC network system consists of 5 rr,ajor 
subsystems: 

a.Image Acquisition Subsystem 
b.lmageDiaplay and Workstation Subsystem 
c.lmage and Text Database and Storage 
d.Interf'ace to Radioloi}' Information Syste=r: 
e. Communications Network Subsyste;:: 
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The image acquisition subsystem includes 
digital radiography IYltems, film digitizers 
and interfaces to atandard digital imaging 
devices. The image output and display 
subsystem includes hard copy laser printers and 
image display workstations for primary image 
interpretation and secondary clinical review. 
The image database and storage subsyst.em 
require a database management system for 
image and data storage. An interface to 
radiology sys~m is an essential part of an IMAC 
network. The communication subsystem 
connects all of the components and moves 
images and text data from one unit to another. 

2.1 IMAGE ACQUlSITION SUBSYSTE~t 

Many medical imaging systems such as 
computed tomography (CT), nuclear magnetic 
imaging (MRn, single photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT), and positron 
emission tomography (PET) are already in 
digital form. These digital images constitute 
approximately 30 9'0 of the total volume of images 
produced in a radiology department. The 
remaining 70 9& of imaie& including 
conventional x-ray mm of the chest, skeleton, 
abdomen and G! tract. Unless one develops a 
method of handling these conventional film 
images, global improvement in productivity in 
image mane.gement and radiology service 
throughout a hospital cannot be achieved. 

Currently, there are two methods of producing 
digi tal information representi ng these 
conventional analog images for lMAO: film 
digitizers (SJ that sean the conventional films, 
and computed radiography (CR) that captures x
ray images using atorage phosphor plate 
(9,10,11,12) that is subBequently scanned by a 
laser beam. . 

A laser film digitizer functions by scanning 
a conventional It.-ray film image with a focused 
laser b:am and recording the amount of light 
transmltted by the film. Film digiti:ers are 
indirect means of acquiring digital images 
b.ecaus~ they depend on a conventional x-ray 
r11m Image for primary imaging. Film 
digitizers also depend on the transmission of 
light by the film, causing the reversal of the 
5i&:na1 to noise characteristics. Dark areas of 
film represents capture of more x-ray photons by 
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the film, meaning less quantum noise, but ..... he:1 
the film is digitized, small number of photon get 
through the darker area, causing increase :n 
~andom noise within the darker region of the 
Image. 

The computed radiography (CR.) enables the 
direct acquisition of radiological i rna ge s 
Computed radiography system use~ 
photostimulable luminescence as a primary 
Image receptor. The computed radiography 
.ystems utilize a cassette similar to a 
conventional radiography cassette except for tl:e 
fact that the film/screen system of convent:cnal 
radiography has been replaced by the reusab;e 
phosphor imaging plate. The cassette is similar 
to that used in conventional radiography so that 
no retrofitting of existing x-ray equipment or 
exam rooms is necessary. The exposure latitude 
of the phosphor plate is extremely wide whe~ 
compared to that of film/sc:reen syste:ns. The 
phosphor plate's wide exposure latitude also 
makes CR ideal for portable chest exams in the 
intensive care unit (lOU) environment 113,14:. 
which has traditionally suffered from uncer and 
overexposure and a resultant relatively high 
amount of retakes, Recently, a number of 
institutions have converted most of conventional 
radiography to OR devices. 

2.2 IMAGE DISPLAY A.."'ID OUTPUT 

In 'a filmless imaging envlTonment. 
diagnostic images are viewed on CRT monitors 
driven by various workstations. At least three 
types of workstations are required; the diagnostic 
reporting station. the review station. and the 
special application workstations. The 
distinctions are made based on the use. the 
performance requirements, and the cost of the 
a)'stem. These distinctions are however 
becoming blurred as image display anc 
processing teehnology is improving rapidl\". 

The diagnoltic reporting station 115:16) IS 

primarily for radiologists and a few specialists 
. to read new and previous exam images and 

generate diagnostic reports. This workstation 
should lupport simultaneous viewing of at least 
four 2,000 x 2.500 images with 10 bits of ci~'TIamic 
range on large monochromatic non-interlaced 
screens. Some MR and CT images have 12 0, 16 
bit data and the display processor should preserve 
the full dynamic range for processi:1g a~d 
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computation. It should be noted that image 
display ( CRT) can display no more than 8 biw of 
gray scale. The station should have a set of 
highly interactive routines (or image 
presentation and processing. The system should 
also have an integrated direct diagnostic report 
generating capability. This will make reports 
quickly available for distribution to referring 
physicians. Two key requirement for the 
workstation is display speed and sequence of 
image display. On a single da,. during a 
diagnostic reading session, a radiologist needs 
to view 200·300 sheets of images (2,000 x 2,500 x 10 
bits per image). In the case or MRI and CT, it is 
common for a radiologists to view more than 
1,000 frames (256 x 256 x 12116 bits per image) 
during a daily reading session. Display speed of 
2 seconds per large image is called for currently. 
Every radiologist has a certain way of 
displaying multiple images of Barne studies 
obtained at different times and multiple images 
of different imaging systems. The relative 
location and order of display of particular 
images with respect to other images on multiple 
screen workstation must be predictable and 
logical to the radiologists. 

Th review workstation is primarily for 
referring phYSicians and for consultations 
rather than primary diagnostic reporting. It 
supports high resolution (1000 x 1200) displays 
.... lith the ability to access and edit reports. These 
workstations can be located t.hroughout the 
hospital and within the radiology department. 

The number of display screens anli images 
desired for simuitaneou8 viewing is an 
important feature for a diagnostic reporting 
workstation. CUJ'Tently 40-100 images are 
presented to the radiologist simultaneously in the 
case of MR or CT and 4·S images for chest and 
bone studies. It is essential for the diagnostic 
reporting station to provide rapid access and 
display of images. 

2.3 STORAGE AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

Depending on system architecture, image 
storage (17,18) may be distributed at several 
hardware components on the network. Storage 
devices eoulO include magnetic tape drives, 
magnetic disk drives, as well as erasable and 
non-erasable optical drives and related 
magnetic and optical juke boxes and optical tape 

devices as they apply to medical imaging 
Images and related information tha~ should 

be in the short·term storage are (a.) exams that 
are newly ac~uired in the past 48 hours, (b l 
exams awaiting primary interpretation (c J 
exams acquired in a period equal to the facili~)"s 
average length-of.stay fOT inpatients, (d:
selected historical exams are needed at clinical 
areas according to a daily clinic appointmer.~ 
Ichedule. and (e.) selected supporting historical 
exams of patients who have had new image 
exams. 
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The long.term archlve should be capable of 
Btoring the current year plus 4 additional years of 
imaging exams for a total of 5 years of imaging 
exams. In the case of Georgetown University, we 
generate approximately 5 Terabytes per yea:-. 
excluding mammography. Additionally, there 
are certain instances where exams must be 
retained more than 5 years· e.g., pedia.ri: 
images must be retained until a patient's 21s~ 
birthday and some mammography exams must 
be retained.for..the life of the patient. 

External communication req,uirement wi!! 
depend on the work load and work pattern of 
radiology service. For a amall scale operations 
ethernet or 19.2 Kbps modems are sufficient. As 
data volume increases, higher speed such as 100 
Mbps or T-llines will be needed. 

System integration in IMAC technology 
shares many of the generic: problems in computer 
technology. Most of imaging devices of today are 
not designed to support network operations and in 
aome casea certain manufacturers are reluctant 
to provide proper interface capabilities to move 
images. Efforts are und.erway under the 
auspices of American College of Radiology and 
National Electrical Manu(acturers Associat.ion 
to develop an interface standard known as 
ACRINEMA interface .tandard (19) which is 
also known aa DICOM interface. A growing 
number oC manufacturers and organizations are 
adopting the .tandard. 

Data compression f20,21,22,23J 1s ar. 
important topic in radiology lor it can improve 
network perfDrmance and reduce the data storage 
requirement. Many physicians feel that any 
108sy compression may contribute to erroneous 
diagnosis, while many .cientific studies show 
that there is not any statistically slgnificar. t 
difi'erenee in diagnosi8 even when the images 
have been subjected to 15:1 compression. 
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2.4 RADIOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEM 

The IMAC system requires several 
capabilities in addition to the imaging 
functionality. These include entry and use of 
patient demographic data, ord~r entry functions, 
and results reporting that !ire traditionally 
handlr.d by radiology information system (RIS). 
Intf:'dl!.ce of lMAC with RIS (2~, 25) avoids 
redundant ma.nual entry of common data 
elements in the RIS and the lMAC databases for 
routine clinical operations at patient registra.tion 
paints, image acquisition sites, or display 
workstations. In some IMAC networks, an auto 
routing of imaies to workstations may be 
desirable to avoid data traffic bottleneck. A 
radiology exam order entered in the RIS for a 
procedure or procedures could prompt the lMAC 
image database to do 'auto-routing'. The RIS 
information can trigger the image database to do 
auto-routing of (a) exam orders, (b) pre
interpreted image exams (e) post-interpreted 
archived image exams and (d) radiographic 
reports, across the IMAC network. This auto
routing may be targeted to specific acquisition 
and display devices, both in and outside of the 
radiology department according to site-unique, 
site definable/modifiable algorithms. 
Traditionally, the reports are usually generated 
in RIS. 

To referring pbysicians, who are the primary 
users of radiology service on behalf of their 
patients, the availability of diagnostic reports is 
often more important than the images by 
themselves. Missing reports, unaigned reports 
and separation of reports rrom the images are 
major problems today. Integration of convenient 
and efficient reporting capabilities with the 
IMAC workstation can rechu:e the frequency of 
occurrence of then problema. Integration of the 
reporting Iystems and the workstation will 
transform the IMAC from an imale shuttling 
system to a complete diaenostic decision support 
system. 

2.5 TELECOMMUNICATION 

An lMAC network within a hospital can be 
connected to a amaller remote site or to another 
hospital for long distance teleradiolog)' lervice. 
This communication can be achieved using 

dedicated T-l lines, dial-up fractional lines ar.c 
others service that local communlcatior. 
companies can offer. In some case this ean also 
be a higher Ipeed of 1 Obits per second. 

3.0 A LARGE SCALE %MAC PROJECT: 
MEDICAL DIAGNOSnC IMAGING 
SUPPORT (MDIS) PROJECT 

There is aD increasing number of hopital· 
wide lMAC projects around. the world, but or-.e 
project orthe US Department of Defence is used as 
an example of advances in IMAC technology and 
implementation. The Medical Diagnostic 
Imaging Support (MDIS) System is a large PACS 
and teleradioloi>' project for the U.S. milita!y 
[26,27]. The contract was awarded to 8, joint 
venture between Loral and Siemens in late 1991. 
Pres.ently, Madigan Army Medical Center. 
Brooke A:rmy Medical Center, and Wright
Patterson Air Force Medical Center are 
undergoing phased implementation of this 
system. Several other sites are planned for 1993-
94, including military medical treatment 
facilities in the continental U.S., Hawaii, 
Korea, Panama, and the Azores off the coast of 
Portugal. Similar technologies are belng 
installed at Hammersmith Medical Center in 
London. UK and Baltimore Veterans Medical 
Center in Maryland. 
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S.l MADIGAN lrIDIS NETWORK OVERVIEW 

The new Madigan Army Medical Center 
opened its doon in the Spring of 1992. Madigan 
is a 1.2 million Iquare foot, 416 bed facility m 
Tacoma. Walhington. Approximately 500 
physicians representing nearly all 
lubspeciaItiel work at this tertiary eare medical 
center and aee over one minion outpatient visits 
per year. The Department of Radiology with 12 
ataff and 18 residents, does over 160.000 
radiological exams per year. 

The initial phase of MDlS at Madigan 
includes computed radiography for all plain x· 
rays except mammography and scoliosis series. 
a 20 Gbyte Working Storage Unit (WSU), a 100 
platter (1 Tbyte) Optical Disk Jukebox (ODJ). and 
nine workstations. The computed radiognphy 
images are processed by two Siemens Digiscan 
7000 and three Fuji ACl plus readers. ThIrd 
generation Fuji imaging- plates are used The 



Working Storage Unit (WSU) uses a redundant 
array of inexpensive disks (RAID, level 2 
architecture). It functions as the local and ahtlrt 
term storage using 40 disks (magnetic media) 
operating in parallel; 32 disks for a 32 bit word, 7 
disks for error con-ection. and one disk acting 
as a "hot lipan" (limgle disk Cailure detected and 
corrected without loss of operation). The WSU is 
designed to hold inpa.tients Cor the average length 
of a hospital stay (4.5 days for Madigan), all 
outpatients for 48 hours, all exams not yet 
interpreted. and pertinent bist(lrical images. 
Images will be stored in the WSU with 2:1 
lossless compression(currently no compression 
is used On the WSU). !mage retrieval bandwidth 
is greater than 400 OR image equivalenta per 
minute. The full implemeDtation WSU will have 
five times the present storage capacity( by 
doubling the capacity and implementing 2.5:1 
compression). The WSU is connected to the 
workstations by a fiber optic network in a 
modified star t.opology. Image data moves with 
FDDI· like speeds (100 Mbit.slsec). Images are 
transferred at the earliest opportunity from the 
WSU to the ODJ. The ODJ holds 100 (10 
Gbyte)WORM 14" optical disks. Computed 
radiography images are stored with 10:1 lossy 
compression (modified JPEG format). The final 
phase calls for two ODJs which will be able to 
store about 3 years of images on line. Presently, 
as part of the phased implementation, all 
computed radiology (CR) and fluoroscopy images 
are stored both loftcopy and hardcopy (lBser 
printed film) with the exception of GI barium 
cases which are softcopy only. CT and MRt 
images are expected to be available on the PACS 
in April of 1993. Nuclear medicine, ultrasound, 
angiography, and radiation therapy will be 
connec:ted to the system in late 1993. A total of 9 
workstations are presently in service: one each 
in the orthopedics clinic. the emergency room 
(ER), and the intensive care unit (IOU), with the 
rest in the radiolofY department. In the 
SummerlFall oC 15193 an additional 116 
workstations will be placed throughout the clinics 
and wards of the hospital. Following this 
installation, Madigan will begin to go almost 
entirely filmless . 

Various types of workstations are being 
used based on the: clinical need and cost 
constraints. MDIS supports two basic types of 
workstations. a standardi~ed and an optimized. 
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The standardized workstation is a high voiume, 
primary diagnostic unit whereas the optimized 
workstation is a lower volume unit for clmic:al 
review of images. The standardized units Cg~ 
have either 2K ( A type ) or lK ( B type) display 
matrix portrait monitors. The optimized units 
have only lK (C type ) display matrix landscape 
monitors. The primary diagnosis for CR are 
made on the 2K monitors. Lower resolution 
modalities such as ultrasound can be read on any 
of the monitora. In the radiology primary 
reading areas .tandardized workstations witr. 
four 2K monitors are used. In general, the wares 
and clinics will have two lK monitors at 
optimized workstations, but the entire 2K data set 
is available at these workstations by magnifj;ng 
the image either by a zoom function or use of the 
"magic glass" tool in the region of interest. All 
the workstations have the same basic image 
manipulation functions. The primary 
advantage of the four monitor workstations over 
the two monitor workstations is convenience and 
image display throughput. Comparing multiple 
images can be done with two monitors. but 
significantly more image manipulation is 
necessary. Initially. we considered eight 
monitor workstations (4 on top. 4 on the batto!'!'! 
&imulating a conventional alternator board); 
with our present experience we do not feel that the 
added benefit would justify the costs. Even large 
barium lIeries can be comfortably reviewed on the 
four monitor workstations. The basic platform 
for the workatation is the Macintosh lUx 
computer with 8 MB RAM and 80 MB internal 
disc dive. A key feature ot the system is the 
connection between the workstation, database. 
and WSU. The workstation queries the database 
via an Ethernet line. The database provides the 
workstation with the necessary information and 
acceBS rights to retrieve image data from the.> 
WSU. The WSU transmits images to the· 
workatation via a direct fiber optic link to the 
image memory oftbe OPUS board, with as many 
images as pOSlible atored on the OPUS board. 
Once full, the .Yltem automatically pages 
images in from the WSU. 

S.2 PRIMARY DIAGNOSIS IN P_~!OLOGY 

There are two primary ways to view the 
images, the traditional or "diagnostic" mode in 
which images are aide by aide and the "cine" 



mode in which a11 the images in the series ale 
stacked one behind the other. The latter mode is 
especially helpful in axial CT or MR 'enes 
when following a structure in the cranial to 
caudal direction. It is also ueCul for looking at 
multiple images of the same anatomic region 
over a short period of time 8uch all a barium 
swallow. Witbin the cine mode, the imai'es ean 
be viewed as a movie or image by image based on 
the users desires. 

The following image manipulation tools (28] 
are available on the system: windowl level, 
magnify, pan, region of interest signal 
measurement, distance and area measurement, 
annotate, flip! rotate, equalization function, the" 
magic glass", and inverted gray scale. The 
windowl level can be changed simultaneously 
with the mouse or the user can set his own pre
selected windowl level values. A . 8pecial 
function called the magic elass is extremely 
useful. This gives the user a window box in 
which either magnification of the image by a 
factor of two, inversion of the gray $cale, or 
equalization of the image within the box can be 
done without changing the rest of the image. The 
user can rapidly scan the study by moving the 
box around the image. By depressing the apple 
key at the same time, he can also change the 
windowllevel within the box. By d.epressing the 
option key he can continue to magnify the image. 
Depressing the control key changes the size of the 
box. The image manipulation within the box 
occurs instantaneously_ We have found this 
function to be very useful. 

The invert gray scale is helpfuI in locating 
the tips of tubes and line •. It aleo appeara to 
increase the conspicuity of polyps in barium 01 
studies. and certain bony structures luch as sub 
diaphragmatic ribs on a chest x·ray. The 
workstation allc>ws the user to hide patient 
images (for QC of images not acceptable to be 
presented to the radiolOgists and clinicians), 
demoC'l'aphics (useful for patient confidentiality 
issues). 

3.3 IUS INTERFACE 

The radiology information system (RIS) is 
an integral part of the MDIS workstation. Once 
the user aelects a patient's study within a work 
list, the l'adiological request and dictated report 
(if completed} automatically show up on the 
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bottom of the Bcreen. Therefore. the pa~ie:-lrs 
clinical history. Radiologiea1 images. anc 
dictated report are present together on the 
workstation monitor for the radiologist 0:

clinician to lee. ArI. internal review performec 
at Madigan before installing the MDIS systerr. 
showed that of randomly selected radiologica! 
cases, the patient's dictated report. images or bot~ 
could not be found in the tile room in 50% of the 
cases. The MDIS system is expected to virt'.lally 
eliminate this problem. The Composite Health 
Care Iy&tem (CRCS), the Department of 
Defense's hospital information system(H!S). IS 

expected in the near future. The MDlS system 
will be (by contract) compatible with eHeS. 

Usually the radiologist dictates a report 'to a 
transcriptiOnl8t, but if he desires, he can type i:a 
the report himself. Ste.ndardized radio!ogy 
reports are available on pull-down menus. 
These standardized reports are used almost 
exclusively on the Gastro-intestinal (GIl service 
,frequently with slight modifications, such that 
final reports Arc now often available to the 
clinician the same day as the study was done. 

8.4 IMAGE ACCOtJNTABILl'IY A."?IID 
SYSTEM RELABII..I'IT 

The failure of a conventional film basec 
system on image accountability is one of the 
primary reasons to convert to a PACS 
environment. It has been stated that PACS will 
result in no loss of images. Some images are 
still misplaced, but this time electronically 
During summer of 1992, we reviewed 150 st\ldie5 
done in tbe fir8t 3 months at Madigan after 
moving into the new hospital. Hardcopy Jaser 
printed images eould not be found :in 209& of the 
cases. Surprisingly, lO~ of the cases could not be 
found aD the MDIS system. Closer examinatior. 
showed that aome atudies were located under a 
different folder hee.ding, e.g., a thest x-ray hstec 
as an abdomen; other cases coming through t::e 
emergency room Were initially listed as "Johr. 
Doe" and never converted to the proper name lr. 
the database. Finally. in the nnt 3 monti":.s of 
operation, there were a significant number 0:
"bugs" to work out of the system. Actions have 
been taken to address these problems. A (cllow. 
up 8tudy was done in which a week iea!";y 
November of 1992) was randomly selected to 
review image accountability. The image In 



question could be found in its exact heading or 
similar title (e.g., toe under foot heading) in 
greater than 98% of cases. In some cases, the 
patient's name was incorrect, in others the image 
was under the wrong heading as was the case 
with initial operation of the MDIS system at 
Madigan. This was most common when 
mUltiple studies were done on the lame patient 
especially in an emergency situation- the 
radiology technologist only made up a single bar 
code and put all the images under this heading. 
We are presently educating our technologists on 
the importance of using a bar eode t'or each atudy 
and working with the vendors to design a tool to 
transfer images to the proper heading. 

A high level of relia.bility is critical to the 
success of a PACS. Our contract calls for 98'fo 
system up time. Any down time of the VAX, WSU 
or ODJ can affect the user at the workstation. 
Over the initial 10 months, the MDIS system has 
been up and running 98.89& of the time. 
Presently one of the major causes of down time is 
related to the air conditioning system. We have 
an Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) but 1'.10 

back·up air conditioning system in the computer 
room exists presently, The equipment in the 
computer room generates a significant amount of 
heat. The central hospital air conditioner has 
failed several times. In each case, the system 
has to be brought down due to the danger of 
overheating. We are presently working on 
acquiring a back-up air cooling source to resolve 
the issue. Excluding air conditioning related 
problems. the system has been operational 99.790 
of the time. During the down times, the system :is 
in the "fail over "mode. Hardcopy laser printed 
images are produced for immediate needs and 
they are digitized back into the system. 

3.5 IMAGE DISPLAY SPEED 

Image display speed on the workstation is 
primarily related to the location of the image data 
at the time of tile request. In general, if the image 
is still on the WSU, j't takes consistently 5·6 
seconds to display the image on the monitor. The 
vendors are working to reduce the time to tess 
than 2 seconds, If the image is archived on the 
ODJ, the average time to display is 1.8 minutes 
presently. The time to display an image from the 
ODJ is variable. Several factors influence this 
display speed. Only one study can be fetched at a 

time, therefore the time depenos on the numbe:- of 
studies that other users are seeking at that time 
Presently if the ODJ is in the middle of archi ..... ir.g 
another case, it must complete the task before 
retrieving the study requested. 

The time to paint images on the screen 
depends on the size of image data set, screens and 
type of workstation. The following is an 
example of the screen paint speed. Given a 50 
image CT study on a standardized four screen 
2K workstation in the 12 image on 1 page form at 
(12:1), it takes on average 57 seconds to paint the 
entire .tudy. In practice, this number is less 
important because the clinician can start hi. 
evaluation of the study once the first screen is 
painted (about 5 -6 leconds). To convert this 
8tudy to the stacked cine mode takes 7.9 seconds. 
and retUl'lling to the 12:1 format takes 15 seconds 
To page down to the next set of images (display 
images oftbe study that did not fit on the first focr 
screens) takes 2.5 8econds. Paging up takes 1.8 
seconds. These times are expected to improve on 
the diagnostic workstations with improved new 
imaging boards. 

3.6 READING TIMES 
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AB opposed to a clinician that may review a 
few imaging studies a day, the radiologist spends 
the majority at his day looking at images anc 
making diagnoses. Even a small percent 
change in the rate at which he reviews images, 
can therefore have a major effect on his overall 
work efficiency. We tested the time it took 3 
board certi6ed radiologists to review and dictate 
the 8a~e 30 CR imaging studies. Each reader 
reviewed the 30 cAles both loftcopy on a 
standardized 2K four monitor workstation anc 
hardcopy III luer printed images. The soft and 
bard copy aenionl were separated by at least 3 
week! 'in 2 of 3 cases. The 30 cases were 
randomly lelected outpatient imaging studies 
composed or 10 bone, 10 aupine and upright 
abdomen, and 10 lingle view cbest x-rays. The 
order of reading <10ft. eopy images first vs. harc 
copy images first )was varied. No ole 
comparison imagea were used. The hardcopy 
images were separated out and placed on top of the 
muter jacket. Timin&' measurements beg-ar. 
with the radiologiat reaching for the images 
placed beside him and ended after a handw~itter. 
report was generated and the study placed into the 



master jacket. The sottcopy cases were stored on 
the WSU in a random order 8uch that the 
radiologist had to type in the patient's last name 
to retrieve the images. 

Overall, reading images on the hardcopy 
was 3590 faster than the BO~PY images. Yet this 
varied lignificantly between the experience of 
the reader and even the type ohtudy being read. 
The experienced reader was only 99& Caster 
hardcopy than soficopy. The two less experienced 
readers actually began reading soft.eopy· images 
faster as the test progressed - the fi.r&t reader went 
from reading hardcopy 50% faster to only 36% 
faster; the second reader went from 0(5% to 2(% 
faster on the hardcopy. Tms probably tefiects the 
learning curve involved in reading BOft copy. 
Several new lIoftware features have not yet been 
implemented on the MDIS workstations that will 
significantly speed up the softcopy reading 
times. We believe these feat.ures will make 
softcopy reading competitive with th~ traditional 
film environment. With conventional film the 
image cannot be manipulated. whereas on the 
workstation with several easily accessible 
imaging tools at the radiologist's diiposal, an 

. attempt clln be made to extract additional 
information that was previoullly unavailable. 
The user now balances time with depth of 
investigation of the image. 

3.7 IMAGE QUALITY 

Presently all OR images {29Jare available 
both on hardcopy and softcopy. Alter &Teater than 
10 months. of clinical use and more than 100,000 
CR studies. to our knowledge, no cases have been 
documented in which a finding wei noted on the 
hardcopy, but not em the aaftcopy image. On the 
other band. leveral clinical findingB are 
routinely noted on the workstation that are 
inconspicuous or absent on the bard copy images. 
Another advantage of IOftcopy with CR images is 
that the Fuji contrast imaging algorithms (G 
factors) have no effect one ima.ie quality on 
di5play workatationa. In .ome cases. we had 
problems with tlle original Fuji algorithm. (e.g. 
feet, barium Itudies). living luboptimal 
hardcopy images, but on the monitor they loa" 
fine. At this time, edge enhancementlunsharp 
masking is not available at the work&tation. 
This is planned to be incorporated in a future 
rel~ase. Simple pixel replication is used on the 
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system instead of interpolated :z.oom. This causes 
the CT and MR images to look pixelly when 
viewed on the workstation in the traditional 12 1 
format. Primary diagnosit: is only made on 
images with 10ls1es8 compression. We are using 
10:1 10158), compression on CR images after a 
primary diagnosis has been made and before 
archlvini the images in the ODJ. We believe 
that with 10:1 compression clinically relevant 
information is Dot lost; a large ROC study wi!! 
loon begin at Madigan. 

3.S REFERRING PHYSICIANS 

A recent Burvey of 58 surgeons, intern:sts. 
and pediatricians at Madigan revealed that 
lOO~ believe the MDIS system is useful to them. 
1009'0 believe it laves them time, and more than 
98% believe it helps to improve patier.t care As 
mentioned earlier, many clinicians have 
learned how to use the s),stem before they recei\'ed 
formal training. Clinicians now go to the 
work.tationt in radiology routinely to look for 
imaging studies instead of going to the file room. 
It is clear that the place where MDIS is most 
appreciated is on the wards and clinics. The 
orthopedic department has a workstation in its 
clinic. In the past. patients that arrived for 
follow up appointments for fractures without their 
old x-ray film. would either be canceled and told 
to return with the films or retake x-rays. In their 
busy clinic, the orthopedic 8urgeon could not 
afford the time to go down to radiology and try to 
find the old film. Now he can just pull the 
patient's old lltudy up on the workstation in his 
clinic, thUI laving time. money, andfor 
unneces8Bl)' additional radiation exposure tc the 
patient. 

In .pecialty areas such as the 1 Ct:. 
traditionally an area first targeted by PACS 
[12,181. the advantages are more subtle. The leU 
chest x-ray hardcopy images are maintained on 
• large dedicated aiternator board in radiology. 
The imalell are lent Itraight to the board. thus 

. bypassin, the file ~oom. The leU team comes to 
radiology each mornin, to review the mOl"n:ng 
chest z·raya. ThereCore, some of the trad: tlon a1 
problems or tlle film based .ystem are not a 
problem in thi' environment. The advantage 
comes in the middle of the nii:ht or day when a 
patient i. in acute diltress and time is critica; 
The clinician can view the patient's 'images m 



this case without leaving t.he intensive care unit.. 
It. is in this scenario the workstat.ion in the leU 
demonstrates its usefulness. 

The 01 radiology service is completely 
filmless now. The radiology technologists on GI 
anecdotally believe being filmless saves them 
time. We are planning timing trials to verify 
this claim. The radiology residents and staff 
also prefer the film less environment in GI. The 
imaging tools, lIuch as the magic glasB, inverted 
iray scale and magnification, leem to be 
especially useful on the GI service. The general 
feeling of the radiologists at Madigan is that the 
system has great potential, but better image 
navigation software would enhance the value of 
PACS significantly. PACS is (and will remain 
so in the near future) most beneficial to the 
clinicians, not to the radiologi8tS. Having 
workstations on the wards and clinics will be the 
pathway by which PACS will succeed and be 
widely accep~ed in the field of medicine. 

3.9 FUTURE DEVELOPl\m-m 
AT MADIGAN 

In the following months, the remammg 
imaging modalities such as ultrasound, nuclear 
medicine, angiography, and radiation therapy 
wm be integrated into the a),stem. The 
remaining 116 workstations will be placed 
throughout the hospital. The Hospital 
Information System for the military (eRCS) is 
expected to be installed and MDIS will be 
interfaced with this system. Pre-fetch 
algorithms to bring images from the ODJ to the 
WSU and a Jarger storage capacity at the WSU 
will improve image retrieval time:!. Special 
clinical sub-folders are being designed to allow 
key images from different lub-folders to be 
located together. e.g., a patient with • lung mass· 
might have a folder with his previous two chest x
rays, a chest CT, and a bone Bean in it. This 
wouldaJ]ow the clinicians more rapid access to 
the st\ldies they are interested in and also 
decrease the overall amount of' image data 
passing through the network lince the selected 
images are fetched instead of all of the patient's 
images. A gateway is being cleveloped to provide 
for teleradio)ogy (301 connections to other 
hospitals and clinics within Madigan's referral 
region. 

4.0 NEW !MAC PROJECT AT 
GEORGETOWN U2\"lVERSITY 

Georgetown University has instailed a:1 
lMAC network based on AT & T's CommView 
System in 1988. The primary network topology 
used in the system is a star based on 40 Mbytes 
per aecond optical fiber. The central data 
manssement system (DMS) ia connected to: (a) 
acquisition modules (AM) which collect images 
from imaging devices, (b) high-speed 
workstations located throughout the hospital. (el 
an archival jukebox of 89 Optical Platters, (d) an 
interface to a Radiology Information Syste:n 
(RIS) through a PC. (e) gateways that support 
specialty image processing for research 
workatations on an Ethernet. 

:&n the spring of 1992, the scope of IMAC 
network at Georgetown has been reduced to 
support primarily intensive care services am! 
ultrasound service. Provision of images to 
intensive care units do not involve a large data 
volume and the current system performs well. 
Service to C'I' and MRI have been dropped. Since 
the manufacturer of Georgetown Il\-1AC network, 
AT&T, haa 8ul!pended all development, the 
performance of workstation and data base has 
never reached an acceptable level in terms of 
display speed. user interface and data query 
capability to aupport routine high 'Volume 
diagnosis required for radiology. 

A new IMAC project is underway at 
Georgetown. Georgetown has d.eveloped a 5 year 
plan {or a paperless and filmless hospital with a 
short term objective of a filmiess radiology 
service within the next 3 years. The following 
highlights the 5 yeu program. 

Year 1: all inpatient, emergency room and 
outpatient chelt and bone images will be obtained 
in digital form. There will be dedicated digital 
imagers in the leu.. Day to day operations of 
general radiology will depend wholly on the 
lMAC network. eliminating the need for hard 
copy film images. Approximately 70% of our 
radiolOgical workload (120,OOO cases per year) is 
conventiona.l udiography. We are targeting 
this area because the success in general 
radiology will have the most positive impact in 
convincing skeptics that the IMAC system is 
indeed clinically preferred. 

Year 2: MRI, ultrasound. angiographic 
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images, and nuclear radiology images will be 
placed on the network. The number of 
workstations will be expanded to those areas that 
require frequent access to Mftl and nuclear 
images. Technical collaboration with the patient 
care information system (POlS) will begin. We 
will begin experiments with pathology images to 
support telemedicine concept. 

Year 3: CT and the remainder of the 
radiology imaging systems wUl be intert'aced to 
the lMAC network. Georgetown has the first 
state-of-the-art spiral scanning CT from GE. 
We 8re negotiating an interface with GE's C'l' 
group and they will be placed on the network. 
Radiology, pathology and cardiology images and 
related text data will be available at selected 
workstations in the hospital and selected 
outpatient sites. 

Year 4: A commur . cation and computer 
infrastructure will be in ,l>lace for a workstation 
that can access hospital information, patient care 
information and radiology images. 
Infrastructure for computer aided diagnosis and 
expert system support will be ready for 
implementation throua'hout the hospital. Medical 
records and other hospital system will be up· 
graded to support paperless o))erations in the 
following year. 

The 5th year will be devoted mainly to 
completing a hospital-wide use of paper 
independent and film independent technologies. 
At the end of year 5. the evaluation of the 
effectiveness, advantages and problems of this 
totally digital radiology, pathology, and hospital 
information system will be completed. 

5.0 CONCLlJSION 1..!\1) FtJTIJP.E AC'n\'1'l'IES 

AIl information management project such as 
IMAC brings out many deficiencies in the 
current system. Many of theae old Ihortcommgs 
which may not be dire:ctly related to imaging 
must be addressed to take full advantage of 
comm unication and management tecl-nologies. 
Past experience suggests that for long term 
success the entire procesl of radiology operations 
including communication and management 
infrastructure must be addres8ed 80 that one of 
two bottlenecks do not bring down the entire 
network and limit the utility of the new 
capabilities. 

Seen from the patient care and hospital 

operational perspective lMAC tecMolog'j togeth€:' 
with imaging technology must offer c1ea:
advantages (or the radiology service in three 
ceneral areas; (a) new digital imaglr.g 
modalities to reduce the dependence on film. (b', 
lignificant operational improvements and Ie" 
new diagnostic information. 

The introduction ofCR tecMology [29,31) has 
been a significant factor in lMAC, and more 
manufacturers are offering competItIve 
capabilities. While it is clear that current 
technology can replace most of the film imaging 
for chest and bone, new higher reso)t.:tlCr. 
capabilities may be required for hands and 
premature infants. A number of new x-rey 
detectors have been studied to develop new digital 
radiography systems. Mammography is an 
important part ofradiology service, but a digi~al 
mammography ays~m is yet to be developed, A 
great deal of activities are underway to de'l.'e~o;:: a 
digital mammography system 132) that requires 
much higher resolution (50 micro per plxel) than 
chest imaging. 

Operationally, image data base is a su bset of 
radiology information system <RISJ. 
Integration of IMAC network to RIS is a:1 
essential part ofIMAC technology. Collabora~ion 
between IMAC developer and RIS developers is 
needed in the future. As discussed earlier the 
imaging system of the future must have more 
efficient and less costly interface capabilities 
based on A common atandard. 

In the past lome of us viewed IMAC as a 
means to move images rapidly, but as image 
p:ro~essing capabilities become faster and less 
expensive, IMAC .hould be more than an image 
management Iystem. The network sho'Jlt! 
provide Additional capabilities that can improve 
the quality of maIDosi!. This can be achieved by 
integration of computer aided diagnosis, tiss~e 
characterization, 3·dimensional image display 
and multimedia data presentation. 

Two types of changes {SS} that will result f:-orr. 
Dew information management technology sue!:. 
88 lMACj changes in work babits and changes in 
power and control. The changes in work hab:ts 
will involve changes in the location and 
techniques used for viewing images and in the 
manner in which the radiologist prO\'lCeS 
radiology consultations. Fewer will be in the ),;. 
ray depa"tment, more will involve phcr.e 
consultations with both parties looking at the 
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image sl'.l\ultaneously. 
Everyone in patient care recognizes the 

problems faced by radiology services, especially 
in film and report management, but it is difficult 
to agree on which party should address the 
problems. With the current file system, the 
images are controlled by the radiology 
department and the problems related to them are 
the responsibility of the radiologist and radiology 
administrator; there is power in having that 
control. With lMAC, the images are available 
throughout the hospital, and therefe>re the power 
that comes from control ia decreased. 
Radiologists will be losing some of their control 
over the images. In order to maintain their 
effective consultative relationship and their 
abillty to bill for services they will have to work 
smarter so that the reports are available with the 
images. . 

In most cases, an IMAC 8ystem does not 
clevelop new sources of revenue. One of the major 
challenges for any hospital considering an 
IMAC is justifying its financing. If a technology 
does not result in new income, then its costs must 
be justified by cost savings either of supplies or in 
personnel. If one does not create a film image, 
then there are substantial savings to be made in 
not using film, film jackets and developer. At 
Georgetown, the annual film costs are close to 
$1,000.000. While it may be possible to decrease 
the number of film librarians after a tranaition 
period, it is likely that IMAC will result in new 
tasks for an equivalent number of workers. The 
major personnel saving that can result from an 
lMAC is in its saving physician time. mainly the 
time of the primary physician and clinical 
consultants. In Japan and France, financial 
incentives for IMAC may come from high 
reimbursement rate of digitally managed 
radiological images. 

While the clinical acceptance of IMAC 
technology has- be spotty in the past, a growing 
number of projects using newer t~chnologies 
have iner~ased clinical acceptance. As more 
competing products ate introduced in all areas of 
IMAC technology, integration of radiology 
imaging systems will take place in various 
forms to improve overall efficiency of radiology 
service. IMAC technology is a special case of 
network computing which has become common 
in other areas. It will take lome time to modify 
all radiological imaging systems to be network 

compatible. In some cases manufacturers of 
imaging systems are reluctant to provide 
connectivity for lMAC network. 

A hospital cannot perform its mission oi 
delivering timely and efficient health care 
without the collection and distribution of a mass 
of diagnostic, treatment. and management 
information. As the number of diagnostic anc 
therapeutic procedures have increased. the 
information management requirements placed 
on hospitals by government and insurance 
industry have grown. Furthermore, as patier.~ 
awareness of health isaues has blossomed, 
hospital departments have turned from largely 
manual methods to computer based systems c: 
many types. In general, though, the attitude about 
such systems has been somewhat self.centered in 
that each department or division tends to de\'e~op 
a aY5t,m to solve its own problem 85 a prim ar)' 
goal with the concern of other areas considerec 
aecondary. 

A fully integrated hospital informatior. 
system will be able to 

(8) Optimize the resource utilization. 
(b) Lower communication costs. 
(e) Improve quality of care, 
(d) Minimize operational dependence on 
paper and film, and 

(e)Facilitate effective research and education 
support. 
Furthermore, various health care providers 

and patients will be able to gain a better 
understanding of the operations of the hospital as 
a whole. A fully integrated system as depicted 
here is not yet a reality. but that must be the goal 
for all communication and management 
inf'ormation systems required to run a hosp\ta~ 
Challenges are numeroull but we are closer than 
ever to reaching our goal of film independent 
imaging service throughout the hospital. Similar 
challenies have been met in other industries (33, 
34) when a prl,ldent management deployed 
computerized information management system 
match.ing the technical capability to the carefully 
targeted problem areas. 
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Rationale for a Large Facility P ACS Implementation 

J. J. Donnelly. P. P. Hindel.I. A. Anderson 

USAF Medical Center Wright-Patterson 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433 

ABSTRACI 

The Wright-Patterson USAF Medical Center (WPMC) is one o/three DOD medical centers 
currently engaged in the instal/ation olrJu "Medical Diag1Wsric lmagi;.g Support" (MDlS) system. 
MDIS is a comprehensive hospital wide "Pictur~ ArclUving ll1Zd Communications System" (PACS). 
In defining the requirel1U!nts/or the MDIS system it quickly became apparenl that detailed operational 
information was necessary to adequately define 'M system requiremenlS. This i,;ormarion included 
an understanding of the needs of oW' cuswmers, workload data, current and e.xpectedfurure imaging 
capabilities, current problems encoumered in meeting the needs 010W' customers. and the resources 
available to respond 10 these problems. Amud with this informmion tlu! MDIS rechnical developmenT 
team was able to define a detailed functional description lor lhe MDIS sysrem. This functional 
descriplion was presented to industry in rhe form of a competitive solicitation with the subsequen! 
submission ofproposais by interesredvendort. Fol/owing an extensive review 01 these proposals 
and the results o[live benchmark evaluations, a contract was awarded to Loral Western Development 
Laboratory on September 27, 1991. This paper presents an operational overview of WPMC, a 
description of the deficiencies in our current image managemsnz system, and a discussion of lhe 
PACS co be installed this summer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of new technology into our medical center must support our overall purpose 
and vision and must meet or even exceed the needs and expectations of our internal and external cus
tomers. Our medica! center's purpose (our mission) is healthcare. We accomplish this mission by 
providing high quality medical care and service to the 50,000 beneficiaries in the local community we 
serve and. in addition, through providing specialized referral health services in suppon of DOD 
Region VI. containing some 900,000 beneficiaries and 14 military ucaunent facilities spread over a 
10 state region. We are &he largest military healthcare faeiHI)' in the region. Another facer of OUT 
mission involves post graduate medical training in conjunction with a community based medkal 
school (Wright State University School of Medicine). ~paration for wartime and peacetime contin
gencies is ano&her key element of our mission. Although our mission adequately chronicles our ev
eryday activities. it is our vision which motivates and drives this organization towards its future. The 
vision of WPMC is to bc~me the center of excellence for bealthcaa delivcI}' in the Depamnent of 
Defense by employing state-of-the-an medicine and service using the prinCiples of "Total Quality 
Management". MDIS will playa vjta1 role in the transition of the medic81 center from its mission to
ward its vision. 

2 DESCRIPTION 0'1:' THE ~1 n.ne,\ L 1:'~'7TDn ... ''U1:''''''''' .,.~ \(&4111' Q 91' J 'QY,1'lY'&" I 

In order to define the functional and operational requirements of a PACS it is first n~essary to 
define, to the greatest extent possible, the nature and requirements of the clinical environment in 
which the system is to be used. This involves identifying your customers and their needs, obtaining 
pertinent wor~oad data, identifying the modalities to be interfaced into the system, and the specific 
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definition of your objectives for the system. Although the patient remains the ultimate customer of L'1e 
imaging process, there are a variety of other internal and external customers. The radiologists them· 
selves are important internal customers of the process. but the prime internal customer is the referring 
physician. The main detenninant of the quality of the imaging process, therefore, is how well it ad
dresses the needs and requirements of the Jefening physicians .. Among the key quality characteristics 
which the referring physicians expect of a quality imaging process are timeliness, accurac)', 
diagnostic reliability, ease of application. integration with other clinical processes and technical 
modalities, and optimal com:1ation of patient infonnation. 

2. ]. eljviea] Environment 

Wright-Patterson Medical Center bas a rated inpatient bed capacity of 301 with the ability to 
expand to over 400 beds if conditions WamUlt. At this time 252 of these beds are in routine \lse with 
an average occupancy rate of 81 %. During 1991 there were 9887 admissions with an average length 
of stay of 6.4 days. Also during 1991 a lOW of 563,886 outpatient visits were perfonned. Table 1 
shows the distribution of admissions and outpatient visits by clinical specialty. Services such as 
emergency medicine. flight medicine and primary care do not directly admit patients to the hospital, 
b~! instead refer patients requiring hospitalization to other specialties. 

Table 1: Admissions and Outpatient Visits by Clinical Specialty 

Specialty CJE, Admissions 90 Ou tJ)atien C Visits 
EmerjZencv Medicine 6 
FlLght Medicine 1. 
]nlemal Medicine lS 18 
Mental Health 4 S 
OB/GYN 19 7 
Orthopaedics 11 5 
Pediatrics 9 11-
Prim!!!j' Care 20 
SurReJ'Y 32 7 
Others 18 

Table 2: Number of Radiographic Examination Requests by Clinic 

Requesting Clinic 'A. of IDpatie!lt ~ of Outpatient 
ReQuests Requests 

Inr.emaJ Med S9 14.1 
Sunzezv 19.6 10.8 
OBIGYN 2.3 17.2 
PedslNICU 9.8 4.4 
Orthooedics 6.5 10.4 
PsychiatrY 2.6 0.2 
PrimaIY Care 0 19.8 
Em~ency Medicine 0 18.8 
F1i~ht Medieine 0 3.0 
Other 0 1.1 
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As can be seen from Table 2, over 56% of th~ outpatient requests for radiology services are 
generated by three dinies (OB/OYN, primary care, and emergency medicine) while S9% oflhe inpa
tient requests a:e generated by just one clinic (internal medicine). Of all radiographic examinations 
perfonned 22.7% are inpatient and 77 .396 are outpaucnlc 

The medical center's stafflOtals 1'91 of which 118 arc staff pbysicians and 119 are resident 
physicians. in mcmcal center sponsored residenc), programs. In addition, the medical center staff is 
supplemented with a total of 136 partnenhip physicians. other residents, and non-physician 
providers. Residency programs arc offered in internal medicine, pediaaics, general surgery, 
OB/OYN, emergency medicine, psychiatry, cUnical psychology and dentistry. The distribution of 
staff, resident, and non-pbysician providers is shown m Table 3. 

Table 3: Medical Staff Composition and Workload. for Selected Clinical Azeu 

Speciality , Starr , ResideDts , NOD-
Pb,liclaD 
Providers 

IntemaIMed 31 25 
SUl'Ret'L 3f) 43 , 
RBdiololtY g 
PatholQfY_ 4 
Anesthesi<llolrV 7 16 
Emerrencv Med 12- 32 
Psvchiatrv 8 l4 8 
OBIGYN 6 24 3 
}t(1iatrics 18 33 3 
Primary Care 17 

'" Rid OnC0102V 1 
Nuclear MOO. 1 

Total 143 191 39 

2.2. Radiology Depamnent 

Th~ Department of Radiology is made-up of three services. diagnostic radiology. nuclear 
medicine, and radiation oncology with diagnostic radiology being the largest in terms of personnel, 
patient load, and image volume. Although our principle focus is on diagnostic radiology the imaging 
netds of nuclear medicine, ndiation therapy, cardiology, orthopaedics. and urology were also 
considered in the design of MDIS. 

Radiology is ,caffcd with 8 radiologists. 1 nurse, 34 staff technologists, 8 stUdent technolo
gists, and 12 suppan persoMel. 'There is one full-time depanment superintendent and one depan
ment manager. 'I'b:ee medical physicists share the responsibilities of diaanostic imaging. radiation 
oncology, and nullanon salet¥.. Transcription services are provided by !he medical center's central 
transcription service which utilizes a combination of networked and stanel alone pc.rsonal computers. 
All transcribed reports ~ printed to paper with the subsequent deletion of the c1igltal copy. 

The majority of the radiology de=enE is situated on the first floor of the hospital in the 
central core uea This stratepc location p the department immeaatc1y adjacent to such .key sec
tion as nuclear medicine, emetgcncy room. surgery clinic, orthop¢ic clinic, urology clinic and a por
tion of the ctinicallaboratory. The radiology deparanent occupies a total of 22.111 square feet ex-
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eluding MRI which is housed in a modular building adjacent to the main hospital on the basement 
level. Approximately 13% (2800 square feet) of this space is occupied by the rum file room. 

As shown in Table 4. WPMC is equipped with a full range of diagnostic imaging modalities. 
The MDIS system will serve to integrate all of these devices into a single image acquisition. clistribu
tion, and storage system. 

Table 4: Iksaiption of Available Imaging Modalities 

Modallt, Model 
MR.I OE 1.5 T Signa Adyanla~e 
CT GE 9800 QUICK 
Ulttasound Acuson 128 XPIE 
Ultrasound Aeuson 12& 
Soocial Procedures Philips Ploy DiagnOSl UV 
DSA Philips Ploy Diagnost UV with Philips Analytical 

Proeessot 
Cardiac CBth Siemens BICOR 
Radiomohv OE dedicated chest unit 
Radiomnhv OE dedicated hea:I unit 
Radiography 2 each GE model 46-1785002 W IOma 
Radiomnbv Picker Rapldo 
Fluoroscopy 2 each Picker Vector 100 
Fluoroscopy GE MIS 1250 TV 
UrololN 2 eaeb Xonics A677001 0 
Ponable C-Ann 3 each OE model 46-914SS0601 
Nuclear Medicine Picke.r Digital Dyna Camera (used with ADAC 

33000 ImsRe Processor) 
Nuclear Medicine Pick=r 'Oyna Camera 4 (used with ADAC 33000 

aoo-..e) 
Nuclear Medicine ADAC Genesys (with ADAC 33000 Plusl 
Nuclear Medicine Siemens Body Scan (Dual Head) (used with Medes),s 

Pinnacle) 

Nuclear Medicine Siemens LEM (wilh ADAC 3300 Image Processor) 
Nuclear Medicine Siemens OrbilOr (used v.ith M~'s Pinnacle) 

The Department of Radiology perfonns 84.297 examinations per year which yield a total of 
857.916 images per year. At the present time all of these images are viewed and a.rchived on film. 
Table 5 presents a summary of the diagnostic radiology workload for 1991. 

All diagnostic radiology images are stored within the Department of Radiology for a period of 
five years. This archive cummtly houses approximately 100,000 patient folders. containing an esti
mated 1.:>'80.000 individual films with a toW of 4.280.000 images. Approximately 17.000 of these 
folders r.re kept in active files located on the main depanment level with the remainder being stored in 
the file.. room basement. The basement storage area is accessible from the main file room by means of 
a stairway located within the main file room. 



Table S: Imaging Workload for Diagnostic Radiology 

Modallt, , Studiw Filmsl AYI' Jmagesl 
Year MODtb Jm.~fs/Fnm Month 

Routines 48334 10232 •• S IS 348 
MammOll:llllhy 7435 1470 1.0 2470 
CT 5129 . 1521 l~,O 18.252 
US 9353 2.060 ~,O 11360 
MRJ 3376 1327 12.0 1592.4 
Fluoroscopy 5464 .. 697 1.25 5871 
Portables 3600 300 1.0 300 
AnRiogaohy 1606 774 1.25 968 

Total 84,297 lJ 381 71 493 
/ 

On average 325 transactions (fUm retrieval or film filing) take place at the file room Ylindow 
peT day. This number includes ~uests actually made at the file room window and activities resulting 
from "pulllistslt submitted by clinics: for scheduled outpatient visits. Fllc room activities are accom· 
plished by five full·time clerks with augmentation by radiology teChnologists as necessary. 

The radiology department is confronted with several operational issues that represent limita· 
tions and inefficiencies in the current system. Although some of these issues may complicate the im· 
plementation of MDIS, they are also viewed as areas where the MDIS technology can be exploited to 
improve operational efficiency. 

(1) Films are read in individual radiologists' offices. The only assigned reading areas to 
which radiologists go for interpretations are inpatient and leU boards, fluoroscopy, an
glo, and to a limited extent MRl. 

(2) Few films are prc·hung for reading, those that are include lCU boards, fluoroscopy. and 
angio. All other films are pulled from folders by radiologists in their offices during inter
pretation. Historical films for chese studies are not pre-pulled from folders except by 
mammography and ultrasound technologists. 

(3) Due to personnel shortages there is a significant transcription backlog. For routine re
pons, Ute turnaround time from dictation to verification of hardcopy averages 4-7 days. 
Hardcopy report disttibution time to requestor averages 1-3 days. All iIlpatient and UT
genE ~ports arc rranscribcd on a same day basis. The situation bas been alleviated 
somewhat by the use of a "Rapid Telephone Access System" (RTAS) digital voice 
archive system. This allows providers to access the dictated repon in the radiologist'S 
voice immediately after input 

(4) The Radiology Depanment docs not utiIi%c a radiology information system (RIS) nor does 
the medical center have a comprehensive hospital intonnation system (HIS). A manual 
index card system is maintained to keep a current lOB of all files in rh~ department. This 
system was designed to uack filed fUms effiCiently. but it is not ut:ili2Cd consistently and 
concordance of infonnation on the cards and the main film folders is poor. 

(5) There is no aucomatcd film tracking mechanism. Flles are located by searching the ex
pected locations based upon sign oue information, type of cQJIlination, and radiologist 
work schedules in the case of interdepartmental searches. Manual searches and telephone 
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calls to locate films account for a great portion of the man-hours spent by file room per
sonnel. 

(6) An analysis ofrcpeatcd exams shows that approximately S% of the films taken must be 
repeated, 28% of these repeats are due to technique errors (i.e., rums wruch are too dark 
at light). This means that on average 330 fllms must be re-accomplisbed per month due to 
technique etTors. 

~, OBJECTIVES OF THE aWlS SYSTEM 

After identifying our customer base and dcnning their needs we we~ able to develop and 
refine a list objectives which men served as a guide in the preparation of Ihe MOlS system specifica
tions. These objectives, which might also be viewed as the expected MOIS benefits, fall into three 
general 'categories, improve image quality, productivity enhancement and imprOVed image 
management. The specific objectives considered were: 

(1) provide rapid access to completed examinations, 

(2) allow images to be viewed at workstations located in clinical areas throughout the hospi
tal, 

(3) provide rapid access to completed examinations by locating image viewing worksiiliicms 
throughout the clinical areas of the hospital, 

(4) allow the simultaneous viewing of the same image by multiple providers, 

(5) provide a means to adjust the window and level settings and appiy image enhancement 
algorithms to conventional mdiographs, 

(6) prevent the loss of images and repom, 

(7) reduce radiation dose to patients, 

(8) reduce the number of retakes due to techniqUe em:;~. 

(9) reduce film and chemical usage and storage requirements, 

(10) provide lists of completed examinations pre-saned by radiologist. radiology service, re
fening clinician, tefemng department, and inpatient wUt, 

(11) automatically felch pertinent historical exami'lations based upon t.~e type of e;::~'T:natioii 
scheduled, and 

(12) provide the means to electronically move images between geographically sepmated facili
ties (tclcr'adiology). 

lnfonnation of this type was used by the MDIS tecluUcal development team to prepare a de
tailed functional description for the MDlS system. This functional description was presented to In
dustry in the fonn of a competitive solicitation with the subsequent submission of proposals by inter
ested vendors. Following an extensive review of these proposals and the results of live benchmark 
evaluations, a contract was awarded to Lora! Western Development Laboratory on September 27. 
1991. . 
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4. THE MDTS SYSTEM 

The engineers and scientists at Loral Western Development Labs, along with those of their 
principle subcontractor, Siemens Gammasonics. are currently in the process of finalizing the instal
lation plan for the Wright-Patterson MDIS system. Installation of this system will begin in the sprin g 
of 1992 and will take a~ximltcly one year to complete. The following paragraphs provide a 
succinct description of the Wright-Patterson system. 

4, I, S ystem Arebi~rure 

MDIS is based on a modular, open and expandable design. This system utilizes an advanced., 
high speed, fault tolerant image server combined with 100 Mbps fiber data links to move images from 
acquisition devices to imaging workstations. MOIS imaging workstations are based upon the Apple 
Macintosh line of personal computerS which have been enhanced with specialized processing and 
display hardware. A central host processor provides system control, database management, basic 
RIS, and security featUres. This system is linked to geographically remote sties through a gateway on 
the LAN and commercial or private telephone circuits. This architeCture may be divided into four 
logical subsystems; communIcations and network. image database and storage, image acquisition. 
and image output and display subsystems. 

4.2, Jma~e Acquisition Subsystem 

The MDIS system will acquire images from all of the imaging devices shown in Table 4. Thls 
will be accomplished by direct digital input, by ulilizing computed radiology technologies, by digitiz· 
ing film, and by digitizing analog video signals for devices which do not suppon a digital interface. 

Image data from the General Electric cr and MRI devices will be acquired by a direct digital 
interface. These interfaces consist of an ACR-NEMA compliant modality gateway which is a PC 
based network interface unit that acquires image data via an ACR·NEMA physical interface and for
wards this data via a PACSnet ethemct LAN. This data is communicated to a modality interface unit 
(Mill) which accepts simultaneous image transfers from several imaging sources and copies the im· 
age data to the shared file server. 

Computed radiology (CR) provides the ability to perfonn most general radiograp~c proce
dures without the usc of film. CR offers several advantages over the current filin based system. The 
phosphor plate used in these systems is reusable, replaces film as the image receptor, eliminates the 
need for processing chemicals. and yields a digital image which can be processed and enhanced. 
Within the main radiology department we will install one Fuji 7000 high perfonnance unit and one 
Fuji ACl+ medium perfonnancc un.it. An additional ACl+ will be inscalled in the orthopedics de· 
paronenr. Suppon for the operating rooms and a remotely located occupational medicine clinic will be 
accomplished using a Kodak Digital Phosphor Scanner. 

Film digitizers will be used to wtuire historical images currently stored in our film archives 
and film images brought in from other facilities. To capture these images two Lumisys Lumiscan 200 
film digitizers will be placed in the radiology file room. These autofCcd scanners can accommodate 
film sizes up to 14" x 17", have a throughput of 60 sheets per hour, and provide an image resolution 
of 2048 x 2560 pixels with 12 bits of gray scale. . 

Imaging devices which produce only analog video output, such as ul1rasound, will be 
accommodated through the use of a video acquisition workstation. This workstation consists of a 
Macintosh I1FX workstation with a high perfonnance video frame grabber and image memory. The 
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frame grabber digitizes ultrasound video to a resolution of 512 x 512 x 8 bit pixels and fluoroscopv 
video to a resolution of 1024 x 1024 x 8 bit pixels and stores the frames in an on board frame buffer: 

4,3. Image Output and pisPlay Subsystem 

The image output and display subsystem provides bardcopy and softcopy image viewing and 
manipulation capability for the MDIS system. SoCtcopy viewing will be performed on a "softcopy 
image display.standariz.ed'· (scm·S) or "softcopy image display-optimized" (SCID..o). In its pre
sent configuration Wright-Patterson will have 14 SCID-S workstations and 47 SCID-O workstations, 

SCID-S's arc designed to provide radiologists and other clinlcians with primary diagnosis and 
reponing capabilities via two to eight hlghresolution. high brighmess grayscale displays. SCID-S 
displays arc portrait mode and are provided with one of two resolutions. "A" class displays have a 
resolution of 1536 pixels x 2048 lines, while "Btl class displays have a resolution of 1024 pixels x 
1280 lines. Both class ""A" and "'Btl displays operate at non-interlaced frame rates of 70 Hz for flicker 
free presentation. Ten of our SCID-S workstations will be configured with four class" An displays, 
while the remaining four will be configured with two class "An displays. 

SCID-O's provide a lower cost sofu::opy viewing capability for routine clinical viewing of im
ages throughout the hospital. These workstations provide up to four, high brighOless, flicker free, 
grayscale, landscape displays with a resolution of 1152 pixels by 882lines. Other than the display 
resolution and associated memory, the SCID·O is identical to the SCJD.S. Al147 of the SCID-O to 
be installed at Wright-Patterson Will be configured with two displays. 

Hardcopy output is provided by a Kodak Ektascan laser printer located in the quality control 
area of the main radiology depanmenL This laser printer is interfaced into the MDIS network via a 
Macintosh IlFX based camera server which retrieves images from the shared rue server in back
ground. A SCID·Q workstation equipped with an Agfa Matrix imager will be used to produce high 
resolution 35 mm film images. 

~ 4. ComrnuDjcapQns and Network Subsystem 

Images and data are moved via a fiber optic distribution system configured. in a "star" with the 
WSU at its center and acquisition interfaces and workstations at its periphery. This arrangement al· 
lows for images 10 be clisplayed in two seconds or less. User requests, system control traffic, and 
images acquired via modalitj and teleradiology gateways are transported over multiple ethernet tribll r 

taries with bridge units w an FDDI backbone. 

4,5, Ima~ patabase and StoTue Subsystem 

The patient database organizes all infonnation on patient examinations in a multip1y re
dundant, higb performance relational data base using the clinically meaningful metaphor of a master 
folder containing a hierarchy of subfolders. The patient database contains inConnation about patients, 
examinations, and references to imaJc storage locations. The image data itself is stored in the 
Working Storage UniL "Ibis database m constructed in SYBASE and runs on a VAX 4000 computer. 

Within the MDIS system images are stored on a combination of '"write oncc/read mostly" 
(WORM) optical disk and hi,h speed magnetic disk. The MDIS system utilizes a Kodak Optical 
Disk Jukebox (ODl) for archival storage while the Loral Working Storage Unit (WSU) serves as a 
high speed shared flle server. 

The Kodak aD] provides a robotic mechanism for the on-line storage of 100 optical disks 
measuring 14 inches in diameter. Each of these disks is capable of storing over 10 CiByces of dara 
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which combine to yield a storage capacity of over 1 TByte per ODJ. This storage capacity can be In
creased by several times through the judicious use of data compression. In the Wright-Patterson con
figuration two 100 planer ODl's will be used for archival storage. 

Rapid access to rcccndy acquiIM examinations and de-archived historical images is provided 
by the WSU. The WSU is configured as a redundant arr8yofinexpensivc disks (RAID). Forty disk 
drive modules are supplied with each WSU. Thirty-two drive modules contribute one bit each to an 
internal 32 bit word. Seven additional disk drive modules are used for single bit error correction. 
These 39 disk drive modules are written to and read from simultaneously. A 40th disk drive module 
serves as a hot spare. In this configuration the WSU achieves an aggregate data rate of approximate1,' 
320 Mbits/sec. To fully uti.lizc this data transfer rate. each WSU can be configured with up to 28 
input or ourput channels. Each channel can input/output data at rates up to 100 Mbits/sec. A fiber 
optic image distribution system allows each I/O channel to service up to 32 acquisition units and/or 
workstations. Oce 38.4 GBytc WSU will be installed at Wright-Patterson. Since all data stored on 
the WSU is compressed approximately 2: 1 the storage capacity of this device is effectively dOll bled. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

With the installation of MDIS. the referring ph~sjcian will have the nearly instantaneous ac~ 
cess to all the current and prior digital images of the panent along with the simultaneous display of the 
interpretive findings. The digital nature of the images pennits a wide range of manipulation of the 
data to insure obtaining the maximal amount and the most accurate ~atient infonnation. Another im
portant by product of this teChnology is how effectively it will contnbute to the ability of the radiolo
gist to pamcipate in direct patient care. This will be accomplished through the strengthening of his 
collaboration with the referring physician as a concomitant of implementing the MDIS process. When 
MDIS installation is complete. the need for film storage will be markedly reduced eventuating in sav
ings of both space and personnel as well as the elimination of the bane of all radiology depanmems, 
lost film. MDIS will facilitate the education mission of the medical center by allowing simultaneous 
review of images by instructors and students along with full exploitation of all infonnation containw 
in multiple available images from different modalities. 

Another propeny ofMDIS that will be of great assistance in helping this medical center move 
towards its vision is the inherent capacity for telera.diology This capability will not only suppon the 
specialty consultation activities of &be medical center with relation to DOD Region VI. but. moreover, 
will allow incredible technoJogical support to the broadly based managed healthcare initiative recently 
inaugurated by the organization. Telera.diology holds·great promise for strengthening the develop
ment of providet networks aitical to the success of managed hea1thcare. 

MDIS will revolutionize the imaging process at this medical center and will be supportive of 
its customer (ocused. process centered management approach. In addition, ir will be an effective 
modality to accomplish WPMC's mission and help move the organization toward it vision of achiev
ing excellence in hea1thcm (Jelivc~. 
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ABSTRACT 

lbc Medical Diagnostic Imaging Support (MDIS) sySl.em contract ror rederal medical treatment facilities 
was awan:led to LoralISiemcns in the Fall of 1991. This coruraa plar.es "film\ess" imaging in I variet)' of sillJ3tions 
from small clinics to latac medical centers. The MDIS s)'stem approach is I "turn·kcy-, performance ba.s.eJ 
specifICation driven by clinical rcquircmcnts. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ocs.iiTling and implcmcruiJIB a wee PACS system is • formidable &ask which has noc been fully realized 
yCL This paper wiU shm the highlights for design str'I.legy and installation of !he MDIS system a1 Madigan Army 
Medical Cenler (MAMC), Tacoma. Wash1ng1On, and Brooke Army Medical Cenzer (SAMC). San Anlllnio. Texas. 
The installation at MAMC represents feal1lte& of inscaJlation for. new hospilal opclling Match, 1992. This is a 1.2 
million 5qlWC Cool. 416 becl ~Uit)' with a larie ouEpa1icnt cUnic capacity (more &han one million outpatien: 
visits/year). Approximately 400 physicians represenling nearly all subspccialties (most with residency programsj 
WOR: in this major tenWy ~ medlcal cenLet for Ihe U.S. Army. BAMC represents an installation for an existing 
(acility hi&hliahtc.d later in ~&ion silt. This paper will discuss personnel infrastructure, configuration planning. 
installation planning. and training issues Cor a full PACS implcmenlllion. 

2. PERSONNEL INFRASTRUCTURE 

An important aspect fot sucecssf'ul ins!allation of !.he MDIS I)'s&cm is the deuce of invoh'cmem ane 
supervision provic1~ by key pcnonnel. This is primarily 1hc projcct manager, system adminislralOr. chief x·ra~ 
c.edlnician, and industry supplied personnel 

2.1. Project manaaer 

The project manilCl', ,cncrally I ra4iologist, provides overall SUid.ance 10 the design and implemenLario:': 
strategy. An unde:rslanding oflbee1.inical operations within ndiology and Ihroughoullhc hospiw as weU as digiw 
imaging is csscniW when impt'='Pl:nting I ·"'lmlw· cavironmcnL He acts as I flCiU"tor woJting closely wiLh Iile 
radJolo~IS, clln.ic.lans,ldminlstratolS, I:Cbnologis1s, receptionists, and nnscriplionists concerning ccnli6'.uaLio:t. 
installation. and lraining issues. 

%.:. S,JteDiI adaalgLstralor 

A systems II1mtnistntor with a backpound In c:ompulCr ICicnce and preferentially experience with PACS 
operations is needed to oversee 1he day to day operations of tt.e MOlS I)'stem. This person represenlS the 
govemmen,'s unerest (or UlChnica1 eonnetual issue.s an4 serves IS an advisot 10 &be project manager and at MAMC 
is inyolved wi!h Ibe installation or Ihc hardwm and softwam in a dclailed manner. 

2.3. Chief x-rl1 tecbuldlD 

Tb~ dlJcf' x·ray IoCdWclan I.t an advisor 10 &he project manager eonumin, planfiin, ilid impiementalJon. 
At MAMC Ibis pe.rson also ICIS IS !he cScpanmenl of ndiology', transition eoon:IinaJDt ptOvidini valuable insight 
and infonnation rtsardins &he intuaclion and impact &he MOtS system will have in the new hospiLaI. His 
perspective as an x-ray technician pidcd the clinically driven MDIS Ii)'SI.em specification in many ways. FUTihCT 
IISsistancc will be fostered by stra.ICgic p[accment oflhis key inc1ividualas one of our supervisors for the diagnosllc 
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radiology section. facilitating .. smoolh transition for ihe m:eptionists. transcriptionists, an4 x-ray \.C(;hnicians !.O L.1e 
MDIS SYSiem. 

2.4. lad ustr1 persoDDcl 

The MOIS system contract provid~ Cor -lW'nkcy· operation and maint.enancc or lhe system for up 10 eighl 
years. 'Ibis is a;;ompl~ by indusuy supplied personnel; .IYACm engineer. database/archivc manage:. and two 
computer tcc:lWci.an,ltrainctla' the larIcr me4ical centers. The Irun engineer manages !he optimal oper.!tior. of 
&11 Illc comput.er components of the MOlS system. including databasu, image transmission, inu:rfac:cs. and 
elCClrOnic image an:hivcs. The dl1aba.se/aJthivc manasu is responsible for all aspecu of image management 
Inc:ludinc an:hiving, boI.h electronic and hard cop)'. Th= c:ompuler/lcchnieian vainer pctforms necessary mainlCna.'\ce 
and on site repairs. Hclshc is aJ&o proiicient in the opera1ion or all components of the system, and rully tapabic of 
training oIheI1 in Il1c: propetopc:a%icn orlhe equipment The MDIS system CCnll'aCl Ccnned the sJ)C'ilic credeouaJs 
of these individuals to ensure qualified pctSOMCJ ate p:ovidcc1. 

3. CONFIGURATION PLANNING 

Major areas for configuration planning involved the &rChiv~, image atquisiLion devices, worl:sta:ions. RIS 
s),Stem. 1Zlc1 fault wlcrancc. A lUlique aspect for \he MDIS system was u= of .. clinical scenario to drive !he ove:all 
configuratioo, Based on lhfs scenario. !.he prospective offeror proposed a -turnkey- system in a c:ompe titi 'We bi<Sdmg 
process awarded to the vendor with &he system having the best value to the ac>vemmcnL 

3.1. Artbin 

An ~hivc dcr&nition wed for the MDIS S)'SlMl was based on the ccncept of thtcc I.cveIs of image stora&e; 
long 1!'ZIft archive, short term stcnBe. and local workslation imaac SlOragC. A loni ~ archive was define<l as 
enough capacity to SIDre two years wonh of images on-line wilb an additional Ihru: years SLOred off·line. A 
sirnificant r~ for \he design of 1M S)'SI.e:n is \be usc of imaie compression. The MDIS SYStem accepted a 10: 1 
lossy compression a1gorilhm for eanpu~ radiography images in • iong =m archive and approximat.ely 4: 1 or lc.ss 
for othel digital images.lalaaes DOt yet iJu..upre1e4 muse use aloWw ccmpreaion scheme. This resulte.d in a long 
temI IIIChivc solution utilizing cwo optical disk jukeboxes Cor • total or two t.erab)'Les of on-line image $wrage 
allowins Madigan Army Mcdieal CenIU to 11O~ Ippro:llim~ly 500,000 exams on-line (2.5 LO 3 years won.~). 
Overall, MAMC pl"'lXluccs mOM IJIa.n 190.000 radiol0i)' eums/ yeu for a !\On-eornpressc4 storage need of 
approximately 3.7 Imb~ each year. 

Short IWn sunic Is designed 10 boll11npaticot ima~ for the avCtage length of inpaIienl stay (4.5 days for 
MAMC), all outpatient UnagC$ for 48 bours, all eums not yet in~ted, and ~nt his\Cri~ image$. l...Ix;al 
workswion SlCrage was defined &0 bold one day's woM oC won: far &he ~tic workswions and llliO clays wot\l\ 
of images fer "view at &he cliniCll wcrkslation. The MDIS ,y.=n solution fliminaled ,,'1c nc.c.d for local 
worksWion ima&c s&orage. A propricwy WOtXing Stol1.i~ Unit (WStJ) provides enough capacity and speed to 
combine 1M funcaoDS of shott lenD and local workstation sunae by usina 4() disks (mlillCUc med.i..a) operating in 
parallel. Imaps an: compressed approximately 2:1 ancllUlred u 39 bit wonis, 31 bilS for imaae data with 7 error 
correction bils. Each bit is aoted on 39 separa&c di5ks with one disk opemfn, as a IIoC ~ with single bit errors 
(e.g .• I sin,Jc dia Wlgrc) beinl dcuIc&cd and corro:iCd without any loss of opera1ions. - A aoJal capacity of 64 
sigab)1.es of imag~ da1a is available on the WSU. Image retrieval bandwith is grc&ter &han 400 CR image 
cquivalenw p:r minute from mulciple work$ewoQ sileS. SimWadoft cI.a1a dtmoNnl.c41hc peak WStJ utilil.allon al 
MAMC would be 8S CR irnaic C'lwvalt:llt requcsu per minute. providing sutncienl reserve for &rOwth. 

;U. lrulac IIcqulslUOIl device. 

The MDJS .y.1tm is de&ipccf r.o fnwracc computed radioara!)h)', c:ompute4 tomography, magnetie 
~,ultrlSOllnc1. flUCCOSlCOPY, anPoiJ'IPhy,1DIS nuclear medjcine imqes. PeW)s of Ihe.sc interfaces are 
bcyon<l 1M scope of Ibis paper. biber, &be by issue for confipLiOll plannina is the number or tomputed 
raL1iograpfl), lUI1c::rs requ.ize4 based on dili'ettlIt operationa1l1t&S, level of CR rcadtz pc.r{onnanc.c, different plate si:ze 
teqllRmtnt5. and peak tmaae proee.uillg thtou~ ra.rt.. 

There are five basic areas at MAMC where CR images are proce.sscd on I mature MDIS sYStem: rna;:-: 
radiology, onhope.di~ clinic, medical in~nsive care unit., urology clinic, and Ihe troop mcdieal tlinic. The peak 
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image processing lhrouShput raLe in main radiology calcu\a\ed ror \he clinical scenario is 200 CR images a: tt.e 
busiesl hour of llIe day which is satisfied by two Fuji 7COO and AC·l plus CR readers. These are pla::ed in : .... 0 
major wc:d: cores and can support all ima.ge pla1c sius cwrcn!Jy offered. 1M onhopedic, urology, and trOOp medical 
clinics only nee4 an AC·l plus CR reader supponing. IN.:Umum peak 1maae processing thl'ough;>ut rate of 40 
images per hr)UJ'. The medical intensive we unit will uLilize!he base performance CR reader wilh a peal: jm~e 
processing throughput of 20 imqe.s per bour and two image pla~ sizes. 14 It 17 and 8x 10 inches. All LOse:.her. 
eight CR ru.ders will be installed 11 MAMC of ... arious performance levels. 

3.3. Workstations 

There arc two basic workstation typeS in &he MDIS system, diagnostic and clinical. The diagnosu, 
workstations can have two to oiSht monitors, while Lhc elinieal work:5Lations have onc to four monilors 
Wori=slation fwlelionality wiD not be discussed ~cep' to say &hat \he full CR image dala set is avltilable to all 
worlslations and tha! the softwa:e wt:I' intoface is the same Cor all. 'The number of diagnostic woricstations req l! ireC 
for "mmlcss" operations at MDIS sysl.em sites are based upon the nwnber of radiology staff and rcsiden:s. 
subspecialty mix, cwns read per 'Norkstauon per day, Don·radiology user rCQuirements, and t.eleradiolos;. 
operations. 

The dcpanmcnt of radiology wi!h 14 stair and 16 residents at MAhle divides the workload prirna ... il~ 
along subspecialty lines; chest, lastra-intestinal. musculosJceletal, ,cnito-urinary, pediatric, mammograph),. 
ulnsound, magnetic: resonance, emergcncy medicine, interventionall angiography, anc! nuclear medic inc. The 
mammogram exams will not be acquired or read on the MDIS system at \his time, The computed IOmogra?h:. 
exams are read by theinupec:uve subspecialty areas (e.g., chest CI"s are read by the chest radiologists). eS?C.CI2 .. !.J~ 
suite-d for the PACS environment. 

The number of exams expcacd to be rud at cadi wortswion per day is approximately so. 75. Nearl), 80CI 
~s are read each day based on 250 working days per Yeal. A~y 11 to 16 workstations will be rcquireC 
based on Ihesc nwnbcn. Thc chcu. mu.5(;woskelcUl, and magnetic resonance SC4::tions need Cwo worJcsJ.auons each 
based on worXJoad. Tbrce areas ou"idc of radiology will have diagnostic wOrkstations: pulmonary medicine. 
urology. and onhopcdjc medicine because or !he m," inzensive use or images in these clinical s:pecialues, The t.O~ 
number of diagnostic: womtations at MAMC is sixteen, in most cases t;Onligured with four 2K monitors. 
Additionally, the depanment of radiology has nine clinical wortslations to supplement reading capability as well as 
provide reviewing stations (or clinicians. Portable \.eleradiology workstaJ.ions are utilized Cor radiology staff. S&.Or,d 
tier resident, and nuclear medicine physician on call. 

Clinical wotkstations ale c1islribl.lLed based upon the number or clinics and wards. geographi~ size of a 
giv~n clinic, number of clinicians pet clinic at peak utiliution, the percent of lime each type of clinician reviews 
images, and the number of ~nrc:rcnc:c areas where padent images arc revicwed One example is the family practice 
clinic which bas IS many as 2.0 physicians seems patients simullaneous\y and revlewil'li images approxima~l)' 20" 
of melt Lime. Minimall),. &his would r=swc in onc workstation Cor cvuy fivc clinicians for a toW of fo:.t. One 
additional workslaLion is added for use in &heir conIerenc.e room. Generall),. workstations arc placed in common 
viewing arus and utilize two -lk- monitors. Ove:all. 80 to 90 clinical workstations will ¥ placed outside of t'-.~ 
dcparvneru of radiology at MAMC, 

Two areas without workstations are the founun opcralin, rooms and two shockllr.lwna rooms in the 
emergency dep.attmenL These are low \'Olwne viewing areas and placement ofwOlkstations in these areas was no: 
considered coil elleclive. Our SQluaon is &0 print ~P)' images lClIuUed for surgei)' on an ad ~ basis. Th~ 
surgcons can scl~llhose images and quickly print \hem frem an)' workstation onto a nClWorlr:: laser imager. Each 
CR exam obtaincc1 on patients in I shocMriwna room, ... 1 &he: o~ hand, will routinely ha ... e the hardcopy images 
printed as well IS sending \he image data to lIle MeIS dwbase. This will support a significant numbel: of these 
patients goins 10 surBery or beinS I:aJlSr~ r.o another medical facility where their images would be requiTe.:l fer 
continuccS medical ~. 

3.4. RIS s,stem 

The MDIS system was de$ignc41O be interfaced wilh the DoD's Composise Heallh Care system (CHCS) 
hospiLal infonnauon s)'Sttm. In 1h~ evc.nt thaI CHCS is lWI ... ailable, an InLCrim·RIS (I-RlS) is provided ~·il." bast: 
functionality and possessing common data elements as CHCS for future compaLibiUty. The I·RIS tennir.a!s st-.are 
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multipl~ purposes includinS patient registration. report transcription. and report approval. The number oi I·RIS 
rcnninals is dependent upon the number c,( patient regisl1"a1icn locations. peak lhroughpul nll,c of pa:jenl.S l'Cg!stue-:!. 
number and location of tranSCriptionists. and the number of reports requiring approval. Twen')"fiv~ rcrmi."l2Js ..... Ill 
be in pl.ace It full system maturity with seven registralion terminals in five locations, eight tra.ns;rlption termir.a1s 
in four locations, and the remainder scauered about for report approval. Additional repon approval caj)2bi:iry :s 
provided at ~ and cWWl works\aoons. 

3.5. Faull toler. Dee 

The MDIS SYSLem specification requires a 99110 syS1.Cm and 9SllI component uptime. This Cunctional 
requiretne.ntdroyc fault tDlerantconfisuration decisions by \he MOIS syst.em c:onUle~r. The more significant fZI:;\ 
IOletant CealUreS involve die central me server (WSU). netWork., and CR readcts. The WSU USC$ • rcdundan I a. ...... y 
of ineltpe.nsive disks (RAID. type 2 an:hit.cc:~). It was oriBinally designed for management of rec.onrWSS.:!11ce 
imagery for the U.S. Airforcc. The WSU is COMCCtcd 10 a fiber optic network via a modified Slat topology ,*hi~h 
has an inherent risk ror a single point or railure. A single disk fallLUC can be d=eled and recovered .. n,': !.hIS 

~hitl:l;WR. Additionally, imases are archived 10 the optical disk jukcbo7i IS soon as possible af\C.r acquisition '.0 
limit the data 10Sl should two disks 'aU simultaneOUSly. The simulation data as well as operational experience has 
demonstralCd !his me seNet has enough reliability to suppon !he MDJS system requitement.s. 

The fibctoptic network distribulion hubs are also vu1nc:nble to failure. Some £aulttolcrance is 3chie\'ed ':ly 
having workstations in the larger clinics divided between different distribution bubs so only half of \he wor\:s:2:lons 
would be disr\lpLCd with &his type of failure. Additionally, excess fiber trunks an: pulled U) distribution po:ntS to) 

allow (or an ~poclCd attrition rate of individual fibers. 

The CR units individually must meet a standard or 9S'" component uptime. However, t.."eir role in a 
cataStrophic networi: failure is to allow printing o( hard copy images from the integrated laser imager and process.cr 
at each Fuji 1COO anet AC·l plus CR reader. Additional hardcopy faull tolerance is achieved by cr. MR. US. 
fluoroscop)'. and angiography images being produced directly by netWoric independenl1aser imagers. Tra:1j~o~ 
film! screen radiographs can also be produced at any time necessary by maintaining several daylight loaders 2:.j 
docked fllm ~rs within Ihe de:panment cfradiology. 

4. INSTALLATION PLANNING 

The insWlation planning involves the MDlS system computer room. MY AC, eleclric.al !!ld ~!:l:ntj:l6' 
ergonomics, implemen1.al.ion phasinS. and industry req~ments. 

4.1. Computer room 

The optimal location of the MDIS SYS1.em computer room is wilhin ~ depanment of "'diology U) a!l::r ... 
for greater opualional control. For MAMC. &his was achieved by realloc:aUnI some pl.a.Med nle room space ~ 
become lhc MDIS system computer room. Recovering some cxistln& (lie room space mi&ht also be a good 
approa.ch for WstIn, facilities. However, I previously buill computer room no Ionacr uUllz.ed Cor &hat pwposr: ... i~ 
be renovated far &he MOtS system at Brooke Army Medical Center. The comet size (or she c:ompulCr room mt;SI 
take into accoWll the physical size of the equipment. mainteNnCe aa:e.ss requircmenlS. and allow for fUl1.re gro ..... :h 
of \he s)'s\tm. This resulted in • computes' room approximately 1200 $QlWC feet in area at MAMC. An 
uninlclTUptible power supply is another important consic1etation ror a gr.ace(ul shul.Clown should power or H\' AC 
faU. 

4.2. HVAC 

Additional HV AC capa=icy is imponanl where I srouping of equipment or individual hardware ".as a t:l&t: 
nue or BTU production. The fonner situation was found in two large rcadinS room locations at MAMC WIll: si" 
workstations in each and !be 1auer regarding 1M CR unit placements. The CR readers produce approximaJ.e1 y 5(((; 
Bros per hour which was anticipated. However. &he ex~ted hardcopy printing solution was a centralized one 
using a netwOtk.ed Jascr imager. 'lbe fmal MDIS S)'~m solution provided an in&cifltCd laser imager and pro::es.scr 
with each CR unit adding an additional 18.000 BWs per hour of heal production. This required adding adc.il!or~ . 
HV AC capacity in these locations at MAMC. 
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4.3. Electrical power aDd plumblni 

Elccuica1 and plumbinS requirements resulted in some physical plant changes. Wherever possib:e. 
equipment was placed near pr~lsuni drains, usually \he CR units nCll \0 plain film daylight loacel'S and 
processors. The placemCllt of abc networked laser imaser in the rue room was Ihe only location at MAhle .... ,here a 
new drain p1acunent was needed. 

'Ibc power requirements invohcd Ibe delelmination of hardware voltage needs, nwnber of outlets. anc 
amperage or ncw and c:iUstins circuits. Most or the equipment \I,," 125 volts including the workS14UOr.~ 
nectSSitaling only 1M addillon of. few oullclS where none eWtcd or competition from olber equipment ..... as a 
problem. The ampcra&c of cmtin, circuilS (typically 20 amps) did not tum out 10 be a problem since enoll£h 
independent circuiLS wen pre.s.cnL n.e areas of concern were &be two WEe reading rooms where each r1iae,"TICSlJC 
worlcstation uses sLiBblly more &han 5 amps. A few larger pieces oC hardware such as the CR units. W SC. and 
optical disk jukeboxes use 208 V requiring additional powCt from the original hO$piw design. Enough excess 
hospital capacity existed 10 mc:td)' pull B new circuit to the needed locations. 

4.4. ErioDomics 

The more important workstation ergonomic ractors arc re1aLcd co Jighling. work surfaces. and ch3.irs. The 
monitor brighll'lw has been • problem wilh sofu:opy viewing. especially with 2](, moniJ.Ors. A traditio.-:aJ ~ie .... 
box typically has a luminance or 200 foot-l.ambens wi\h a ndiograph mounlCd. This is compared \0 25·30 foot· 
lambens (or earlier 2JC monilOtS. 111<160-80 foot·lambcns ror newer models. The lightini conditions in our readi.,g 
areas hav~ been supplem~te.d wilh ~. variably conD'OIle4 incandescenl lighling '" limit Ihe amOenl of 
ambient U&hling Ie optimize \liewin, tOnditions. Ano\hQ" problem to solve is reflection and B~ of the monilD:S 
glass suzfaa: fro.m othcrwOlksWions and 5Cveral wall mounlC.d view boxe.s. Our solution is p1accm~t o(pa.-,juor.s 
between woriawions in common viewing ateaa. The work surflCe$ provided were Large enough to support L~e 
monitors. kcyboard, mouse. \C1cphone, c1iclaphonc. and working papers. Finally, the chairs supplied by the MD:S 
contract arc c:c&onomic:ally de.signcd for \he user who must S1)Cn<1long periods of time at the wOO:sution such as \he 
OOiologist. 

4.5. Implemtlltatioll pbaslD& 

Three major ra:&ors innueneed the imp1emenlalion phasing at MAMC: historical comparison imag~, user 
famil.iarizauon, and the limetine for olbcr MDIS system installations. The oripnal concept was 10 ha~'e Llne 
phases oyer 24 mOllIh.s. This W&I dian&ed 10. 12 monell, CWO phase approach, wilh I mature system insl3lled by 
March 1993. The ~rf 10 &his overall acc:eleralCd installation rate wu. slightly Jess robUSL in.i1W capabi!i::'. 
namely fewCt WOIXslAtions and alaia' imeda:e implementation to ulEr2SOUnd and nuclc:.v medicine ima&es. 

A major considcrarion tor transition to a anlmlw· e.IlvironmefJl i$ how to assimilate the Ialge nu..''I1bet of 
!tis\.Orical comparison images inlO &he da1a base. The diJili.wion of more !han 3 milUon lilms in the MA.MC file 
room would be impraclical. The MDIS system solution is 10 NIl I -parallel· system for &he t1l'St year, bLtilOing up 
the digital historical image dalabas.e Cot allmcw exams, while prinQn8 a hardcopy to be read, filed. and retri~vec1 as in 
Ih~ usu&lli1m based $)'SCm. Addirianal older comparisoo UnagCl will be seJec:1Cd fot dilitizAtion by the radiologis:s 
1llc1 cUnicians IS paUenu pracnt &0 MAhle for DaJment. This wiU provide &he \'1$1 majoriry ot comparison eums 
nceded from U\C MDIS system dP'8basc when alllhe wcrkstaDons are insWled 1hro~lboul the hospital. 

Cban,mg from a film based co IOflCop), diqnosis and review environment requiru a period of user 
familiariu1ioo. "Ibis will bcac:complished by. ccmbinaUon oC iAiLial aaininl by tbt vencbr followed by the use of 
the initial WortstaUoRS by &be radiologists and clinicians on a periodic basis unlil lull implemenlaLion. Tne 
radiology 1i&afT and residents will rolate to the Emeraency Radiolol)' workslali..on at MAMC onc or twO Limes per 
month for I full day of' familiariz.&lion c.acb 1ime. TIle Qiniw ~ wUl M"e. worwlion 4edicattd for im~e 
review in ~ radioloi)' dc.pattmcnl &I weU as one in &he ER and ~flClJ. The pnljcct manager will work \lo'ith all 
!he radiolo;y pbysicians and most clinicians !n4ividually. especially !he rust seven! monlhs. A major s:ren81.. "I 0: 
\he MOIS S)'s&.em diagnostic and cli."Iical woRslation is \he MaeinlOSh comp.llCr IISCt inlCrlacc (Mac 11 ex pla:fCTlTI) 
with adapwions and additions ror the medical imaging environment. This allows each new user co quickly become 
facile and prorlCient enablinS dlem'" uain omClS as welL 
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4.6. Industry requiremeDlS 

A suecessful ·lUmkey· ins1allation Df \he MDIS $)'~m necessitate! 1 close inltracOOI\ with the ,·cndor. 
Each MDlS system site provides information concerning equipment, facility specific inswlation rcqu:remen:.s. 
comput.cr room dw'aclCrlmcs, racuity drawings. and workload statistics. This is rollowed by a si1.e visil "-1U1 
emphasis 011 placement of the equipment {or sut&equcnt in.sta11ation. 

At MAMC. !be manufacturer and model of each piece of equipment to ~ interfaced to the MD!S syswn 
was provided. This also included any available ACR·NEMA intedaccs. Facility specific inswlalion infcnr.z.tion 
such as ClXlSU'UCdon eodcs. cabling pncli<:es. plumbing delails, HV AC capacity, and ~te.:uical power avail.abili~ 
was dcWlcd. CcmpulCt'room ebar8c1Uistics provided were Ibe locaIion. size, and intrinsic IN AC capacity. Seal ed 
architcCrmal drawings were given &0 the vendor \&lith a fuu appro~imadon for MDIS Jys&.cm equipme:"lt pla:.emenL 
Additional power, HV AC, ftre, plumbing, and cammUJlication dJawinp of the areas ~ for installation W~ 
identified and provid.cd during the si1c visit. 

5. EDUCA TlON AND TIU.OONG 

Func1ame.n1al. operational ctlanges ~ur when making a transition 1D a -filmtess· environment. The 
educadorW and uaining ~ must actually begin far in advance of the equipment installation contim:ing thl"Q\: gh 
complete system mantralion. The projcct manager 8l MAMC began raising \he instiwtional awareness of the MDIS 
system in the summer of 1990. This occurred mostly through onc-on-one UltuaCtions with radiologists. clinicians. 
administmol'S. receptionists, and ItanSCriptionists with additional group lecwrc.s on • periodic basis. The most 
importantaspcct during this prgc:c&S is LO c:re.atea realistic level of upeetation or how \he MDlS system works. Th<: 
operaLional differences were emphasized such as the change \0 common works1aLion viewing areas "'ersus L.".~ 
p~vio\lS pracUa: of viewing radiographs in IndivichW orrlCCS. This dwlse in prac~ and poLcntial inCOIl't't:OJcnce 
was genem11y eonsidered aceeplable in coo~pt when tllc clinicians rcaliud !he images and uanscrfoed repor-.5 ""odd 
be available whenever ~ucst.e4. 

The emphasis changed ID operational ttaining as tM fIrSt phase of implcmenWion approached. The vcmior 
will suppJy initlaJ and some follow.up traininS for radiologists, clinicians, radiology It.Chnicians. adnrinistraWT3. 
receptionists, anc1 transaipdooi.sr.s on the appropriate portions of \he MDIS sy=m. Additional one..on~ne training 
is provided &0 the nidiologislS and dinicians by !he projea rnana&er as described in section 4.S. 

,. LARGE FACILITY RETROFIT INSTALLATION 

Brooke Army Medical Center (DAMe) is one of the largest medical trWment facUitics in the U. S. Ann)' 
Me4ica! ~partme.nt with eva' 600 inpatienl beds and oulpaticnc services which c::over !he rull range of major 
spccialry and subspeeialty em provided in ceniary c:are. facilitics. Addilklnally,lhe fJei1iry is a Levell crauma W'.~t 
(one of Wee. in Che metmplcx. or o~er 1 million people). 

6.1. Th~ racllity 

The hospital o=zpies multiple buildings which are sprtaI1 out OVU a larie area.. The MI>IS syslem is Lc be 
. insWled in wee principle bWldiniS: \be MaitI Hospital. Beach Pavilion. and a Troop Medical Clinic. The Main 
HospiW was CIOnSD'UCIed in J931. and n:preserlls ~maldy one Ihird of tbe. inpatient beds II BAMe. Impcx1.a.'\t 
seMccs include &be Emcraency Department, the senezoal pacdcc oll!p&dc:nt clinic, OB.(3YN and newborn n UJ"Sef)'. 
neonatal JCU. Ceneral SuraCl)' and &he SICU. 0Ulcr oulpadcnt and inpa.tient services lie poesenL JQd.iology has a 
diagnosDc ICM~ in \he Main Hospital an~ pc:fonns general service for both inpatients and outpaticnt.'l. The vas: 
majaity of ilpOl'QSCOJ1), anll ulnsound ewninations are performed here. A new cr sc:anncr bas recenlly been a.:1de.:l 
at Main. RadWion Thcsapy i.s also loca\.ed In Ibis buildinS. 

Beacb Pavilion is 10cate4 IWtOlimately OM mile south or Ibe Main HospiLal. This building was 
cotIS£tUCt.cd in 19311RC1 became pan of'!he Hospica1 durinB World War D. ApproJ.ima\Cly ~o \birds of ~e inpalie:;t 
beds, other leu's (MICU, CCU. SICU. pediatric lCU and ncu=urgiC41ICU). tI'Ie majorily or in· and out;latiCnt 
services of Inr.emal Me4ic:ine and the SWJic;aI subspccialtics, and Pediatrics are IocaIcd in !his building. R&±olog)' 
maintains I SC(Ond leneraJ diagnostic scMce, S~ial Proc:edurtS Section. ultrasound. CT. MR and Nudear 
Medicine Service in mis facWty. Approximaldy. one mile from eacn of lhe above two facilit.ics is the Trocp 
Medical Clinic which CDIlWns rwo SeMtal radiographic exposure rooms. 
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Four large (11m r&lc rooms arc present in these tl' .. 'te buildings containing u-.e &eneral plain films pe:!O:T:'\:d 
within the past 4 years. An additional one year of films is maintained at another film storage site within a 
w~house located approximately two miles ~!Jm Beach Pavilion and Ihrce miles from the Main Hospital. Two 
inpatient rue lIaS and 6 specialty (CT. MR. US. etc.) me rooms are also mainlained at cUfCc::enl\ocations w;lh;n 
the two main bu.i \dings. 

6.2. PersoDDd 

1be Depanment of Radiology currently consisti of 14 staff radiologists and 24 diagnostic radiology 
~idents. A similar.pptO&Ch 10 tbalu MAMC was Colk,wed involving olber key pcr50Mcl in the }.{DIS project 
willi selection of a project manaacmcru otrlCCt. SYStCm$ adminisuator and chief radiologic technician. The same foc: 
Icey industry IXOvidcd personnel will be presenlll DAMe. 

6.3. Workload 

The cunent workload is similar 10 MAMC. Approximately 180,000 CWTlwUons were perfonnr.c ir: 
1991. nus volume wa.s distributed ~ecn approximately 60iI outpaLicnt and 40iI inpatient work. The avcl'a6e 
length oC inpatient stay Cor image storage calculations for DAMe is 6.8 days. About SO% of Ihe workload was 
performed at Beach Pavilion wilh the combinalion of Main HospiLal and the Troop Medical Clinic performing lhe 
ot.'ler hal!. The majority of the digital iml'ging (CT. MR. Nuclear Medicine. DSA) was performed at Buch 
Pavilion. 

When this annual workload is compressed to 250 re_ working days (or calculaLion pUl'POs.es. SAMe 
generateS approxima1.ely 1600 plain nIm images and 3600 digital images (eilhct d.itcct digital or frame grabbed) per 
day. Th= is an average of 30S fLlms obtained per examination comprising or approximately 50% 14· " 17". 30% 
10· x 12". lind 20% 8· x 10"plain radiographic images. Altogether. this represents nearly IS gigabytes of digiLal 
informaIion poduced each day. 

6.4. InstallatioD plaDDiag 

A phased approach to inSlallation is planned for BAMe. Key prepara.tOry work includes intrc;!aciliri 
marketing. rraiAing. and Beneral concept education. Introducing Ihis technolo,y involves changing the acapted ""'3)' 

radiology and clinical medicine is pracliced today as well as tM way they intulCt with each other. Cc:r.ainly. Ihe 
experienced gained from prc.c.cding phased installation at MAMe and olber MOlS sites will be utiliz.ed in the 
implementation It BAMC. The U.S. miUW)' medical depanm~t has the advantage of any other large health care 
organization of being able 10 share lessons learned becv.W1 facilities when making new sys:em intrOdtx:tions. 

An additional need for phasing was based upon Ibe funding flow. A large system of this magnit:lde has a 
noticeable impa:t upon Ihe medical equipment budget of I service and the approach or phased funding over difCerera 
budget ycal'S was eaken. This drove die installation timellne as funding was provided ror one installation phase ar a 
time. 

ne initial plan was to install the sys~ over Ihrce phases with one phase per year. Operations were to 
commence in me Main Hospital wilh dar abase and image sUXDie installa1ion,l1Id compwed radiography units being 
installed in the Oia,nosdc: Service and abe Emergency Departmenl radioiflPNC room. COM~tivjt)' to the other 
input devices at Main Hospir.a1 (CT. US. nuoroscopy) was to be accomplished at this lime. Workstalior. 
installation was 10 be initiated in Ihc Radiology Depanme.ot and in ~vcnl or \he cUnica1 service wards and clinics. 
The second and diird phases oC installation were 10 include similar inil.ia.l lCquisition device placement and 
eonn~civiry a1 BcadJ Pavilion and subsequent pmlifer.uiOh or multiple wortsations within the I>cpanment am! in 
various wards and outpatient clinics. 

RadioloiY inrormation tem\inals (I-RIS) would be gradually installed Woughout Ihe depal'tmem as !.he 
im.lge acqiWicion and display capabilicy was expanded. Once CHCS is installed at SAMe. 1bc iniLiAl number of 
MDIS I·RIS terminals (27) will be areaUy expanded to provide easier KCCSS 10 the database throughout the 
Department at these IUt-on1y terminals. principally for report entry and review/approval. 
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The I.nstallation at DAMe is designed to ll~~ as nImlc.s.s a ~parunent of Ra.:1iology as possible. 
Budgetary constraints rcsulLed in • limited &hilit)' LO ptoc1uce the same level of -rumlw- implemenLaLion as 
MAMC. 'l'bis is Rvea1e4 in lhc disparity of \he nwnbcr of dinJcal workstations desiifled into the DAMe scenario 
when compared with 1M MAMC 1CCMrio. 1bi.rty·threc workstations have been pl&nned oulSi~ or the t>epanmel\L 
The approach and concept ytili.zcd is disital f&lrns bclni prinled Cor delJsnalCd ~ where Insuffleient wortswicns 
are initially provide4 to suppon &he requlled viewinl demand in 1.hese 1oea:i0lll. Additional worbwion.s will be 
acSc1cd in Ulcsc areas as fundini 1s available. This funding may be acqui:c4 by \he individual hospital $etVice anc 
added Ula pieccmcal Cashion or could be done on a more complete terM U an additional phase of insWlation. like!y 
resulting in a men ~mica1 WWlation. 

'The initial phasing approach was modified similar to Ih~ of MAMC with initially less image cilsp12y 
c:apabUity in Phase 1. but with earlier completion or the entire projcct than initially planned. The installation pl.a."l 
was reduced by over one year. 10 completion 11 approlimate1y two years from lime of ~traCt award. This ..... ill 
result in compression of &he lca.mlng and familiariu.tion precess previously p1a.n.ned. This will have panicuW 
impact. at , d1stribu\ed bWldin, CaciUt)' sucb as SAMe wilh I nearly compl* U'ansiLion It one time from a 
completely film base4l)'stcm 11 Bc.acb Pavilion ID , paLentia11y relativel)' f11mles.s sys\Cm in I shcrt llCriod or ti:ne. 
allowiJ'lct less tamillariza!lon time Cor ndiolopsu, r.echnolcgislS and clinici.an.s. 

6.5. Problems encountered ",lib retrorittll1g a larit CtEller 

The li..sl Df difficulties enc:ounLcrcd in pc:tfomUng a re.troOt on an ased. distributed mc&cal centa is onJ~' 
now being compUc.d.. nus iNta11atIon prc.senlS many probltmS which may be found to a Jesser deoree in newer 
facilities and are Mt expected 10 be encountered at MAMC. A few cumples of sueb problems encountered to d.,a:.e 
are discussed bCle but by no means, docs this represent an ~hausUye list. 

An imponant (ca.tW'C chat a vendor is seeld.ng from &he user in planning the in.sW1alion of a syst.em is t.'Ie 
availability oC U-bWlt drawinp of the current version of ~ !acUity. AJ we have (ounel. bWldinp builL dCQdes 28 0 
which have potemially uncScraone bundreds otmajor and minor modiJ'ica11ons upon one system or Ihe other simpJy 
may not be ~ly rcprcsenl.ccS on 1M cumnt ~c::sion of a set of was-built- c1lawinas. This may have a critical 
impact upon the current vendor in his &blllty lO pedonn planning for & facility and ~uire mu:h meR extensive or.· 
siLe invc.stigation by the installer in concert with the building engineus. 

'Tho particular type or dec:l:ricity required by any siven p~ or ban1ware may not be avaj\ab\e within L~ 
oft! buildina:. Mc1ilioaally. current power supply panels may no~ye sufficient capacity or have available additional 
cil'cwr.s Roqu1n:d by the ~ .• ,! cqwpmc.nc. Thli may ~uiM long runs ot new cable 1.0 remote sowce.s of power. even 
outside of the; bIWdln,. lei provide adequa~ power of 1be ncccssar)' \'olzage and phasini &0 operate the various pieces 
of c.quipment. 

Air condIaorW1, anet nndladon may be lOwly inadequate to 5Upponihc beat production of ... a.-iocs 
components of a larac ~ s~wn. B.ccau.sc ccrWn eompooents ~ to be eonccn~ in loc.al areas !ike a 
computu room or • n4ioloi)' lC&ditla room, careful calculations of lhe acSc.q~ ot Ihe Ale n:.quiremenlS is 
ncccw:y. Not cal)' doea this bavClIO "Jude aU or the DeW equipment bein, added LO an IRa, bu; mus; also inc! u:1e 
Ihe emUnS equipment In the same Cftvironmenw zone which will remain and c:cnLinue 10 contribute to the regiona: 
heat production. AdcquaLe ventilation must b: provide4 for such components U • laset rllm printtf anc! ilIm 
proces.sor. 

Hi~en ClLWonmCll\a1 problems such as 1he pracncc or asbestos must be planned ror in a sys:.em 
installation. 'Ibis ma), ~ CIleoun~ in l'C,ions t.ha1 the installct was 'Planning to utilize tor cable runs. for 
eumple. Tbis may COmG as a Iwprise to &11 ~ccmcd. Includin, 1M C\JmIl' !>Whiin, enJinc.cn who mighl nor 
have IICCC.U 10 prior knowledge of ils1ocalion. ~ lnsliulIlonal knowled,c bivin, been lost over tllc years. Thus. 
all.CftWivc ptaMin; should be pc.r{ormccl from the bc;iMil\i in 1M event \hat ~ coMitioas IR cncoW\\.Cred. 

Other problems reWe to buildinl ~lin, compu," room, I!ld Jocal conswcllon rc.striclior.s. O!de~ 
fac:iUties \lSually do not ban modem dtsiln ~cs such as intus1l~ spaces or n.i.sed tompu\Cl' floors In 

required loca.lions an4 plaanin, must iDcludc bow (0 insWl or ~ 1.bIse ddicierl.cies. Ad4itiONJly. ar,o:.her 
potencial problem whic:h should be lnVC5tfpt.ed from me OU,,", Is &he Impact oC1oc&1 buDdin, co<1e.s or hisLOn:a: 
socieJ.ie.s. Voal hlssorical soclede;s may DCCe.Uitate chanai", from simplo lO1utions utilizinS the outside wa!.!s of 2-

SQ'Ucture \0 more difficult solutlons rcquirlni CO~ ncor drilling insil1e of me SWC1WC. 
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6.6. CODc:lusloDS to dale for this retrofit 

A phased inSlallalion plan is required Cor a projC(t of this magnitude being installed into an existing. 
operating CacWty. 111is conclusion is based upon many principles including the exPCClations of the rapidity of 
change that will be required in the daily work habits 0( I.hc UICl'a oll.hc I)'s&cm, Ibc education requirement effons 
which will be rcqulRd rCif the usus. abe ability to obtain funding Cor phases versus funding a complete syst.em all aJ 

once. and the cxpccwion &ha11usons will be learned IS !he installation progmscs in ph~ which can be 
sucussfully 8pplied 10 la1tz phases or the project. 

The current MOlS system design will accomplish the goals or producin, a high level of nlmless OpaaCCIlS 
within the radioloi)' dcpanmeot. bring 1M imaae loss ralC 10 • minimum, and make these images available LO all 
radioloi\,w and rcsidcllLS wil.hin the depanment regardless of Ihc1r point of lCquisition or display. 

Addi1ional workswions will be required in lhe clinical areas oC &he hospiw 10 achieve the 1001' telm goal of 
a IUghly f1lmless hospital. Alr.e.r achieving this more complelC access capability to the image: rue. enha.'lceC 
productivity will be seen among all of the proCessional and paramedical personnel of &he hospiLal campus as they 
spend less of their Lime searehing the multiple reading rooms and film file rooms fot images on !.heir patients. 
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PACS ~n an Old Hospital 
The Brooke Experience 

Michael A. Cawthon, D.O. 
LTC, Me, us Army 

The installation of a PACS S'jstem into an old, multi-building facility at 8icoke 
Army Medical Center brought with it a series of problems and opportunities. The two 

primary buildings at SAMe were built in the 1930's and certainly were not built to 

accommodate either computer systems or to assist the planners or installers with their 

implementation of this PACS system. 
Principle opportunities of the PACS installation center around overcoming the 

primary inefficiencies of the current film-based radiology system at SAMC. These 

inefficiencies revolve around the accountability, transportation and storage of film in a 

distributed Radiology Department which occupies space on mUltiple floors in multiple 

buildings on the SAMe campus. 

Problem areas encountered during the installation centered around basic items 

such as the availability of adequate power, air conditioning and water/sewer access for 

the added pieces of equipment coming into the Radiology Department, primarily. The 

older structures had no interstitial spaces for utilities or the routing of fiber optic or 

other communications networks. No communications closets or cableways/trays are 

present in either building. Adequate current l!s-built drawings of the facilities were 
non-existent for such a massive undertaking which involved essentially the whole of 

both large buildings. Much core drilling through concrete floors had to be performed to 

accommodate the long expanses of fiber optic cable rising through both buildings. This 

work had to be accompUshed in the midst of a f1Jncticning nospit...a! fun), invo!ved with 
daily medical and surgical patient care. Noisy and dusty activities had to be planned 

around the patient care activities and the evening sleep hours. About the only advantage 

of a retrofit to elder structures Is that surface mount technology might be employed in 

fjnal routing of fiber and netv%rk material as t~e phy~iC3J =ppe=r~nce of such m:y not 
detract from the existing appearance of the structure (potentially useful if not counter 

to the desires of local historical societies). 

Two important aspects of installation of the MDIS system at SAMe were of 

particular importance and require In deptn discussion. These will comprise the bulk of 
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this presentation. First, SAMe had an existing Radiology Information System which the 

integrated RIS within the MOIS database supplanted. Secondly, a massive training 

program for both Radiology and Clinical personnel was undertaken during the initial 

installation of the MOIS system. 

RIS Implementation 

At BAMe, the MOIS system was installed into a hospital which had an existing 

Radiology Information System. This RIS (TRIRAD) contaIned approximately eleven 

years of patient database. Important information elements within TRIRAO included the 

patient name, 10 number, telephone and address Inform3tion, !isting of exams, date of 

exams, the exam reports film folder storage location, and folder loan information. While 

the basic patient demographic and exam information was maintained on-line in the 

TRIRAO system, most of the exam report text was maintained off-line on magnetic tape. 

The initial Issuance of the MDIS implementztlon contract did not contain any 
capability for the conversion and Incorporation of' an existing patient database. This was 

because most of the proposed MOIS sites did not have these existing electronic databases. 

One crucial element of the SAMe TRIRAO database is the film folder location Information 

stored in the TRJRAD system. In a facility \vtth multiple file rooms and no rea! scheme 
as to which file room a given patient's master film folder might be stored in, access to 

this existing stored electronic information is vital for continued Qperations of the 

Department. This would be the case whether a complete PACS system was installed with 

near total filmless operations commencing or \\'hether fi!m based operational procedures 

would continue with a gradual phase In of filmless scenarios. This later situation is what 

is being followed at BAMe. Even in the extreme environment of totally switching to 

filmless operations Immediately, patient's older exams would still need to be located for 

campan'son to the newer stud'le~ ~~I'n9 .... qu;: ... " _ ....... A "" ... ,.j i ... ,. ........ ' .. ,. .. ,. .. 1 ..... ,.r"ni ... l:Ilh, .:» LIC a... U.\,It .... ,., .... "" IiIIIW ..... w.,.,.""",,,.w .... ,"""'~I""'III .... -Il.J. 

Thus, the successful continued operations of the Radiology Department required the 

initial maintenance of the older database with plans established for eventual 

incorporation of this database into the MOIS integrated RIS. 

A plan was also developed to allow the evantu:l :!€ctronic down!o~d!ng of the 
patient demographic, reports and film folder locations from the existing R1S to the new 

RIS. This will then allow the termination of all activity on the original RIS. This 

transfer of patient database Infonnation should always be considered as an essential 

component of transition from one RlS to another. Not only wm vlt~' information such as 
film folder infonnation be preserved, but the efforts required by reception personnel 

will be kept to a minimum if existing patients can be located in the new RIS without 
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having to go through the information gathering process which comprises the initial 

patient registration process. 

Initial clinical operations of the MOIS system were begun at the end of March 

1993 with a transition period planned to move from one RIS to the other. This 

transition period followed extensive classroom and hands-on training in the various 

functions of the MOIS RIS. The transition at SAMe also involved a period of dual entry of 
patient and exam infonrnation into the two RIS's. For one month, all patient information 

was entered into both the older R1S and the MOIS R1S. This provided extensive working 

experience for the various personnel and the opportunity for user errors to be detected 

and corrected prior to full dependence upon the new RIS. The functions used dually 

included patient registration, exam ordering, some transcription of radiographic 

reports and some reports approval by the radiologists and residents. 

The transcription activities performed dually were minimal and rotated amongst 
the several personnel in the Radiology transcription pool. This dual entrY of reports had 

to be kept to a minimum because of the extensive backlog which would have been 

established with full dual operations. Even short periods of transcription activity by the 

different transcriptionists was very important !n furthering their training in the 

working environment. By rotating the "training" transcription activity through the 

personnel one person at a time, a trainer or supervisor could individually assist each 

transcriptionist in preparing for the upcoming full changeover to the new RIS. This 

period of experience and focused training facilitated 3 smooth transition. 
The end resuft of reports processing Is the final reylew and electronic signature 

of the report by the resident and staff radiologist. These personnel participated in the 

transition process also by having the duplicated reports sent to them on the two R1S's for 

review, any final editing and then signature and printing. Any individual prcbl€ms 

encountered by any of these personnel were solved during this transition month, also. 

The participation of personnel ranging from the receptionists to the transcriptionists to 

the mdiologlsts in this aspect of using two rusts simultaneously for a relatively short 

period of time provided for a relatr.;ely easy transition. 

Thus, overall, a fairly smooth transition was Initially seen, between the older RIS 

and the integrated RlS in the MOIS system. This was based upon successful training and 

continued hands-on training during a period of dual entry of information into both RIS 

systems while clarifying any operational questions that arose fiom any uSer dUring this 

training period. 

Training 
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Introducing a new approach to Radiology operations into a functioning hospital is 

an immense enterprise. especially when the entire system is based upon automation. A 

tremendolJs range of experience in computer liteiacy may be found within the varied 

personnel in a large hospital Radiology department and in the users of the automation 

equipment outside of the Department. However, most personnel have some experience 

with automation equipment. But, this might not apply to all job descriptions within a 

department. Thus, the scope of the education and training issue can be seen in 
perspective. 

A training plan was developed around a model known as instructional system 

development. 1 The core element of this model Is the analysis of tha jebs which vdiiou5 

personnel wllf perform when interacting with a PACS system. This involves not only 

finding out what an individual does but also in what order he does his tasks. the 

conditions under which he operates and the level of performance of the tasks which is 

considered adequate for the job. The task list thus developed for each category of USEi 

then becomes the framework for the training. These learning tasks for each user group 

of personnel also comprise the list of terminal learning objectives. Plans of instruction 

are then developed to train the individual tasks for each user group to accomplish each of 

these terminal learning objectives. Some tasks ar@ d~pandent tlPCii I~Gming othei t&SKS 

and thUS, these must be grouped together and ordered in a proper learning sequence 

(hierarchy) to allow for this progressive training to be accomplished. 
The personnel to receive training were divided into several basic user groups. 

These included receptionists/schedulers, technologists, super~j50rs, file Cl€iks. 

transcriptionists. radiologists and radiology residents and referring physicians. The 

tasks performed or to be performed by each user group were then enumerated. Not all 

functions of the system need to be trained to aU users. One function may need to be 

trained in much greater depth to one group and only briefly 01: minimally to other 

groups. Thus, not only is there the need for the listing of tasks to be performed and 

trained to a given user group, but also the depth or qualit)' of training required needs 

assessment. This Is usually assessed by determining the level of performance required 

for an individual ta5~ .. 

A measurement of performance or testing of the trainees was also included in the 

Training Plan. This usually took the form of both a written test and a practical 

examination to assess the level of understanding of the tasks which the trainee had 

attained. All significant features t;ught to the t'Ginee were eOvered in either th~ written 

or practical examination. These tests were also conSidered a method of feedback to the 

instructor(s) on their ability to teach individual concepts and tasks. If satisfactory 
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results were not obtained for an individual, then retraining in that particular area or 

function was performed, followed by retesting. This was repeated until a satisfac!Qry 

performance level was obtained. 

The instructional setting was typically two phased. Initially, system overview 

and then individual tasks were taught in a classroom in lecture format. Explanation of 

each Individual system function as well as how a particular function re!3ted to other 

functions was given. Discussion and question-and-answer periods were included. After 

the didactic period, the classes were broken into smaller groups and the tasks were 

performed by the trainee at the terminal, workstation or other applicable component 

under the observation of the instructor. 

Instructional material included overhead slides and 3Smm slides. Handbooks and 

small reference cards with key commands were given to the trainee for his personal use 

after training. These proved quite useful for reference on how to perform $pecific tasks, 

particularly if the task was not commonly performed by the user. 

A PACS system is comprised of rnany individual software applications and 

hardware components. The software applications to be trained were divided into various 

functional modules and then these were trained to the specific target user groups to 

which they were applicable. For example, patient registration and exam ordering were 

trained to the fullest depth to the receptionists and the technologists who would be 

performing this function either exclusively or at high frequency. Only the basic 

elements of this function were trained to the tranSCriptionist, the file clerk (who may 

use this when digitizing a film) and to the radiology resident (may use when assisting at 

night time or when digitizing a film for the Teaching File). this function was not taught 

to the Staff Radiologist or the referring clinicians. The major task groupings (modules) 

trained were patient registration, exam ordering, report proceSSing (transcription; 

editing, approval and printing), film folder tracking, the workstation software 

(different levels of training for radiologists versus, referring physicians) and specific 

training modules for individual pieces of equipment (computed radiography, laser 

printer/processor, vi~o acquisition for ultrasound and tr.e direct digital acquisition of 

CT, MR. Nuclear Medicine. and digital fluoroscopy devices). 

Student selection was generally whomever was already occupying a specific 

pOSition/function within the Hospital before the arrival of the PACS system. 

Fortunately, essentially all personnel had prior basic computer skills because of the 

pre-existence of the older RIS within the Radiology Department. Minimal cc.1mputer 

skills were a prerequisite prior to proceeding with further training on sp,ecific 

applications. Self-paced tutorials were availab!e for those without specific prior 
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familiarization with the particular platforms utilized in this PACS system. Basic 

computer literacy is becoming more prevalent in the working population but has not 

been a basic entrance .requirement for some user groups to date, but this must be 

considered In the future, particularly with further advancements in automation 

becoming standard in the Radiology environment, 

A tra'ln'lng schedule ..... s ......... 1 ...... "' ..... It .... 1 ... "' .... I~.I ....... "':,.~ ..... 1 ... 1 ... " .... M"I .. e u,n, ,I'" 
,.,CI W'lrVIIII:;I\JfoI'VU CU\wl Iwvll .. 1t'III~ .,,11,.. .. ""11111111:::1 IfIVWW''''''''' ,"Y""IW 

be taught to which user groups, how many individuals were in each user group, training 

time required fro each group of learning objectives, and the availability of classrooms 

and instructors, Two instructors and two classrooms were used. The larger classroom, 

a conference room was used for large group didactic training, usually groups of 1 2~ 1 8 

individuals, This classroom also had six RIS terminals set up in it to accomplish 

training of RIS applications to be taught to several user groups. Only one trainee per 

terminal was permitted for hands-on training on the RIS terminals. The other 

classroom had 3 workstations set up. Two trainees were trained at a time on each 

workstation In this classroom. The workstations were immediately adjacent to one 

another in this room so that the instructor could easily observe all students and 

immediately assist with any difficulties. The two students at each workstation observed 

each other performing each task as well as each performed all functions baing tzught. 

Conclusions 

Transition from one RIS system to another can be accomplished smoothly with 

adequate planning and training employed to facilitate this action. Overlapping of some 

RIS activity performed in a dual manner between the two RI5's provided real hands-on 

training opportunities and time for users to accommodate to differences between the two 

systems, This dual entry transition methodology for a short time did consume but the 

end result was a smooth transition, Existing electronic databases should be stiongly 
considered for Interfacing to the new RIS for downloading of the stored information 

acquired over the years on existing, active patient populations. 

The entire staff of a large Radiology Department can be trained for their specific 

,role in operation of a PACS system. Overall, this training plan development and 

implementation progressed smoothly. 

Additionally, the commitment of clinicians from outside Radiology to undergo 

organized training on the workstations demonstrates their awareness of the powerful 

potential clinical tool which a PACS system represents, . Indeed, beyond the actual 

development of the training course material, the most difficult challenge during training 

lay In scheduling physicians from outside the Department for their workstation 
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familiarization/training sessions which lasted for 1.5 hours after a 30 minute syste m 

overview lecture. This interrupted clinic and p;tient schadules to vaijing dcgicSS lind 
could have been felt as a negative impact in these areas where the clinical functions v.ere 

impacted. Interestingly, the number of clinical users continued to actively grow after 

training of the first 120 clinicians, indicating that self~instruction or grief word of 

mouth instnJction was proceeding successfully. 
Adequate classroom (principally hands~on) equipment must be provided. This 

will usually involve the actual pieces of equipment installed for use and not separate 

training equipment. Physical space around this equipment for students and the impact n 

clinical schedules during training sessions must be included in the overall Training 

Plan. 

Finally, feedback from the trainees is vital to the instructors and training 

developers so that assurance can be held tl-:at the instn.:cticni::! m~terig!s ~md methods are 

being employed in such a manner as to adequately train the student to the accepted level 

of competence in all his major tasks. This will result in the earliest clinical acceptance 

and utilization of the powerful clinical tool which a PACS system represents. 

'Interservice Procedures for Instructional Systems Development: Executive Summary 

and Model. US Army Training and Doctrine Command. TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30, Aug 

1975. 
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Teleradiology systems are being developed and implemented around the world. The 
ultin'iate success of the5e systems depends on the acceptance by the end users - the physicians. 
From a phY'idans' pe-r.;pective, several major areas need to be addressed in the ideal situation. 
The areal lnclucle (1) image qualIty and eaie 01 ma.nlpulation of images on a workstation, (2} 
expert interpretation by • speciallst or ,u~pec:ialist ,(3) good communication between the 
radiolOgist. rad.1ology technologi5t, primary care physldan, and the patient .(4) accessibility 
to images, (5) system reliability, (6) costs and assistance in balandng workloads,and (7) 
education anc1 researd\. 

The MediCi! Diagnostic Imaging Support (MDtS) System is a large trl-service project 
to install Picture ArclUve and Communication Systems CPACS) and teleraciiolDg)' at mUiW'y 
medical treatment fadUties ac::rcw the United States and abroad. The first sites primarily 
involved with te1eradiDlogy will be installed in the summer of 1993. Ways In which the MDlS 
teleradiology system ac!c1ress the physic:ians' Ideal configuration as well u possible future 
improvements wiD be c:tiscussec!. 

Im'RODtJCtlON 

The MDIS System is presently installing PACS and teleradiology sites throughout the 
military medical community, The MOlS contract was awarded ., • faint venture to Lorat and 
Siemens corporations in the Fall of 1991. The initi&l PACS ~ites are lcated at Madigan Ann)' 
Medical Center in Tacoma ,Wuhlngton; Brooke Army Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas i 
and Wright- Patterson AJt Force Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio. Ead\ of these sites will also 
func:tion a. teteradlology referral (.enters • The first site primarily concerned with 
teleradiology wiD be at Luke Alr For~ Hospital in Arizona. Luke wiU act as the center or 
'1\ub" for several other amaUer aites or ·spokes-, Several U.s, mlUtuy mecUcal treatment 
facilities in Korea wUl also beiin using teleradiology In the Summer o1199~, Future sites 
include a large teleradlolo&), proJect , -1Jcama1· ,tOnnec:tlng Tripter Army Medical Center in 
HaWAii with the PAcific basin and Korea, nus teleradlology project will span SO'h of the 
world's surface &nlQ, 

The direct involvement of the end users 15 aitlcal to the IN~ cf such a large project. 
Severill areu cf conc:em for te1eracilology exist from a physidan's perspective. Each of these 
issue, will be c:lisalssed individually with an attaehed paragraph describing how MOlS 
addresses these concerns or future implementations needed to meet the ideal situation. 
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for primary diagnosis from & 'Workstation, the imap quality should be at least as goo, 
as a conventional film/screen system. A ~-ent teleradiology study In which digitized film, 
screen images were reviewed on a 2 1< monitor workstation demonstrated that primary 
diagnosis ean be made without review of the original plain radiograph [11. Once developed, 
the high image quality must be maintained with & strict quality eontrol program c:hedQr.g 
every Unk in the imaging chain to include computed radiography readers, film digitizers and 
worbation monitms. 

The workstation must be user friendly and image manipulation rapid. To be user 
friendly, a $)'Stem needs to be easy to leam for the beginner, but sophisticated enough not to 
hinder the experienced user. U the user does not feel comfortable, and avoids the system - all ~ 
lost. The workstation 5hould be u fast u the conventional fUm/screen system for both the 
c:linidan and the radiologist. 

Early experience at MIIAfsan Army Medical Center on the 2K workstation monitors is 
encouraging; to date there have been no known cases where a patholOgiC: proa:ss has been seen 
on digital hardcopy film but not on the 2K workstation monitor. Two ISmall studies oone at 
MacUgan indirectly support that the softc:opy image is acceptable. but large ROC studies nee<! 
\0 be done ;and a.re planned[2}. Several quality control procedures specific: to a digital sYSle!:1 
have already been implemented; a comprehensive system is presently being designed by the 
MDIS project management olfil!e with help from outside academic institutions. Teleradio!ogy 
can be used to assess the quality of images at multiple idtes espedally in remote areas. 
Presently. each location does its own evaluation of image quality (ana this will continue) .Ol;t 
frequ.ently experts in usei~ng image quality are not available at small sites. It is tOD costly 
and timet'Onswning to send an expert ou.t to the multiple mnote sites on a hequentbasis. Images 
from all the teleradiology sites can be periodic:ally accessed from the archive system and 
evalualfd for image~ty. 

The MDlS workstation is quiLe user friendly. The Madnto$h interface is easy to leam, 
but rewards the experienced user with the use of quiclc. keys. The user friendUr.ess of the system 
is reflected by the re5ults of • survey of 15 clinicians at Madigan. Only 7% had rc~ived 
{onnal training (planned for the Summer ot 1993 with installation of clinical workstations), 
yet ,,~ had allUdy learned the basic: functions on their own or with the he1? of a peer. The 
average lime to le.1nl the basic: functionality of the workstation was statec:! to be 10 minutes. or 
those who had learned to use the workstation , l00~ stated that the workstation was \lseh.:l 
and saved them time. In a separate study in which rOidiologins had to review large data sets . 
the workstation Is presently slower than hudcopy fUm, but speed 53 expected to improve with 
new software releases in the Summer and Fall of 1993 • 

.2" EXPI::RT~AnONBY A SPEaALIST OIt SUBSPEa.WST 

In remote areas, clinicW'ls may have no practfal way to hav« images reviewed by a 
radiolo~t. Nationwide, 3~ of images are read by physici&nl other than racfLologists (3]. 
aWdans are sometimes forced to make serious tNatment plan deaslons bued On their own 
interpretation of a raC!iogaph1c finding. In the military air evacuation S)'$tem, patients are 
occasionaUy flown to ciistant mecSica1 centers because of ndiographle findings that are 
actually only varia.nt.s of normal. Alternatively, some signifiant findings are missed and 
serlow problems are lICIt alwa,.. acIdtesaed. 

Racilology is a broad f1eld with mUltiple imaging modalities that diller signUteandy ; 
it is becoming a. sub-spedalty profession. Ideally, aU lmages should be reviewed by a 
radiologist a.nd in some ca5eS by a sub-spedalist within radiology. Teleradiology allows {or 
the deveJopme1\t of "c:ence,., 01 imaging elCaelIence" In varicus areas of radiology. All the 
images of one mod.a.Jlty could be sent to. specific: sub-spedalty site for interpretation. For 
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example, all bone cases hOM several different spoka could be sent to I medical center with a 
group of experienced bone 1Idlologi.s~ • This site may be aupnented in the future with computer 
wistecl c!lagnosls (CAO) for various bone pathologies. A sulHpec:i.altst is not only more likely 
to repon the correct diagnosis, he GU\ al$O miew the tmages mare rapidly than a general 
radiologist-Thls Improves patient (Ate and the effitiency of the radiologist. Large health care 
systems should explott the resources available to ~ern and maximize \his potential. 

M multlple teleracliology Iltes develop around the country and abroad, time zones can 
be used to an advantage. In remote sites there is often oN)' one Rdlologist. It is l'IOt practical 
for him to be on-call seven days a week. Frequently, e:mergenc:y room physid.ans read the 
Unagt$ at night, then ~e radiologist over- reads \he Images the next day. With teleradiology. 
& patient being aeen In a military hospital in Korea could hive his image sent \0 the east coast 
of the United States to be TUd by • ndiologist who is already awake and working. Also, 
when the radiologist is on-caU, he would Uke to be able \0 rucl the images at home with 
access to any old images or reports from the database aulDrnatic::aIly • 

With teleradiology , the clinician may not be as familiar with the radiologist. Ho ..... 
does the cUnician know if the racUologist at the other end of the teleradiology link is 
competent, OJ' even board certified? Credentials wW be more important than ever before. A 
stricter format to ensure the radiologist is competent will be needed. Presently many states only 
recognize radiologists Uc:ensed in their own "state.there/ore teleradiology communications 
across state lines pose a problem. 

All MOIS referral centers can receive te1erac:Uology Image$. The MOIS sites span from 
Korea. to the A2.0res (off the coast of Portupl), so using time zones to an advantage Is possible 
and will be tested begir.nlng In late 1993. Since the MOIS system involves the U.s. milita:y, 
cooperation exist. among multiple $ites. Semllng lmaps to a sub-spedallst instead of a genera I 
radiologist can be done. Testing of thi$ CIOncept on .. small $CIle is planned for the Fall/Winter 
of 1993. On. national scale, some logistical problems with worlclo.ad accounting and the home 
of record for the Image and report are being worked ouL Centers of imaging excellence a:e only 
In the planning ~tages. In the military, the issue of credentials and interpreting iIr.ages ;so-oss 
state linn Is somewhat easier because a military radiologist only has to hold a single state 
1icmge. 

1GOODCO~~CAnONS 

MainLaining good communications between the cllnldan, radiologist, and the patient is 
viLal to ~ patient care. Communication begins with the radiologists' ability to review the 
pttient's clinical history; then, the radiologist's dictated report must be available quick\~' 
with easy .ccess to the dinidan. finaUy, the clinic:ian and radJologist IT\Ust be able to consu tt 
on a .pedfic: case when necessary. Having a radiology information system(RIS) at aU 
teleradiology locatiON il vlIrJ useful. ~ radiologist can access the patient's clinical history 
and old reports e1ed1ONc:ally • Images can be tied to the dictated report. 

U the dktatec1 report b net immediately av&1l&ble (wet read) then the cUnician must 
at least be able to see the UNge himself d.uring the sa.me patient vlsiL In most cases ,a 24 hOiJf 
tum around time is acceptable, but there must be .. way to prioritize an ima~ as "STAT 
e:mergenr:y", so that It can be lent and reviewed belCln: other tmases tabn earUer in 1he day. 
Presently, at several remote Il~ radiolDgists review the images once or less per week; 
therefore. the tum around time for repons Is extremely slow, For a small sSt., the STAT case 
could be reviewed. at the hub and. the inltial answer ret\1med by handwritten {ax or a 
telephone c:all with II. typed report to foUow. For a larger site that has diagnostic monitors, a 
voice captured n:spoNe tied to the image eowd be U$ed. A written report would follow. A 
lpeech recognition sy.tem far dictating l'tpOlU is appallng. This eliminates the need for 
traNaiptionists INl c1ecreues the time to .t a typed report to the clln.ician. A speech 
rec:agnitlon I)'ItI!m could also eliminate the need {or a voice-eaptured or handwri tten Fax 
report. 
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Recently this issue has come to the forefront In the medja:>legai arena. The American 
College of 'Radiology came forth with a set of guidelil'le$ called Resolution 5 supporting t.."'e 
concept that the radiologist Is MSr.nstb1e for INking INft the clinician la'oOW$ the results of a~ 
imaging study if it is abnormal to(. An E-mail system is useful to help notiiy clinicia.ns of a 
posinve finding and document that the report wu received. 

With te1eradiolOJY, the dose working relationship between the clinician and the 
rad101ogbt Is at risk. Tradltionally, the c:l1nJdan gets to bow U\e individual radiologist over 
time. The dlNdat\ le.ams how much he CIJ\ rely on a IpedIlc: ndlologLst to be COrrect. Does L"Ie 
racUologlst over Dr wer CIll pathology? These fac:tont are taken into consideration by the 
dhUd&n when dedd1rl& • ptient'. treatment plan. A cUred phone line (1-800 nwnber) between 
the clinic ancl ~ ncUologist is needed 50 a clinician can easily c1i~ss a problem case With ~e 
radiologist. New Wlea:>nferendng software has rec:e:ntly been made commercially available 
with audio and visual c&pabWties which allow the clinician to call the radiologist and 
discust a case :real-time via a small window on the workstat!.on screen • The clinician and 
n.cUoJogist can be ccftS\SltinS with each o~er ar.d ..eeing the patient Ima~ I.t the r.atne time. 
This is a key breakthrough in protecting the racUologlst/dlnidan proCessional working 
re'.a~ 

The interaction between the radiologist ancl the radiology tec:h."'\Ologist is important as 
weD; this would be another use for teleconfen:ncing software. A "teleradiology site" 
coordinator who is &CCtluntable for all teleradlotogy images and can act a$ a point of contaCt jo~ 
the outside c1inidans would also be u.seIul. 

All MDlS sites will have a radiology inlormatil:m system tying the spoke and 1-.:.1 b 
together. "Wet· readings will be avallable as needed. Direct phone lines and Fax 
COlNl\untcatlons will be used initially. With the MOtS workstation, the clinician and 
racllologist ClI\ be in different loc:ations and be looking at the same patient's images at the 5aT:le 
time. Speech noc:ognition and teleconferencing systems are presently being eViJuated and al'e 

expe<:tec5 to be available. Telcradiology hubs will have a.designated "Chief of Remote 
Diagnosl! .. to coordlnate the incerac:tioM between the hub and its' spobs. 

'" ACCESSIBItlTY OP tMA.G'£S 

In general, one of the great strengths of .. digital system and the jl.Jstification for 
installing it, is the Improved acceSSibility 01 images. Therefore, it is aitia! that images be 
at least as accessible IS a conventional film/screen system to all clinicians, radiologists, and 
patients. The c:lInida.n needs the abLllty to send lOme cases "STAT' to \)e reviewed by the 
radiologist and returned immecUately. With dial up n lines, an image can be transmitted in 
about 30 IIeC.'Onds ifneces.sary. In most cues ,a "STAT' report is not needed , and & tum around 
time of 24 hours is ao:eptable. In these routine cases ,it ma.kes senae to send the studie5 in bat t:h 
oVernight when then: is Ie$.I ttaffic: on the t.clec:ommunlc:ations system and ccmmercial rates are 
cheaper. In order to balch • large number of studies together, I storage media at both ends is 
JeqUired. 

A dl.rJdan ideally w,;.(;, to see the imap aM the dictated report together en the $alTte 
saeen. The clU\1dan needs te ~,:'\! able to review the images with his pat!.ent or other clinicia..~ 
outside 01 the radtology clepanznent.ll.,amlly practice doctor hu to explain to a 20- year old 
that he has a tumor fA h1.s Ies requiring tum to transfer to a major znec1jc:a1 center for 
amputatlon,the physidan needs to be .ble to show the patient the icnaF to convince him that 
both the trip and the surgery are necessary. At a amallspoke , uddving images Hems mosl cost 
effective using hardcopy film; multiple mgnitDn throughout I group of cUnics would not be cos t 
effective. At larger spo~, either InDnitors in the clinics or harc!copy film could be used based 
on the size of the site. It Is necessary to be able to print a hardcopy film at the spoke in cases 
where the patient is to be transCerred to an otltstde hospital. In general, it is good to have the 
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telendloiogy spoke connccte<l with its usual tertiary care rererral hospit4l.In this way, 
pitients to be traNfmed wUI.rudy have their image. available to dlnic:ians at the 
re!eml hospital. The dlnlc:ians can review Ihe case and dlsaW .urglal planning evcl\ before 
the patient anives.'nlb can be espedally useful in emerge:ney casea where immediate 
IMnentIon is bI!Ieded. 

Per the rac!501oglst to make meaningful interpretations at the hub, a protocol is needed 
to transfer hlslortca1 lmIps for eomparison .In Korea, manypeople have signs of tuberculosis 
on their ehest x-ray. It is cUfflcult to dIstingulsh between lculll anc! c:hronlc: disease wi thou told 
films. Protocols for chest x-rays might mdude the lmazes fuM done, Ule most recent old fiL'T\S 
aM I chest x-ray greater than two years old. 

The MDIS system \1Ullze5 dial up n Unes with aU or the advantages mentioned 
earUer. The worblltion allows the cI1nIdan to review the Image and report on the 2iQme 
screen. The imaze of reeord at tmalllpo~ will be hardCOpy film where as large spokes will 
uch1ve tINges dlgllany. ProtQa)l, (or dIgitizing comparison Images need to be developed. 

$. S\'S'l'EM R'ELIAlS:a.rrt 

When teleradlology 15 the sole mode to support ImAging (or. medical tTeatmer.t 
facUlty, the ft!liabillty of the system directly .llects patient care. The system must be 
extremely reliable. Jl the communications Unk goes down. the system must be able to still 
function: storing images and then sending them later ,.,hen the COlMlunication.s return is 
required. The persoMel fUMing the system,must also be relLlble. A strong trainmg program for 
all pel'3Onnellnvolved Is critical. Th1s is especially true In remote locations. At large medical 
eenters, If an individual does not leam a function on a computed radiography unit, he c:an ask 
one 01 his peers or on -lite vendor experts. In a remote area. thIs option may not be a.vailable. 
Unless tralning is outstanding ,there Is a risk Cor personnel to foUow lneorrec;t procedures. This 
can easily lead to bl.zArre artifacts. A group of experts 15 needed to troubleshoot problems as 
they arlJe • Malntenance of the ~ulpment Is another Important Issue, especially in remote 
areu and foreign countries wbert :support may be dJffic:ult. 

Although no leler.dlolog)' Iltes in the MOts system are yet operational, Madigan 
hospital hu the Mme basiC' equipment. In the first to months ,the system up -time was >989'0 ( 
99.7% when the faciUty air conditioning problem 11 excluded). The MOIS teleradiology system 
can arxommodate a breakdown in the commuNcations link and .tID fuJ'\Ction by 5toring images 
and then lCSlcling them ktet when the commun1c:ations retum. A Pup ol1o-12experu irlC:luc:ing 
physidsts. engineers. communication. specialists, computer specialists, an MBA, I. radiology 
technologist, and & radiologist are available to support the various sites and troubleshoot 
problema as necessary. Eight year maintenance contrac:ts are available and a revi$ed intensive 
training program has been developed. 

6. BA'LANCNG WORXLOA'OS 

The mWt.ary has multiple small medical treatment facilities (similar to rural 
.America). lOme in very remote sites. Although mar.y 01 \he$e 'ita have low wcr1cloaos(less 
than one radiologist equivalent>, they requ1re radJologlc:al .upport. Some sites do imaging 
.tudies such as wtruounl! and pstro-lntestina1 (Q) barium nuorCIleOpy examI which require 
the pb)'llat presence of I racllologist on- sUe. The military hal I ahortage ot radiologists. 
QvUiAn nelielos>' contracts in. the sr.D\t.ary are expensive. The D'Ii11tary has I dUfitult time 
fincU.ng dYillan nuilo1o&i~ CD cover remote sites. These remole lites are frequently Ul'Ipopu\ar 
with m11ltary 1'IcUologl,ts because often only ordinaty x-rays are available with no compu leT 
toxoogrlphy{CD. or maptic: resonance imaging(MRI); therefore, the radiologists' slc.ills 
deleriorate tnthese &reU. 

The MOIS solution to this problem 11 two- way teleradiology transmission of !:r.a~s. 
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In locations that support ordlnary x-ray, we can send images via teler.diolog)' to other sites 
and sa~ the cost of a civUlan contract radiologist. At ~ site where a radiologist must be 
present (due to spedaI procedures) but has a low workload, we can send him additional studies 
to read thereby maxbnlzlrIg his utility. Traditionally, I1tes with only one l'IcUologist get into 
trouble when the radiologist Is Oft "Yac:ation, sick leave pr temporary duty. Now studies can be 
sent to another site via teleradiology and elective procedures such as CI fluoroscopy can be 
delayed for a few days. 

The military ,with the ability to send any Image, anywhere, can start to place 
1'Id.101ogists in their desi:ecl location thereby improving radiologist" Ntisfaction. A 
racUolo&bt at & nllMte ate can receive tmaga not normally available <Cf mel. MR.I ) to 
maintain hillkIl1s. Another workfcrce that can be potentlaUy utilized are our radiologists In 
the Army, Navy, aM JJr Force Reserves. They Q)wd go to aloc&tion nearby their home, and 
read x-raya eent to them via the two- way transmisslon teleradlology system. The challen~ to 
the military now is to hamess the advantages of two-way te1eradiology. 

1. EDUCATION AND JtESEAllCH 

The ability to use two .. way transmission to maintain the ,kills of radiologists in 
remote sites has been d.Lscussed. Additionally # peer review of Image interpretation is a 
requirement to ensure standuds of quality aft 1l"Ii1int.ainecl, Telsadiolog)' ~s peer review of 
Images a relatively simple process. Images tNt have already been read at one site can be $ent 
to another {or a sewnd interpretation. Disparity of interpretation ca.n be reviewed and settled 
by an accepted ~rt within the le1eradiology system. Alternatively, a standard set of 
Images can be lent to all lites for interpretation by their pexipecUve radiologists and then this 
data evaluated.. Individ\W radiologists with clemcNtraleCi weakneue:l in an area can be given 
foUow -up I:2'atning as needed. In thla way I I large system Db the mi1.ltary can maintain 
qu.aIity (X)ntrot standard.s and comet weaknesses Waugh foUow -up traiNI'lg. 

Slnce the central hub acts as a large archival center .Iready, it can store a set of 
teadUnS images. Anytime a te1eradlology site has &n Interesting case, it c:an send the images to 
the hub for ardUYing 110Ich that used at other sites an access the Jmages for review. This 
(X)na:pt CX)Ukt be clone It the local or Nt!onal JewL 

The MOlS program will have as many a5 21 te1eracl101ogy sites by 1995 . We hope to 
test the cor.cept of • peer ttview teleradiology system in 1993 • The potential in terms of 
imaging pathology lor education and resea.rch is impressive and needs to be harne~ed. 
O&~ (or each hub and its spokes wiD be in place and the abUlty to send any image to any 
MDlS sUe wiU be possible. The logisties ot a national databue 'till need. to be worked Ollt and 
~ 

Physicians .nould be involved in the decision malclng proc:ess for a teleradiology 
system and in the development of new options the technology provides. A teleradiology 
system needs hJgh image q~lUy and. UJef ltiendly intetftlce, qualified r&diologists 
inte:pretiftg isnages, dose communications between the clinlc:il..n, radiology technologist. and 
radlologlst. images rapidly accesRble 10 the cl1nlcian with. cUaatecl report tied to the image . 
.. highly nUable ty1tesn with the fnledom to Ihlft wor1clOlCla u ~, t.nd the abUlt)' to 
udllz:e & Jar&e datallut 01 Image for education and. reseuch purposes. 

Althoup the MOIS =nfil"Btion does 1\Ot pmen\ly U\clude all of the features ideally 
desired, we are worJdng toward. &hi. goal. The MDJS plan has several innovative ideas such 
u two -way tn.rwnission of lmages, eomblN!d le1ecorJereN:inS abWty, me 01 time :tones to 
ZlWCis:n1ze resourteS, .:enters 01 imaging excellence, Ind the concept at a "Chief of Remote 
Diagnosis- to coorcUnate the teleradiology efforts. The plls to harness the great potential of 
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teleracUology to realize cost savings, Improve j)ii:ient care. and increase the ~tis(action or 
both the elin1c:ian a.ncl radiologi5t. 

~ 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

TIle Medical Diagnosti, Imaging Support (MOtS) System Is a Cour·year <:ontraet ~ installlarge'SCiI~ Picture Archival and 
Communications Systems (PACS) and Teletadiology in Anny and Air Force Mewcal Trcaunent Facilities. MDIS 
specifications were based on Ihe results of three years of tri·SClV~ rueardl and development through the OigiLal Imaging 
Network Systems (DINS) Project and the Tactical Air Command (rAe) Teleradlology l>roject. At the time of the 
&ollemment's Request For Proposals (RFP). MDIS fun~dona1 specifications represented the most comprer.e:lSive 
understanding of !he requimnenlS for Iarge-lCalc PACS andTe1uac1iolo&y ~mpl1ed by a composite team of radiologis:s. 
physicists. clinical engineers. hospital adminisualOrI, technologists, and computer systems engineers. As MD!S sites 
beeome ope:ational. a beau un.detstandinS of the capabilities and limiwions of Telemd.iology is emerging. 

This paper will review fLmctions and subsystems common 10 all Tclcradlology systems, MDIS specifications fc~ 
Teieraliiology, insl8llatlon planning. and the IWUS of Army and Ajz FOl'CC Teleradiology with special emphasis on early 
inslal[ations that will validate I'Olltine Te1en4iology o~ons. 

2. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF TELERADIOLOGY 

The Defense Medical Establishment (OMS) baa been actively inccrcsLCd in &&.leradl.oloD' for a number of years. Both the A:m y 
and Air Force have colUfucCCd luccculuJ dcmonscracioM of TcJetadlolosy in conJu~on wi&h dlsasccr relief eIfor-..s. como~ I 
medical care, and pc.ace.timc bea1Lb we under mnoce an4 adverse conc1ldons. MOIS Te1cradlology programs are den ved !':orr: 
several su~ru1 devdopment and c!tmonsuasion projects. is1cludlnS 1M Taelica1 .... ir Command (TAC) Telerac!iology 
Demonstn.tion Project. &he Army Diaital Imaging NetWork Sy~ (DINS) Project, the Strategic AjJ Command (SAC) 
ielcradioIogy Projea. Anny dJsastcr reliel ctCoru (oUowing Hurricane Hugo, and BawefieId TeIuadiology d~ng Opera:icn 
PmrtSlOnn. 
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l.1. TAC Telerac1iology Demonstratiuii P-riiJCi;, 

In January 1989, ordinary :!!-ray imaaes were.cquired and digitized by the 41JJ Medical Group at Seymour Johnson AFS. t'L 
anti transmit:cd via commercial lClephone tiDes for diaposis 10 the 832d Medical Group at Luke AFB. AZ I. Diagnosis 'oy 
Teleradiology was then compared 10 primary diagnosis from film. Cases included upper extremities. head, and cel'\;cal sp'!'le 
studies S-XlO· fannat. For 4 of 58 imaaes. diagnosis could not be made by Tcletadiology, one because the fracture ..... as not 
within !he active area of die digitizer. and Ihree beause of inadequate dynamic range of &he digitizer. Of the S4 rema::'1ing 
cases, diagnosis by Tcleradiology matChed diagnosis made from film in all cases. which were a mix of normal ami 
pathological. This brief demorwration convinced the AU Force IhaE even willi primativc equipment and slow transmissicn 
speeds, Clinically useful imqes coold be acquired 11 one facility and transmiacd 10 another for diagnosis. 

2.2. DINS ProJect 

The DINS Projecl was a 3 year (1987.1990), S19 M project 10 install a Picl.UJ'e Archival and Communications Sys:e:n 
(PACS) at Georgetown Mcdic.a.l School HospjUll and the University of Washington~,3. The purpose of 11lis effort was to 
beller derme the technical requirements for PACS, 10 detenninc whclher technology was adequate to suppOrt those 
requirements. and to advance the level of digital imaging technology whe:e possible. The project was managed by M1TR£ 
Corporation. and included cffom to deflJle the role of digital imaging on the battlefield, such as development of a ruggedized 
high capacity 1-1'11), BenenlOt (fitker). a pRllOtypC eompatt eompu\ed IOmoSnlphy (C1) device (1MATRO~). a battlefield 
Computed Rac1ioiJaPhy (CR) scannu (phillips), a Soldier's Individual Radiology Record on electronic media. and a digi:al 
network of workstation Cor a field hospital. 'This ptOject encouraged improvements in digilal medical imagir,g products a:;d 
convinced Army Medica11eadcrship of the value of PACS in peacetime health care settings as well. 

2.3. SAC Tderadiology Project 

In late 1990, the Air Force inslA11ed an A VP IClcradiology SYStem to acquire images at 319th Medical Group. Grand F crks 
AF'B, Nonn DakoLa and uansrnit ~m to Ihe 5th Mediea1 Group, Minot AFB, North DakOta for diagnosis by a radiologist 
The system replaced an underutil.i.zcd Air Force radiologist Connerly assigned (Q Orand Forks AFB. Operation of the sySle' 
eliminated the practice of evacuating patients from Grand Forks APB lD Minot AFB for radiology exams which pre\'io\,l~ 
oec:urred during temporary absences of &he radiologisL This Teleradiology system is still in routine operation IOCa)'. 

2.4. HurrieaDc Hugo Relier 

When Hurricane Hugo devastated abc Viriin Islands in March 1990. the 119th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital (MASH) frem 
the Alabama Army National Guard deployed 10 SL Croix. Along with &he 119lh MASH, ahe Anny Medical Dcpanmcnr sent 
&he prototype Battlefield CR iCaMU. a d1&ilizct, and an International Maritime Satellite (IN'MARSAT) terminal. Images 
were acquired in &he VUgin Islands and transmitted via sa~Ui~ 10 Waller Rc.ed Army Medical Center in Washingto~. D.C. 
and to Dwight D. Eisenhower A:Jmy Me4ical Cen\cl in AUiUS\a, Ge.orsia. This relief erfon demonstrated the "'alue of 
deployable lelcradiology systems. 

1.5. OperatioD Desert Storm 

In support of Operation Desert Sccnn. Project MedCAT ckployed two midn.ng~ commercial CT scanners 1.0 Saudi A."3b:a 
and set them up with Army Evacuation (EVAC) hospitals in tM combat zone". A commercial video frame grabber pr(xl1.;ct 
(OE; Images-on-CaIl) was connected to ODe of the cr ICaMefS. Using an INMARSAT terminal, CT images ~'m 
transmitted from &he cksert via chc Indian Ocean Satellite and 1M Intemarional Te~phone Network: 10 Brooke Army Metlital 
Center in San Antonio, Tau fer expert consultation. Although ahe primal)' putpO$C of Project McdCAT was to prOvide CT 
on the baUlcfieId., this demOC\SU'lWCXl showed the value of Tcleradlology in eombaloperations. 
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3. INCENTIVES FOR TELERADIOLO(;Y 

IntertSt in Telelldioloi)' widlin 1he OMS ~ from diverse motivations. Incentives for Teleradio\ogy can be Stra:i!iw ir.\o 
organizational benefits U\allfe. prin'wily administrative. benefits for eimer the radiologist or ~linieian. and benefits to the 
patient through convenience or improvements in quality of care. Table I. is an ~mpt &0 $umm~ benefits thaI m i ghl be 
cxpecled from Teleradiology. Each enuy might consUQJte 1M sole reason a racility decides to use TeleradioJogy. Rea! i:z.a:i o~; 
of the expected benefit may or may not OCQU'. nus concept is impcrtanl in detennining the success of a Teleradiology 
implementation. especially in • Total Quality Management (TQM) environment where quality may be defined as "medng 
the custOmers expecwions- Ialhtz than strict c:ostJbcnefiL _ 

Emphasis on • specif'1C set otbcncfiLS ¢Ill drive the design of the Tc1endlology system \0 I unique engineering solution. For 
cu.mple. a system designed primarily to redistribute workload from one medical IrCa1mcnt facility (MTF) to another may not 
raciliun.e interactions between the radiologist and the clinician. A system intclldcd to efficiently transfer workloa.:l may nct 
necessarily improve turnaround on the radiologist's interpretation unless this is also empha.sized in the design. 

When problems Iha£ sesved IS the initial stimulus lor Teleradiology are resolved. focus ofeen shifts to secondary benefiLS that 
mayor may not be provided by dle engineering solution. for instanee. a critical shonage of unifonned radiologists was a 
primary influence in lhc development orOME Tclmdiology. 'l'bisshortaBe waspanl)' alleviated by Base ReaUignment and 
Closure (BRAC), new military radiology residency proarams. and a£grCSSive recruiting. Where it is possible lO s~rr a 
remote she with a militaIy radiologist. Ibe cmpba.~ shi(1S \0 supporting the ndiologist by providing continuity of coverage, 
expen consultation. Continuing Medical E4ucaUon (CME). and workload sharing with other MTFs. The engineenng 
s.olution &0 meet these needs involves more sophislOC~ two-way image cransmission than a basic uni-directional concepl. 
A Teleradiology syslem based on total transl'=- oC workload win be waely undcroulb:ed when the remote spoke is s.a!fe.1 
with a radiologisL Workstation design is also more demanding at a site where routine primary diagnosis is 10 be perlomeO 
on soft copy images. 

Benefils such as decreased rllm costs, decreased file spate, and dec:rcasc4 file TOOm pelsonnel ere realized ?rimarily i:l 
Teleradiotogy sileS that utilize comput.ec1 radiography (filmlcss imaging): bowever. copy film costs can be recovered if 
original images are digitized instead and triJ\Smiued to a referral center. Likewise. the decreased retake rate and lower 
patienl exposure nannaUy 8$SOCiated with computed radiography can be achieved in pan by better availability of historica! 
images from digital archivcs. 

Just as the value ofbcoefits can be more Cor one beneficiary group &han anothct. a benefi1 for lhe remote spoke can resuJ: in 
an inconvenience Cor the central hub, andvie~ versa.. Recovering contract radiologist costs at a spoke by transferring 
workload to • hub is a benerll for the spoke. but an increase in workload at the hub. Receiving worlc1oad frem a spoke might 
be perceived as a benefit to the hub compared to providin, a -circuit rider- to the spoke, but the spoke may prefer the aClca! 
presence of a radiologist, even if CXlly on an ml.ennit1anl basis. 

In some ~, the introduction of Tcleradiology technology reveals shortCOminss in the heaIthcare system thal were 
previously not apparCtlt. Por example. ready access 10 approved reports by clinicians might highlighl a backlog in 
uanscription or reponapproval by 1M radiologist. Thls is described in Management literature as the -Hawlhome Effect". 

It is possible that the mOIi' imponant benefit oCTeIuadioloay is its cOntribution to regionaiiz.ation ox health care. A TC"JSl 
Teleradiology system allows a sma1lnumbct of radiologists 10 provide services &0 II larger ~up of clinicians L'I a giver: 
region. 
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TABLE L ANT1CIPA TED BENEc-'TrS OF iEi..i:RAilWLo(iY 

BenefICiary (Orpniz.alion/Clinician/Radiologist/Patienl) 

J. Recovery orConnc:t CosU 
L Radiologist Autharizod but DOl Assip.d 
b. RatlloloiiSl TOY, Leave. and uncSedap coverage 

2. Workload ~tion 
3. Improved ev.:UIIian and rcCerral decisions and coordination 
4. Deawe4 film and chemleal eost 
5. Improved clinician and tadio\ogist JIOductivity 
6. Reduced rum fUt space 
7. Reduced film file sWt 
8. facilila1ed It~on ofbea1th care 
9. Improved releDtion or all providers 
10. Impmvecl rllm management 

a. Japid ICCCSS 10 fUm fales 
b. (ewer missing (Llms 

11. Dccrease4 reWcc rate 
12. Dccrwecl paden, exposure 

ORO 
ORG/O..fNlRADlPAT 

ORO 
ORO/PAT 

ORO 
ORO 

ORO 
ORO 

ORO 

OROJPAT 

ORO/Cl.lN/RAD 
ORG/CLlNJRAD/PAT 

PAT 
PAT 

13. RadioloPsl involvement in <liagnosis and treatment plan CLINIRADIPAT 
14. Improved lUmaIOund on radiologist interpretation CUN/PAT 
IS. RadiologistCME 

L mulci·moda1Uy Cor ~moce assignments 
b. more d1tcct involvemcnt in paticnt care 

16. Access 10 upc:t t:oIlSliliaUon 
L radioloiist Cor ~mote clinician 
b. second opinion for radiologist 
c. subspc:cialtie.s It =wuy care centers 
cl. SUbjocl maaer expcru at ItFCP 

17. Oppcl'tWUlY &0 provide subspecialty consults 
18. Screenini to &voicl unneeded rctwn to ilospital 
19. Cross COvera&c for R.acUology -call" 
20. Enhanced radiologi.sl momle 

RAt> 
CUNIRAD/PAT 

CLIN/PAT 
RAD/PAT 

CLlNIRAD/PAT 
CUN/RAD/PAT 

RAJ) 

RAt> 
RAD/ORO 
RADfORO 

4. MDIS TELERADIOLOGY 

The Medjcal Oiasnostic [maging Support (MIllS) System is. four yev. indefinilt delivCl)'. requirements conU3Cl to install 
tum-key PACS in Army and Air Force Medical Treatment Facililiu (M1'F) worldwideS•6• Odler lovcrnmenl agencies such 
as !he Navy and the Vc&cJanS Affairs 01 A) can purchase PACS usina the MDlS contracL The prime contraCl.Or is Lora! 
Wcstem Development Laboraloric.s awned with Siemens Medical Systems. MDIS insWladons already in progress inch.:de 
Madigan Army Medical CeIllei' in Tacoma, Washinaton, Wriah1·Pauuson Air f~ Basc m Dayton, Ohio. and Brooke 
Army Medical Cc.nlel' in San Antonio, Tcu:s 7. 

MOtS includei both inn-MTF PACS and Tc:leradiology. The MOtS contract defme5 Teleradiology as large and sma!l 
spolces conncc1Cd 10 small. medium. and w,c bubsS• Tal)les II. and m. distinglllsh spokes and hubs by workload and 
functionality. A small spoke podueea as many as 100 imqes per day wilh no nw1iolo&lsl on-site. Ii. large spoke produces 
from 150-300 images per day. Inc1lOmetimes bas a radloloSisl present. Image c:ommunication ~\wecn hubs is also 
supported. MDIS inn·MIF sites also function IS Telc:radiolOi)' hubs. 
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TABLE II. CHA.RACTERISTICS OF GENERIC SPOKES 

Input Display & Output 

SmaU Spoke 3D-tOO/day 

Large Spoke" 1»3SO/day 

NoleS: • 14-X17- image equivalents 

Small rum :)igitiw Single Screen SCID-a 
and Desklop CR 

Large Film Digitizer··· 2 Screen SClI).S 
and Mid-perf. CR··· 

•• also rcccivO$ Unascs hom hub 
••• includes preview monitor 

TABLE m. CHARACTERISTICS OF GENEIUC HmS 

Input Spokes Display Be Output Storaee Imaee or Record 

SmaU Hub· 4 small l Screen scm·S MaiJIetic Hardcopy fUm 
or 1 large 

Medium Hub· 4 small 
QI' 2 large 

Large Hub .r-. 8 small 
cr4large 

2 Screen scm·S 

Iwoea:h 
4 Sawl SCW·S 

or Erasable Optical and repon at spoke 

Single Drive On disk at hub 
Opdc:.al Disk No RIS 

On disk at hub 
RIS Suppon 

NoleS: ·lJpgnde.able to 8 spokes 
•• capable ofuansmitring images to spokes. upgradeable to intra·MTF PACS 

4.1. Planned MDlS TeleraclioloiJ Sites 

Air Force rust·year }.{DIS insea!lscions include silt large Teluad.ioloay spowand six small spokes transferring images 10 

one medium hub. twO small PACS sites. and one large PACS site. Year-one Anny sites include one deployab~e small spoke 
transferring images to a small PACS site, O~ fIXed and one deployable srnaJlspolcc nnsfemns workload 10 a large hu:, .... ·ith 
a consullatlon link 10 I tertiary care c:emec, and two small _e.s cransmiuinS imaSCS to, wse PACS faci lily. 

4.1.1. HiUtop PlaD 

Hlllzop is the plan (or initial implementation 01 TduadioJogy for the U,S. Air F~. Tbc Hilltop Plan consisLS of feur 
TeictadioJo£)'~. Luke AFB (Pboenix. AX) wiD serve u a bub for large spokes 11 Davis·Momhan AFB (Tus.:on, 
AZ). Mounlain Home APB (Mt. Home, ID), Cannon AFB (Alamagorda, NM). Holloman AFB (Clovis. NM), and Dyess 
AFB (Abilene, TX). Luke UsdI will be • small PACS site. Spokes in !.he second Hilltop CDnstellation will use the medium 
PACS site atWri,ht Pattmon AFB IS I b\lb. 'J'1v;sc include KJ. S'WYCl" AfB (Marqueuc. MI). GrirrlSS AFB (Rome. NY). 
Lajcs AF.B (Lajcs. '[be A.zA:Ires). aDd McConnen AFB (Wichita. KA). Because ~ ~l facilities at McConnell were 
dt5D'OYcd by • coma.do. ChiJ spcb will be operated from an Air Force x-ray ISO Shelter. The ISO Shelltr is a module from 
an Air Transponablc Hospilal nc Ihird. constellation consists of I Jars.: spoke at Fairchild AFB (Spokane. W A) and a s.'Tlall 
spoleeat McChonS AFB (Tacoma. WA) fcedi.ng imases into chc large PACS silt .. Madigan Army Medical Center (iacom2, 
WA), HillLop also includes spokes III Osan AFB and Kunsan AFB. that are the Air Force's portion of the Teleradiology 
SYSICm for U.S. Fon;cs Korea. Site visits have been conducted at all Hilltop sile$ willi the lU$t sites expected to eome on line 
in Spring of 1993. 
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4,1.1. U.s. Forces Korea 

There arc 17 U.S. mWwy medical treament facilities scauercd about the R.epublic of Kort:a. an area roughly me size 01 
Indiana. 10 provide health care fer approlt~ma\Cl)' 40,000 U.S. aoop$ and their dependents. Only one AlI Fo~t and three 
Army radiologists are wipe 10 provide radiological diagnosis. An Qttnsive TelcJadiology network, nickname!! 
-Daybreak-. is bcinB ins\al1ed 10 liDk ~molC Troop Medical ClinitS wilh brier bospilals localtd at Osan and Yong~~,9. 
Present delivery orde!S include small spokes at the Ajz Force Sth Medical Group, Kunsan , and Army Camp Walker, Tacp 
c:onnetl.ed \0 amediwn hub at the AirFon:e 51st Medical QfOup, Osan, and a large hub at the Army 121s1 EVAC Hospi:z~. 
Yongsan. ~ 5iu:a should become operational by Fall 1993. Ncar &erm plans include additional spokes al Anny Care?s 
Casey (DongduchWl), Red Cloud (Uejungbu), and Humpherys (Pyongtaek) with. small PACS s)'sccm alOsan and Yongsan. 
Ultima\Cly,1ll medical veatmenl facilities on the peMins.ua will be part of Ihc Te)eradiolog)' network. lmage and \eX: 

communi~ons arc passed at Tl speeds over an existing U.s. 8Qvemment~wned fiber optic: network. A Telerac!lology 
reCcmsl and ~lion link will ~ e.slablisbcd be~n the 12lsl EVAC Hospital and TripIer Army Medical CC:lter \;" 
Oahu, HI. 

4.1.3. DDEAMC 

Dwight David Eisenhower Army Medical Center (DDEAMC. FT Gordon. GA) will act as the diagnostic he'o fOT im:lges 
produced at the U.S. Army Health. Clinic at Fl' McPhereson. GA. DDEAMC will have a small, inlTa·MiF PACS. The 
spoke hardware will be located in. SW\dard Deployable M~ea1 Sys~ (DEPMEDS) x-t'a)' 150 (lntcma:ional Sta:\::!.ards 
OrganiZation) SbellU at FI' M~bcl'CSOn. 

4.1.4.A~ 

The AKAMAI Hea1\h Care Projcct is a proposed five-year Ploj~t1inkin8 Pacific Rim miliwy clinics 10 iriple~ Am,,,! 
MCI.llcal Ccll~ (fAMe; Oahll, HI). ;.J;run,ai. meaninp; -sman- or "clever-. includes a f1lmless medical imaging S~'sltm using 
MDIS ,"Moloi)' at TAMe and a researcb, development. ccsling. and evaluation site at George&own UniversilY M~jc;al 
Center (Washington, D.C.). AKAMAI will link spokes throughout the P:u:ifie R.lm. The spokes include clinj,s in Jaj:? 
(Misawa. Yokota. Kaden .. USN Camp Leslcr),.AJa.ska (£lmcndorf AFB. FI'R.ichardson, Eielson AFB, Bassett Hospita. 
and Guam (AJlc1crson AFB Clinic, USN Hospital), as well as the Korea Tcle:adiology system (see 4.1.2. above). Spokes 11, 

we Mid Pacific. include Hickam AFB, K.anchoe Clinic, Makalapa Clinic, Barbers Point. Wheeler Army Ai: Field Clinics. 
Schofield Barracks. Barldng Sands. Kahoolawe Clinics, Midway Clinids. Wake Clinics. Johnson AIOIl Clinic. Cam~ Smith 
Clinie, and Fort Schafer Clinic. Tho c:cntral hub at T AMC will be linked Ie) a ~nsultarion center at Cicorgclo'oI,m. Fending 
for the rlSSt ycarQf AKAMA.l has been autbcrized. 

U.s. Lone Star 

MDIS Teleradiology for \he Brooke: Ann" Medical Center (SAMe) R.egion will provide suppon between BAMe hub (San 
An&onio, TX) and ~OIC sitca (spokes) at Fort Hood (Killeen, TX). Fort Polk (Leesville. LA). Fon Sill <Law&on. OK). 
Gorgas Hospital and Howard AFB (Panama). T~ Foree Bravo, Honclw'as. Corpus Christi Naval AU Sl.1uon (IX). Rcmcle 
site Radiology departments will primarily USC soft copy diagnosis from both digi&izcd fiJm and computed radiography. and 
will have: !he capability to send and r=icve ima&es from !he SAMe bub. BAMC will imupret referred images from remole 
shes. provide eon5Ulcativc IIK1 educational suppan. and optically archive III imsics sent by sites. Task Foree Bravo. 
Honduras. will be inssaJ.1ed ill • SIaDdard s.ny ISO shelter and will include a 56 Kbps satellite iTound station for use over 
lNMARSAT CIt military sau:11i&e 1)'SW1\S. 

,4,2. FUDcCioaaJ Dcscr'p,rOD of Basic MDIS Te1eraciiology 

Any Tc1eradiolo8)' system has. set of fwl<1amental runctions!hAl must be accomplished \0 enable lh~ practice o!RadiolCgy 
at a diSWLCC10• Hew the system is engine.cre4 to IC(;Omplisn Ihcse functions dewmines system performance. operator 
intenace, and CQ&L The sections \hal follow ~be how MDIS addresses these functions for T~ltrac1iology operations. 
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4.2.1. Acquire iDages and associated patleDt information iu ciigital form. 

MDIS includes a variety of me&hods for acquiring images in digil3l form. including film I1igiti2.ation • compll\.eO rat1i~gra~h: 
(CR). video c:aptwe. and direct digital interface. For Radiology departments al spokes. the primary (and somecmcs 
exclusive) imaging modality is ordinary x-ray_ MDJS provides CR and film digitizer capabilities al spokes. lr.".zge 
resolution il bas~y 2K X 2K p~cJs by 10 bils iI'B1 scale deep for a 14- X 17- image. The decision lO use CR or rem~j:: 
film·baScO depends on specifics of Ihc spoke such as workload. logistics. economics. and the ~hnical sophislOCstion cf I..'lc 
suIf. Other modalities could be incorporaLed by direct digital or video QPturc. including CT. MR. Nuclear Medicine. 2.'1:: 

US. II is importAnllO note that abe image quality for tanOIe diagnosis is more demanding than for remote consLlIl.au~:1. 
Loal display (preview) morUlOrS arc provided rca- initial QC for positioning and ~ical c:rors. but do not Oisp:.a)· \.':e f;:\: 
data seL Patient and study information are manually entered by the technologist as the image is acquired in digiti fonn. jh~ 
requcst for interpreWion is annoted lO indicate whether a ·STAr repon is required. 

4.1.2. Transmit imale and associated patieDt lurormatioD to hub. 

MOIS can uansmit digital images over a variety of communications methods including commercial dedical.ed high ~ 
lines. high ~ digital $wiu;hed nctwOfks, and -fracl-dialing- (access or n X 56 kbps or bandwidth up to 11 spetts)ll. 
The transmission mcmod should not degrade image quality. The transmissian mode is selected from services available :c: 
the spoke isdeltnnined by image size. worlc1oad. transmision ~. and acceptable turnaround time. The MDIS cont:a:: 
requires that the selected method be capable of transmitting an average day's workload in 3·4 hours. 10 m:nim:zc 
transmission time. images are compressed before uansmission by a 1:1 ,eversible comprtssion algorilt'.m (lossless). Loss\ess 
compression is required by MDlS Cor images transmiucd Cor remol.e diagnosis. Higber order (lossy) compressio:'l .s 
acceptable for images that have already been interpreted by a radiologist and are tranSmiLled ror remote consu!:.aLion. 

4.2.3. Receivf.t store, scheduJe ror intuprCti!ioD; !nd ultimete!y !!r!::h!'!e !mag~ 

A5 each image arrives 81 the hub, it is aUlOmatically ~hivcd 10 opuca1 disk. While the full-resolution image remains in t.';c 
nub's local memory. a compressed copy of the image is created by a modified IPEG discrete cosine transfonn (DCT) 
compression alsorithm &0 :.\boUl one-&cnth of itS initial size. Images are assigned 10 an individual I1Idiologisl'S worldis: 
according 10 !;onfiguration-spccific rules for dividing workload. STAT images are routed to a special "Wet Desk" wOikJis: 
for immedialC anenUon. 

A. Radiologist at the hub displayS images and patient inCcnnation (or SOrtcOpy diagnosis on a diagnostic works:.auon 
(st2ncwdized worlc.station; scm.S). The (uD image data set il available at aU MIllS workstations. Diagnostic workstA~io::s 
can be: con.tigurcr;l with 2K X 21{ monitor'S or with lower cost lK X lK monitorS. Workstations wit.h the lower cost mO:litors 
initially display a downsampled set of 1M imagt data. bUI c:an zoom into the full data set. A vaneI)' of diagnostic IDOls a:e 
available 10 the radiologist including adjustment of ·window· and -level- similar to CT. The number of monitors or. 
diagnostic WorkstatiDN usually ..,aries from two lO Court although a single screen SCJD.S can also be configurec. 

The tadiologist 11 the hub dictates fandings using the depanment's conventional dictation syst.em. If he chooses. he ~:; 
manually entu the report into the MIllS InlCrim Radioloi)' Information System (IRIS) from his diagnostic WOrkstation. 
Otherwise. the ~ptiOilist inputs his report lOla the IRIS from IRIS tt:nninal. TIle teport is then available to lh~ 
ra.ctiologist far ~view and appro'lal. The S)'SlCm can be configured lO support addilionallevels of ovezreading and a::,prc'.'al. 
as practiced by I dcparunent with a radiology residency prognm. Once the ~port is approy~, it is au~oma:.ica!!} 
transmiued to 1he spoke. The clecaonic version of the report is auaehed 10 the image and archi."ed at the hl.!b. The f;;!J 
resolution image is now available Cordcletion from &he hub local on-line storage. STAT requeslS are read immeeia:ely u~n 
receipt and \be ffoSUll.S arc relayed 10 the referring physicil!n tt:lephonically. 

4.2.6. Rec:ein Ind distribute report at spoke. 

Reports are aUUlmatically received and printed in three copies al the spoke. The spoke radic!op
diStributes J'epcxu Ul the providerfrequeslU. the patient ~rd. and the radiology terord. 
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4.3 ..... up~nted fUDctions or MDlS TeleradlololD' 

The funclional de.acription above adequa&ely describes a film-based dipUll 1C1cradiology syst:m where che primary piJl'""yOse is 
to shifl wOIkload from a spoke 10 I hub in lhc simple case whczc no radjolo~ is pte&CDl at the spoke. When images are 
ac.q,uire4~)' in dip.tal term or when a radiologist is prtSCnt. the functional JequRmenl$ or the system must be modifl~ 
to support ldditionaJ clinical operations It the spoke. In this casco Ihe I)'SIem is reqWrc4 CO support more sophislOCated 
operations at the spoke. NormaUy.1hc level or aophistocation of • TcJemcdicine S)'IWD ikcrC4IC& with the level of tlaini:lg 
of !he health arc pmidct 11 the spoke. bccwc dlt remote provide: fil1ClS me diagnostic information bero~ he passes it to 
lhehub, 

4.3.1. Support ofra4io1oJlst at spoke 

When a radioloiisl is present.,. SPOke. it may be desirable to share worfdoad From the hub to the spoke. In this case. 
ac:1ditional fww:tlons or transmitting images from the hub and ~ivini them are requited, U well as Ule rcquiRmem for a 
diaillostic soft-eopy workstation ('2XX2K) an41he capability 10 input repons from Ihe spoke. 

4.3.2. D IgltaJ 8Cqu.1s!tlOD It spoke 

When images are .:quirc4 inilially in digitial Conn (computed radiograpby, computed tomography), distribution of '.he 
imag~ Lo t:liniQans wilh'., the spoke is an additional fundamental function. While it is possible to malce a hard copy (or 
evCl)' ~am I this practice '.;I'Oi:Se,s Ibe cost/benefit of CR (single emulsion lasu film is slightly cheaper \han double emulsicr. 
film). There are ~vcra1"'!\Y1.1O aecompUsh this function. 

Clini~ warkslaticms (op&imized wOtkstations; SCID"(» can be added 10 Uie Elhemet that connects the components of ~e 
large spoke. This approach in~olvC$ SCI'IIe decrement in perf(J'lllance for \he rest of \he system. 

LorallSiemens is ~vcJop£ng I new file servCl called I "miClO-worting storage unh"(micro-wsu). This file server wi" 
incorpora\e the atar topology fiber optic network usc.d in MDIS PACS facilities for large Teleradio1ogy spoke 
Incorporation of the mi~wsu effectively makes the large spoke a -mini·PACS·. 

A &hird.less expensive. low technology sysum is 10 drive slave video monilOlS 
from workswions in R.a4iotogy. Clinicians wolJld WI Radiolei)' and ask. Cor a panieular patient's eum \0 be displayed. 
This app~b has ICVcraJ d.i5aQ\&n&ages. Tbc paticnc', image is broIdcasl 10 aU slave monitors unless a video switch is 
installed. The image quality of the video monitor is inferior ID the clinic.a1 WOtkswion. Finally, thc image on the slave 
monitor cannot be manipulated by the clinician \0 enhance clinical Cea.tUJeS. 

~ an ~&analivo 10 clisal1>utin, ~ images on a DeCWott. a patient's images could be copied to remDve.able electronic mcaia 
(optical disk, saeaming tape). The mCI1ia could be carried 10 W clinician wbo would load il into a clinical workstation 
operating independently from &he rest of the system. This approach is le.ss expensive &ban &he micro-wsu. but still requires .he 
purchase of clinician WClrksWicns.. 

The minimwn-c.o5llO\ulion is for 1he cllnicWt to walk down EO Radiology and view ima,es on a workstation there. This 
approach is pracDc:a1 only where the workload is low and where the c:linicians are 10C81ed no farther Ihan a convcl1iel1: 
distance 60m the lWUoloB)' depanmenL 

".3.3. Hard COPIU JpOkr. 

Until whole mcdica1 world is 4iaiW. t.hcte wiD be. 1*4 \D prod\1CC hard COP1 \magC$ \.0 attOmpany pa~ntS mat are rererTee 
or eya~uaUld outside the MOtS bospiLal. Until digilaJ &cdInoloC improves. mammoiTIphy will be acquired on film. !l's 
probably not c:OSI effCl:&ivc 10 provido video inlClface5l1t spo~ l)'pic:ally ulCl1SQW1d imaies will be printed on film. Some 
of the expense of Jli,ntirag film can be avened by ~gn1ng ~endiololY constellations around referral p8aems. This practice 
would also contribuce CO the resiona1ization concept. wncte ~ care cea=s act as managers of health Cafe wilhin a 
geographic: repon. 



4.3.4. OrTsUe trausaiption. 

AI many MTFs today, ImnSCription services arc provided by offsite contJiltlDrs. For the MDIS Teleradiology sys~m \0 be 
effective, uan.scriptionists must have \he a1>ilit)' to remowy access &he IMS system to l;pdate reportS. Commercial voice. 
grade IClephone lines are ~ for this purpose because the data rate is limited by b'an$Criptionist typing speed. 

4.3.5. Portable teleracf.iology. 

MDIS includes Ihe capability for portable workstations that can aceess images away from the MfF sil.C. Like an off~:~e 
transcriptionist, a radiolosist needs LO be able 10 ..:cc.ss the IMS via ciiaJup for CI1lCl'&cncy call. Unlike oCfsil.C transrnptior.. 
data RlCII attainable on comm=iaJ voice grade telepbone lines are inaOcqualC for routine image traffic. Dialup 56 kbs 
service and incremental S6kps up to Tl rates are available. Initial insUilatioo COsts for these services are a dr.!wba.:::k of 
ponable TeIcradiology. 

4.3.6. Deplo),ablt teleradiolou. 

The MOIS COQlraCt includes an option &0 augment a Tele:adiology spoke whh a poruble L·band satellite terminal 1.0 tra.:1sr;, II 
images (rom locations widlout telceommuniCa1.ions utilities (see ~.4. and 2.S. above). The transmission speed of L.'i~ 
commercial lNMARSAT system iJ limited boy current tcehnology 10 19.2 kbps duplex using voice channels and 56 kbps [0: 
image data and 9.6 kbps for the IWIm in simplex mode. although full duplex 64 kbps ser.>ice has been announ::e.::1. 'To 
accomoda~ the operation of MDtS twdware in Wldeveloped locations. a Tele~ology spoke can be instaUe.cI in to a sta.~da:c 
Deployable Medical Systems (DEPMEDS) International Standards Organization (ISO) Shelter. shipped "ia miiilZ~Y 
transportation to • remote area, 8Ild operated USinS gencra10r powe:. This approach Ie.,ds itself to continger.cy deployme:;ts 
and disaster relief opera1ions. 

4.3.7. CommUD.icatiOllS betweea radiolopt aDd healtb cart' provider. 

In Tcleradiology opentions, rbe problem of communications between radlologist anG health tare provider is especially tWl1e 
because of \heir physical separation. MDIS Teleradiology aceomodaleS a ·management by e"ception" approach \.hal is 
similar to the system found in a large bospital. ROl1Unc requests arc provided to the radiologist for diagnosis in bat:!1. 
Rooutine ~ return to lIle spoke in ba"h. -STAT' RoqUCSIS, where the patient's condition is potentially life.Ii'Jeatening. 
are tranSmiUCd immediately afIQ acquisition and inlerptcled by !lie radiologist imliu:..1iately upon receipt, The radiologist 
repon.~ findings c1in:ctly to the beallh care provider by lelephone. Likewise, rm4itlBs of unexpected pathology on routine 
exams are repcm.ec1 teJ.epbonically. A. third category of zequws cxisu whctc. provider ca., request an ~"pedited report that 
would ~ntribut.e subltantialll to patient convenience. The radioloaisL can manually enter and ·push" pre.liminary 
impresssiODS e~lrol'Iiea1Jy &0 Ihe IPO" to acwmodale -Wet Readin,-. -Wet Rt".!d- rcqu~1S are followed by definitive 
diagnosis in the uansaibed rr:port. The radio\o~'s voice could be digitiud and anached to the Un3Ss for We! Reads. 1be 
MDlS JequesL for in1eJ')mtaUon can also be ~nnowed to request consultation bocLw=n cUnician and radiclogist or bet ween 
radiologist and subspecialisl The report approval and rdease process accom~ both overreading and staff approval of a 
resident's flDc1ir.gs. • 

4.3.8. Hub re.spoDSlblUties. 

If Tc:letadioloKY is uuly to be the practice of ?.t.diology at a distance. Telcradiology Qpua1ions must talce a broader view of 
j~P'''t.e RadioJoi)'. Teleco-mmurucations t'~f.ll replace lbe presence of _ radioloiiu onsile [or special procedures. Th: 
r.JnJilo$Lic pannenhjp l>elween hub and $twa evokes _ new concept in hcallh care: Tclcradiolo8Y spokes constitute a 
"vlnu.al Radiology department- for &be hilt!. The new concept implies more ~ponsibi1ity at !he hub for spoke Radiolo!l;' 
operauons. 'l1i1s principle might Ile em~med in. new clinical poSition at Il1e bub, SUCh as "Chief of RemolC Diagnosis". 
This hub clinician would be mpo.1Sible for deciding whelhet fJuoro exams would be pedonned at the spoJce by a contract 
mdiologist or. '"cireuit rider- from the bub,. whelhel ultraSOund Q'JiI'nS could be pedonned by a qualified LCCbnologist or 
whether a radiologist's presence il dcmande4. The Cbief of Rcr.'lO\C Diaanosis would make similar decisions about 
mammography and cr at the spote. While sma£.! hOSlliWs may have accc.s.s to mobile cr services. cr wilt-,out a radiologIst 
is risky because of the possibility of conb'aSt reac&i"."!~, :he need (or reqUIC$CS ro be screened ro assure Iha l \hc:y arc indicate C. 
and the need to specify protocols and slices. The Chief of RemolC Diagnosis could also provide oversight of spcke 
Radiology operations including protoCOl review, quality assurance. aechnologist training. and could become l.'Ie Champion 
Cor spoke Radiology d:.panments in obtaining teSO'.IrCe$. personnel, imaging dcvi,ees, and !raining. 
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$. CONCLUSIONS 

The Defense Medical Establishment has commiued to CXl.ensive implemcnlation of sophisU)Cate(\ Teleradiolosy 5),Slt:;15 over 
the next \lute yws. Success ofMDIS Te1ezad.ic]ogy depends on Ihe quality 01 design and installation as well as opel'lll:onal 
aspects. The systun must be designed to be modular enough &0 match a variety of clinical scenarios. The s)'ss.em mUSl be 
flexible enough 10 accomodate changes in clinical practice and technology. The sysl.em must be configured based on a.1 
accutal.e defUlition af the clinical scenario. and requires that hospital mmagers be "'lUing to adapt operations to make ~e 
most effective useaf aile new ~ology. 
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The image viewing workstation is an all-important link in the PACS (Picture 
Archiving and Communications System) "hain since it represents the interface between the 
system and the user. For PACS to function, the worldng environment and transfer of inionnation 
to the user must be the same or better than the traditional film-based system. The important 
characteristics of a workstation from a clinical standpoint lue acceptable image quality, rapid 
response time~ a friendly user Interface, and a well-integrated, lUghly-reliable, fault-tolerant 
system which provides the user ample functions to complete his 1asks success(\lII~r. 

Since early 1992, the MDIS (Me-dical DiAgnostic Imaging Support) system's diagnostic 
and clinical workstations have been installed at Madigan Anny Medical Center. Various 
functionalities and perfonnance characteristics of the MO]S workstations such as image 
display, response time, database, and ergonomics will be presented. User comments and early 
experience with the workstations as well as new functionaHty recommended for the future will 
be discussed. 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

The Medical Diagnostic Imaging Support (MD1S) System i~ a large PACS and 
teleradiology project for the US. military. The contract was awarded to a joint venture 
betw~n Loral and Siemens in late 1991. Presently, Madigan Anny Medical Center, Brooke 
Army Medical Center, and Wright-Patterson Air Force Medical Center are undergoing phased 
implementation of this system. Several other sites are plaMed fOT 1993·94, including military 
medical treatment facilities in the continental U.S., Hawaii, Korea, Panama, and the Az.ores 
off the coast of Portugal. 

The shortcomings of a traditional film-based system are apparent. Films are 
frequently lost or unavailable when the clinidan needs to see them. In a recent survey at one of 
our medical centers, 69'lJ of clinicians stated that Iilm accessibility W4S the greatest probJem 
within radiology. The clinicians reported that the .l!.verate time to fir'lfl each study was 2D 
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minutes and they spent atotal of 30 minutes to 1 hour per day lOc:ating films [1}. In an objective 
study of film accessibility at the Nme institution, 16.5% of inpatient radiographs imaged 
within the preceding 8 to 48 hours could not be lOc:ated, and 38% of non-chest )Coray inpatient 
studies could not be located (2). When radiological studies cannot be found physician efficiency 
and the quality of patient care are advenely affected. The maintenance of film libraries and 
film handling is labor-intensive and requires large storage areas. An average 3S()"bcd 
hospital may spend $100,000 I Yl:!ar on lltm and chemicals [31. Yet, with all of its 
shortcomings, the traditional film-based system has been the best option available . 

Recent advances in PACS now offer solutions to these problems. A digital image can 
be viewed in multiple locations simultaneously, image accountability is greatly enhanc:ed. 
clinician efficiency and patient care are improved, and expert consultation from distant sites is 
possible. The use of computer.aided diagnosis for screening images for pathology is 
theoretica.lly possible and will ~me available in the future. The concept of PACS has been 
diSI:Ussed (or more- than ten years [4). The problems have been image quality, display speed. 
reliability. and user friendliness. For a system to be successful, it must be accepted by the end 
users. the clinicians and the radiologists. The end users interact with a P ACS sY6tem at the 
workstation. Therefore, (or a PACS system to succeed, the workstation must be user friendly. 
fast, reliable and display acceptable quality images. 

The new Madigan Army Medical Center opened its doors in the Spring of 1992. 
Madigan is a 1.2 million square foot, 416-beO facility in Tacoma, Washington. Approximately 
500 physicians representing nearly all subspecialties work at this tertiary care medical center 
and see over one million outpatient visits per year. The Department of Radiology with 12 staff 
and 18 residents, performs over 160.000 ndiologica] exams per year. 

2.S\'SnM OVERVIEW 

2.1 Technkal 
The initial phase of MDIS at Madigan includes ,omputed radiography for all 

plain )I-rays except mammography and scoliosis series, a 20 Chyle Working Storage Unit 
(WSu), a 100 platter (1 !byte) Optical Disk Jukebox (OOn, and nine workstations. The 
computed radiography images are processed by two Siemens Dlgiscan 7000 and three Fuji ACl 
plus readers. TIUrd generation Puji imaging plates are used. The Working Storage Unit (W5U) 
uses a redundant array 01 jn~pensive disks (RAID, level 2 architecture). It functions as the 
local and short·term storage using 40 disks (magnetic media) operating in parallel; 32 disks for 
a 32 bit word, 7 disks for error correction. ancl one disk acting IS a "hot spare" (single disk 
failure detected and corrected without loss of operation). The WSU is designed to hold 
inpatients for the average length of a hospital stay (4.5 days for Madigan), a1l outpatients for 
48 hours, all exams !lot yet interpreted, and pertinent historical images. Images will be stored 
in the WSU with approximately 2.5:1 lossless compression (currently no compression is used on 
the WSU). Image retrieval bandwidth is greater than 400 CR tINge equivalents per minute. 
The iu.U implementation WSU will have five times the present storage capacity (by doubling 
the capadty and implementing 1.5:1 compression). The WSU is connected to the workstations 
by a fiber optic network in I modified star topology. Image data moves with FOOl-like speeds 
(~OO Mbits/sec:). Images are trans(e"ed at the earliest opportunity from the WSU to the aDJ. 
The 001 hold, 100 no Cbyte)WORM 14" optical disQ. Computed radiography images are 
storeel with 10:1 lossy compression (modified WEe format). The fina] phase caUs for two ODJ$ 
which win be able to store about 3 years of images on line 151. Presently, AS part Df the phased 
implementation, all computed radiography (CR) and fiUOTDSCOPY images are stored Doth 
so(tcopy and hardcopy (laser printed fUm) with the exception of Gl barium c:as~ which are 
so(tcopyonly. cr and MRI images are expected to be available on the PACS in April of 1993. 
Nuclear medicine, uJtTa50und, angiography, and radiation therapy will be connected to Ihe 
system in late 1993. A total of 9 workstations are presently in service: one each in Ihe 
orthopedics cliniC, the emergency room (ER), and the intensive care unit (leU), with the rest in 
the radiology department. In the Summer/Fall of 1993, 116 add.itional workstations will be 
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placed throughout the clinics and wards of the hospital. Following this installation, Madigan 
will begin to go almost O'Itirely filmlcss . 

3. WORKSTATION OVERVIEW 

:,l.J. Ge:ntral 
Various types of workstations are being used based on the clinical need and cost 

constraints. MOlS supports two baslc types of workstations, a standardized and an optimized. 
The standardized workstation is a high volume, primary diagnostic unit whereas the 
optimized workstation is a lower volume unit for clinical review of images. The standardized 
units can have either 2K (A type) or 11< (B type) resolution portrait monitors. The optimized 
units have only 1K (C type) I'Csolution landscape morUtors. The primary diagnosis (or CR 
should be made on the 21< monitors. Lower resolution modalities such as ultrasound can be read 
on any of the monitors. In the radiology's primary re~ding areas standardized workstations 
with four 2K monitors are used. In general, the warcb and clinics will have two 11< monitors at 
optimized worbtations, but the ~ntire 2K data set is available by magnifying the Image either 
by a zoom function or use of the "magic glass" tool in the reg;on of interest. All the workslatiOTlS 
have the same basic image manipulation functions. One drawback to the 2k monitors is that 
presently the Macintosh headings are very small, making them difficult to read. This problem 
is being addressed by the vendor. The primary advantage 01 the (our morutor workstations over 
the two monitor workstations is convenience and speed. Comparing multiple images can be 
done with two monitors, but significantly more image manipulation is necessary. Initially, we 
considered ejght monitor workstations (4 on top I 4 on the bottom simulating a conventional 
alternator board); with our present experience we do not feeJ that the added benefit would 
justify the costs. Even large barium series can be comfortably reviewed on the (our monitor 
workstations. 

3.2 Tec:lWw 
The basic platform lor the workstation is the Madntosh JIfx computer v,'ith 8 ME 

RAM and 80 MB internal disc dri ... e. Loral and Siemens then insert special image processing 
boards. The prUnary difference between the standardized and optimized workstations is the 
OPUS boards with 64 MB and 32 MB of image memory respectively. A key feature of the 
system is the connection between the workstation, database, and WSU. The workstation queries 
the database via An Ethernet line. The database provides the workstation with the necessary 
information and acceS$ rights 10 retrieve image data from the WSU. The WSU transmits 
images to the workstation via a direct fiber optic: link to the image memory of the OPUS board. 
with as many images as poss.ible stored on the OPUS board. Once fun, the system 
automatically pages jmages in from the WSU. 

Although meeting the MDlS specifications of at least 40 ft. lamberts. the A 
morUtors seemed too dim. The transmittance filters were changed from 30% to 60% so that now 
the A maN tors give oil 80 ft.-Iamberts of luminance. Changing the lilter further increases the 
risk of glare off the monitor screen. The brightness of the monitors has been a concern, especially 
in the emergency room where the overhead lighting cannot be controlled. In our opinion. 
brighter monitors would be helpful. Technical specifications of the monitors are summerlzeO in 
tables 1 and 2. 

3.3 Uscr i:dendliness 
TIle Macintosh-based interface is one 01 the keys to the user acceptance of the 

system. It is quite user friendly. This is critical because many of our clinicians are computer 
illiterate. Ease of training is directly related to the ease of use. We have also noted that the 
reter.tion of ~wledge on how the workstation functions i5 high. Both ease of initial training 
and retention of training are believed to be due to the mouse-driven pull-down menus. As in the 
normal Macintosh format, "quick keys" are available for the commonly used functions so that 
an experienced user can move through the functions more rapidly. 



4.l Wozk lists and displaying images 
Several work lists are available, the most commonly used one is the Hall exams" list. 

Work lists Ire site conligurable and can be added at any time. The user can click on the patient's 
name or if the list is long, type in the patient's name to bring it up to the front. Once the study is 
$elected, the patient's requested information, c:linical history, and dictated report (if 
completed) are automatically displayed. The user can search (or I study by anyone of the 
headings or combine headings to limit the list. Double c:licking on a patient automatically 
brings up a Jist of aU of that patient's other imaging studies. Once the desired imaging study is 
located, the clinician can click on "Image" and drag the mouse down to "Display image" or jus: 
use the quick key "Apple 0" to view the image. 

4l~mode 
There are two primary ways to view the images, the traditional or "diagnostic .. 

mode in which images are side-by-side, and the "cine" mode in which all the Images in the 
series a.re stacked one behind the other. The latter mode is especially helpful in axial cr or 
MR series when (ollowing a structure in the cranial to caudal direction. It is also useful for 
looking at multiple images of the same anatomic region over a short period of time such as a 
barium swanow. Within the cine mode, the images can be viewed as a movie or image by image 
based on the uses's desires. 

In the diagnostk mode, multiple formats are available, one image per screen, two 
images per screen, up to 90 images per screen. The size of individual images can be changed. 
Single images, groups of images, or all Images can be manipu~ted It once. If more images are 
present than are seen on the saeen, • "Page down" phrase is highlighted. For QC purposes. 
indl.vidual images can be hidden to the user. An icon to alert the user of hidden images is being 
implemented. A special key ,"Apple Z,· is present to undo the last action whenever necessary . 
In addition, if a hardcopy of any study is needed, the user can click on "print to film" and pick 
up the film from the network laser film printer. 

4.3 Imaging tool p~ . 
The following image manipulation tools ire available or. the system: 

window/level, magnify, pan, region of interest signa,l measurement, distance and area 
measurement, annotate, flip/rotate, equalization function, the"magic glass," and inverted gray 
scale. The window I level can be changed simultaneously with the mouse or the user can set his 
own preselected window/level values. A spedal (unction called the magic glass is extremely 
useful. This gives the user a window box in which either magnification of the image by a 
factor of twot inver&ion of the gray $C~lel or equalization of tM image within the box can be 
done without changing the rest of the image. The user can rapidly scan the study by mOving 
the box around the image. By d~re5Sing the Apple key at the same time, he can also change 
the window/level within the box. By depressing the option key,he can continue to magnify the 
image. Depressing the control key changes the size of the box. The image manipulation within 
the box occurs-instantaneously, and we have found this function to be very useful. 

11\e invert gray scale is helpful in locating the tips of tubes and lines. It also 
appears to increase the conspicuity of polyps in barium CI studies, and certain bony Structures 
such il5 .,,}).dlaphragmatic ribs Dn a chest x-r.y. The workstation al10ws the user to hide 
patient images (for QC of images not acceptable to be presented to the radiologists and 
c1ini~ians), demographics (useful for patient conIidentiality issues) and lor annotations. 

The initial softwan: format {or comparison of old images was awkward. The 
vendors were made aware of this and a new software release is planned {or Spring of 1993 
which will make comparison to old images eaSier and more nahlral. 
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S.ltIS INTERFACE 

The radiology iniormation system (RlS) is an integral part of the MDIS workstation. 
Once the user selects. patient's study within ill work list, the radiological request and dictated 
report (if completed) automatically show up on the bottom of the screen. Therefore, the 
patient's clinical history. radiological images, and dictated report are present together on the 
workstation monitor for the radiologist or clinician to see, An internal review performed at 
Madigan before installing the MOIS system showed that of randomly selected radiological 
cases, the patient's dicf.ated report, images,or both could not be found in the fileroom in 50% of 
the cases. The MOIS system is expected to virtUally eliminate trus problem. The Composite 
Health CAre System (CHCS), the Department of Defense's hospital information system (HIS), 
is expected in the near future. The MOIS system will be (by contract) compatible with CHCS. 

Usually the radiologist dictates a report to a transcriptionist, but if he desires, he can 
type In the report himself. Standardized radiology reports are available On pull-down menU$. 
These standardized reports are used almost exclusively on the Castro-Intestinal (Cn service, 
frequently with slight modifications, such that final reports are now often available to the 
clinician the same day as the study was done. Using the RIS, the database manager can 
generate a report giving the department a more exact account of workload statistics, thereby 
helping to locate problem areas, support QA/QC evaluations, and document man-hour 
requirements. The RlS is also very valuable as a research tool. Database queries can be 
formulated in many ways. each report has a space to log in an ACR radiological/pathologic 
code and a specialty code (code designed by users) for teaching and research purposes. Madigan 
radiology residents are already in the habit of digitizing Interesting outside images into MDIS 
as teaching file cases and saving them under a specific specialty code. 

6. SEC1JRlT):' 

Each workstation user is given his own unique secret access eode. The database manager 
is the only individual who has access to this number. Users are assigned specific privileges 
bas.ed on their pb functions. For example, only selected users are able to print a hardcopy x-ray 
film from the MDIS system. For security purposes, the system is designed to log the user of! if 
the user dDe$ not have any active interaction with the keyboard for 10 minutes. In reality, this 
(eature was found to be quite irritating and has been a source DE many complaints. Frequently a 
radiolopst or clinician gets- interrupted in the middle of viewing the images and the system 
turns itself ofl before the user has finished looking at the images. We are in the process of 
expanding the time-out period to 90 minutes which should al1eviale the problem. The purpose 
of this feature was to satisfy a security reqUirement of the contract. This is being relaxed on a 
per device basis if the workstation is t'Onsidered to be in l secure area. 

7. ERGONOMICS 

Scattered light is a concern of the radiologist because it decreases the relative 
contrast of the images being viewed. The average luminance of a film on a vi~wbox is 200 foot 
lamberts .Our A and B monitors emit 80 and 60 ft-lamberts, respectively. Therefore, the light 
level of the room is of even greater significance. Our raciiology viewing areas which house the 
workstations have dimmer switches to finely control the lighting. Some worbtations are 
located in areas where th~ lights cannot be dimmed such as in the ER. In these areas, brighter 



mJnitors would be especially relpful 
The chairs for the workstation are specially designed for maximum ... ie ..... ing 

comfort. The workstations have adequate table space for a phone, dictation system, keyboard, 
mouse. and the necessary paperwork. 

8.TRAlN1NG 

We plan to train all clinicians, nursing staff, and key ward and administrative 
personnel. The r .. diologi~ts, radiology receptionists and typists, and most orthopedic, ER, and 
lCU physicians have already been trained. In all, over no persoMel will be trained initially 
on the workstation. In the military and especially at a military training hospital, the turnover 
rate of personnel is high· an estimated 2.5% turnover rate per year is the nann. Therefore. 
follow-up training is as important. Ease of training is directly related to the ease of use. We 
rove also noted that the retention 0; know1edge on how the workstation (unctions is high. 

So far, only a limited number of clinicians have te(eived formal training.. yet a 
survey of 75 internists, genera I surgeons, intenslvists, and pediatricians at Madigan shows 
that 77% know how to use the basic {'Unctions of the workstation (only 7% polled had formal 
training). Nearly all of the interns can use the system. Several have received informal 
training from the site program manager who has been training personnel on an individual basis 
since the workstations first arrived. The remaind.er are learning {rom their peers. Daily, 
clinicians can be seen teaching the system to other clinicians, and some have learned the system 
entirely on their own without any training. The remarkable number of people that have 
learned the system without formal training re~nfor~s two hypotheses. First, the system i5 
easy to learn. Second. clinicians are taking time out of their busy sc:hedule to learn how to use 
the workstation because it is a better way of conducting business. They have found it is faster, 
more efficient use of their time, and more reliable to review a patient's images on the 
workstation than to go and look for the film in the fUeroom. 

TIle workstation training will be geated to the user, Some users need to understand 
all fUriCDOns whereas others can initially learn only the basic lunetions. The vendor pro,,;des 
professional trainers familiar with the hospital environment. All personnel have the option 
to take a Mac-basics course before the workstation training if they wish. The workstation 
training includes a short classroom portion and an in-depth hantis-on session. Complete 
manuals are available during and after the class, but a more useful item is a laminated "carry 
in your pocket" quick reference card. Follow·up training of new personnel will be Eione by on-site 
Loral per50nnel working with the systm'l. An on-fite hotline is planned to assist users who 
have questions, complaints. or flew Ideas regarding the workstation. The user can dial iI phone 
number or pager number. Short "quick help" videos on common problems enc:oWltered by the user 
will be available on-line (stored in the WSlJ> at each workstation. Initial training will be 
mandatory (or.U U5e1'1 bUI those that were sell-taught or received training from a peer will 
be able 12) t$ out of the trairUng program 

We strongly believe I lonnal training program is necessary to the success of the 
system. For example, although a high percentage of cliniciaN ~n puJl up ~ p~tienl's images on 
the monitor, only 21~ stated they were comfortable with all of the functions available to 
-hem. Several requested more formal training and aids as desm'bed above. The Mots proj~t 
office together with the vendors have been developing a SP.ries of concise user-specific training 
modules ~u be implemented soon. 

9. QUAlnYCON'TROL 

The Quality Control <QC) chid cheeks the images on a workstation monitor as 
they are generated tor problems, e.g., rni5-<entering. artifacts. At the same time, he makes 
sure the images are p~5eIlted on the moniCor in the way the radiolOgist expects them, which 
saves the radiologist va1uable time manipulating images during primary diagnosis. We have 
found this to be very useful to the radiologists and clinicians. 
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AUAL'7U'7btl 

With making the primary diagnosis directly on the workstation, comes a whole 
new set of mandatory quality control measures to ensure adequate patient care. All the MDIS 
components along the pipeline of bringing images from imaging modalities to the user (e.g., CR. 
network connection, workstation monitor, and laser film digitizer) must be periodically checkL'd 
and tested individUAlly and collectively. The brightness of the monitors drifts gradually over 
time, and the luminance and spot size can vary significantly across the screen. The fiber-optic 
d.istribution <FOO) can fail; pix~ls with signal dropout simulate the dense white appearance 
of metallragments in a traditional film/screen image or the artiEact of dense white flecks 
caused by a dirty screen. Loral views this as a design deficiency and is correcting the problem. 
The FODs at Madigan have been upgraded with more forgiving timing to prevent this ~ of 
"signal dropout". The newer fiber optic: interlaces (FOls) will incorporate a checksum 
mechanism to ensure that errors can at least be detected and that corrupted data ",,;11 ilOt be 
stored on the WSU. 

In a traditional film-based environment, when a technologist underexposed a 
patient's film, it turned out white with almost no image; overexposure led to a black film. 
With computed radiography (CR), both the under and overexposed patient imaging plates 
lead to a visible image. The radiology technologist soon realizes the only risk he takes is if a 
patient's imaging plate is still significantly underexposed, the image looks noisy (due to 
quantum mottle). There(ore, there is a tendency to overexpose the patient's image plale 10 
reduce any risk of having to repeat the study. The best way to follow the patient exposure wah 
CR is the Sensitivity (5) number (a rough inverse correlation with x-ray dose). This number is 
displayed when a hardcopy laser image is printed. In a filmless environment, this number must 
appear somewhere with the image on the workstation monitor_ Otherwise, there is a risk of 
routinely overexposing patients. 

10. D~"ll'iG LOCATIO~ AA'U ~'UMBER OF WOIU<STATIOr,;S 

It is important to dearly establish the number and location of the workstations to 
be placed throughout the hospital in the early stages of the project. Oinical workstations are 
planned 10: all of the "team center" workrooms on the various wards. The Madigan MDIS si Ie 
manager and the MDIS system manager met with each department within the hospital to 
discuss their clirUcians' preference in terms of locations of the workstations. The clinicians 
within each department were asked what was the maximum number of physicians working in 
their clinic at any given time and the percentage of time they spent looking at radiographic 
images. Based on the data given by the clinicians, the number of workstations needed in each 
dink was determined. In some situations, additional workstations were added due to logistical 
problems with the departmental layout. By working directly with the individual departments 
and having them provide the data (or estimating the number of workstations, the departments 
and clinicians develop $Orne Te5lX'nsibitity and accountabi\ity (or the numbel and location of 
workstations in their sections. 

11. WORKSTATION TESTING 

11.1 Image accountability 
The failure of a conventional film-based system on image accountability is one oi 

the primary reasons to convert to a PACS environment. It has been stated that PACS will result 
in zero image loss. In reaIiIyJ this has not been realized yet. Some images are still misplace-d. 
but this time electronically. During summer of 1992, we reviewed 150 studies done in the fi~\ S 
months at Madigan after moving into the new hospital. Hardcopy laser printed images could 
not be found in 20% of the cases. Surprisingly, 10% of the eases ~ould not be found on the MDlS 
system. Ooser examination showed that some studies were located under a different folder 
heading, e.g., a chest x-ray listed b i:!'I abdomen; other cases coming through the emergen::-y 
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room were initially listed as "John Doe" and never COIW~fl:ed to ihe proper namt> in the 
database. Finally, in the first 3 months of operation, there werr a signifi~ant number of "bugs" 
to work out of the system. Action has been taken to address these problems. A follow-up study 
was done in which a week (early November of 1992) was randomly selected to review ima~ 
accountability. The image in questton could be found in its exact heading or simiiar title (e.g" 
toe under foot heading) in greater than 98~ of cases. rn some cases. the patient's name was 
incorrect, in others the ifNge was under the wrong heading as was the case with initial 
operation of the MOlS system at Madigan. This was most common when 14ndtipJe studies were 
done on the same patient espectal1y in an emergency situation- the radiology technologlst only 
made up a single barcode and put all the images under this heading. We are presently 
edUCAting our technologists on the importance ot u5ing. barcode for each study and working 
with the vendors to design a too) to transfer images to the proper heading. 

11.2 System rcll.1bUity 
A high level 01 reliability is critical to the success of a J'ACS. Our contract calls for 

98% system up time. Any down time of the VAX, WSU or ODI can affect the user at the 
workstation. Over the initial 10 months, the MDlS system has been up and running 98.8% of 
the time. Pretent!y, one of the major causes of down time is related to the air conditioning 
system. We have an UninlemJpled Power Supply <,UPS) but no back-up air conditioning systcm 
in the computer room exists prcse~t1y. The equipment in the computer room generates a 
significant .. mount of heat. The central hospital air conditioner has failed several times, in 
each case the MOIS system has to be brought down due to the danger of overheating. We are 
presently working on acqUiring a back-up air cooling source to resolve the issue. Excluding air 
conditioning related prob1ems, the system has been operatiollZll 99.7% of the time. During the 
down times, the system is in the "fail over'·mode. Hardcopy laser printed images are produced 
which an later be digitized back inlo the system. Ouring this mode two copies of each image 
are obtained. One is released (or diagnosis and clinical use and the other image is retained by 
the technologist to digitize at a later time. Otherwise, the process to find the images to 
digitize later is highly labor intensive and the same probJem OCCUrs as in an analog system, 
namely some of the images are never recovered again. We (eel the extra cost for two images is 
justified, especially since this is a very infrequent problem. 

11.3 1I:na8e display speed 
Image t:1isplay speed on the workstation is primarily related to the location of the 

image data at the time of the request. In general, if the image is still on the WSU, it takes 5·6 
seconds to display the linage on the monitor. Thi5 time i5 {airly consistent. The vendors are 
working to red.uc:e the time to less than 2 seconds. If the image is archived on the 00], the time 
to display is much longer a.nd presently averages 1.8 minutes. The time to display an image 
from the OOJ is variable with several factors influencing this display speed. Only one study 
can be (etch~ at .. time, therefore the time depends on the number of studies that other users 
are seeldng It thAt time. Presently, if the 001 is in the middle of archiving another case, it 
must c:omplete the task before retrievi;\g the study requested. A software change is e)(pected 
shortly that wUl interrupt archiving to service fetch requests. A special "letchins" work.list is 
being developed by the vendors that will Illow users to easily check on the status of an exam 
they are fetching while aUowing them to proceed with other cases on the workstation. We 
believe this will increase the tolerance of the user for the fetching time delay. However, 
(etc:hing from the OD115 one 01 our greatest concerns. Presently,there are only n.ine workstations 
in Madigan,but this iummer tM number will increase to 125. As more users have access to the 
system, more fetch requests are expected. Seve-ral solutions are pUMed. Pre/etch algorithms 
exist in the software such that studies on the 00] expected '0 be seen the following day can be 
fetched. the night before during low-use periods and stored on the WSU. However, this function 
is presently clisabled 10 ensure sufficient storage exists on the WSU (or new exams. In the final 
configuration, the WSU will have five times the present storage and will allow the prefelch 
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algorithms to be implemented. Once the HIS is implemented in the hospital, pre!etch 
algorithms can be linked to scheciuled outpatient cUnic visits. Bottlenecks are not expected to 
be significant at the WSU based on simulation studies done by the vendors [6]. 

The time to paint images on the saeen depends On the data set, SCTeens and type of 
workstation. The following is a general example of the screen paint speed. Given a 50 imagQ 
CT study on a standardized four 2K monitor workstation in the 12 images on 1 page fonnat 
(12:1), h talces on average 51 seeonds to paint the entire study. In practice, this number is less 
important because the clinidan can start his evaluation ot the study once the {irst screen is 
painted (about 5-6 seconds). To convert this study to the stacked cine mode takes 7.9 seconds, 
and returning to the 12:1 format takes 15 seconds. To page down to the next set ot images 
(display imAges ot the study that did not fit on the first four screens) takes 2.5 seconds. Paging 
up takes 1.8 seconds. ~ times are expected to improve on the diagnostic workstations with 
improved imaging boards the vendor is plaMing to deliver. 

11.4 Hardcopy w. softcopy reading tilnes 
As opposed to a clinician that may review a few imaging studies a day, the 

radiologist spends the majority of IUs day looking at images and making diagnoses. Even a 
small percentage change in the rate at which he reviews images, can therefore have a major 
e((ect on his overall work effiCiency. We tested the time it took three board certified 
radiologists to review ~nd dictate the same 30 CR imaging studies. Each reader reviewed the 
30 eases both softcopy on a standardized (our 2K monitor workstation and hardcopy as laser 
printed images. The soft and hardcopy sessions were separated by at least 3 weeks in 2 of 3 
cases. The 30 cases were randomly selected outpatient Imaging studies composed of 10 bone, 10 
supine and upright abdomen, and 10 tingle-view chest x-rays. The order of readinl: ~softcopy 
images first vs. hard copy images first) was varied.No old comparison images were used. The 
hardcopy images were 5eparated out and placed on top of the master jacket. Timing 
measurements began with the radiologist reaching (or the images placed beside him and ended 
after a handwritten report was generated and the study placed into the master jacket. The 
softcopy cases were stored on the WSU in a random order such that the radiologist had to type 
in the patient's last name to retrieve the images. The images had been properly Oriented and 
brightness and contrast adjusted in a quality contTol step prior to viewing to minimize the need 
for additional manipulation. This QC step is a routine part of our daily operation. 

There was no Significant difference in the readers in regards to pathology reported. 
Although this was not intended to be and is not a study of visualization of pathology and 
diagnostic efficacy, the readers noted aU findings in softcopy that were seen on the hardcopy 
images. Angle measurements made on the workstation seem to be more consistent than the 
measurements made on the hardcopy images with the goniometer. 

Overall, reading images on the hardcopy W,AS 35~ faster than the soJtcopy images. 
Yet this varied significantly between the experience of the r~der and even the type of study 
being read. The experiencecl reader was only 9% faster hardcopy than softc:opy. The two less 
experienced readers actually began reading softcopy images faster as the te$t progressed. the 
first reader went from reading hardcopy SO% faster to only 36CJO (aster; the second reader Went 
from 4S% 10 24~ faster on the hardcopy. This probably reflects the learning curve involved in 
reading softcopy. Several software fealures have not yet been implemented on the MDlS 
workstations that are e=:pected to significantly speed up the softcopy reading times. The work 
lists are bing improved 50 that a radiologist will be able to go through a speciric list of studies 
assigned to him. A "next patient" quick key is planned. This will allow the radiologist to 
proceed to the next patient's images without typing in a name. In tlUs study we did not use old 
comparison images. At this time, the format on the MDIS workstation to compare old images to 
the present study is awkward; a new (ormat (or comparison images i$ expected soon. Also, 
pre!etch algorithms to automatically bring the old studies from the 001 to the WSU will be 
implemented once the WSU capacity is increased. We believe these features will make 
softc:opy reading competitive with the traditional film environment. 
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With conventional film, the image cannot be manipulated, whereas on the 
workstation with several easily a.;cessible imaging tools at the r.diologist's disposal, an 
attempt can be made to extract additional inlormation that was previously unavailable. The 
user now balances time with depth of investigation of the iJ'Mge. It is possible that in the 
future, each specific study type will have two or three preset window Ilevel settings (like in )1-

ray en or levels of enhancement. These presets would be on single stroke quick keys. 
Eventually, the more that the intermediate steps in patient selection, image display and 
manipulation can be avoided and the better streamlined the overall process is made for the 
radiologist, the laster the reading of the images will be. 

115 Image quality 
At a minimum, n:: monitors with the ability to magnify the image and retrieve the 

whole 2K data set are necessary to view CR images. The 2K monitors Are preferr~ for the 
primary diagnosis. Presently all CR images are available both on hardcopy and softcopy. 
After more than 10 months 01 clinical use and 100,000 CR studies, to our knowledge, no cases 
have been documented in which il finding was noted on the hardcopy, but not on the softcop]' 
image. On the other hand, several clinical findings are routinely noted on the workstation 
that are inconspicuous or absent on the hardcopy images. Another advantage of softcop1' with 
CR images is that the Fuji contrast imaging algOrithms (G factors) have no elfect. In some cases, 
we had problems with the original Fuji algOrithms <e.g. feet, barium studies) giving suboptimal 
hardc:opy images, while on the monitor they look fine. At this time, edge enhancement and 
unsharp rnaskine are not available at the workstation. ThIs is planned to be incorporated in a 
future release. 

Simple pixel replication is used on the system instead of interpolated zoom. This 
causes the cr and MR images to look pixelly when viewed on the workstation in the 
traditional 12:1 format. This is unacceptable to the radiologists and is bemg worked on by the 
V'eI'OOrs. 

Primary diagnosis is oniy made on images with 10ss1ess compression. We are using 
10:1 lossy compression on CR images after a primary di~gnosis has been made and before 
archiving the images in the OOJ. The decision to use lossy compression on archived images may 

. be considered controversial by some, but several studies in the llterarure support this approach 
(7-101. We believe that with 10:1 compression, cUnlcal1y relevant information is not lost; a 
large ROC study will soon begin at Madigan to test this hypothesis. 

12. PROBLEM AR'EAS 

Several of the areas of concern have been mentioned earlier including the "John 
Doe" iSsue, the need for more specific work lists, the small print headings on the 2K moni tors, 
the brightness of the monitors, and a better {annat to compare old image studies. An escape 
button is needed in unusual cases where a misLake is made and the database ties up the user 
while looking for an impossible entry. The Use'J$ should be informed when the system will be 
down or is malfunctioning. A message on the worksLalion would be helpful. Craphic:aJ overlays 
such a.s the sUce position on the Ct's and reco1l5tnlcted CT images are not coming over to MOlS. 
The vendors are wor~ng on 'these issues. We do not have color monitors for nuclear medicine 
thallium studie:s or ultrasound color Doppler flow cases. Our present strategy is to use a mini 
PACS concept for ultrasound and nudeu medicine, Jcetoping color images in these areas and not 
!ending color to the 125 workstations around the hospital. The number of clinicians needing to 
see color images is limiteC and modifying all of the worbtations would be expenSive. 

Image navigation is ,he .rea needing the most improvement. Studies should ha ve 
preselected defaults with images coming up on the workstation in a specific arrangement. For 
example, in MR it would be useful to see the same anatomic axial slice side by side in 11, prolon 
density and n sequences. Then in a stacked mode, one an move through the remaining axial 
slices similar to the technique in (11). 
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13. CllNICAL ACCEPT ABIUn' 

A recent survey of 58 surgeons, internists, and pediatricians at Madigan revealed 
that 100% believe the MDJS system is useful to them, 100% believe it saves chern time, and 
more than 98% believe il helps to improve patient care. M mentioned earlier, many clinicians 
have learned how to use the system before they received lonnal training. This is because they 
believe that the system saves them time and effort. With only the nine workstations culTently 
installed, it is already better than the traditional film-based system. Oinicians now routinely 
go to the workstations in radiology to look for imaging studies instead of going to the fileroom. 
It is clear that the place where PACS is most appreciated is on the wards and clinics. The 
orthopedic department has a workstation in its clinic. In the past , patients that arrived for 
follow-up appointments (or fractures without their old x-ray films would either be canceled 
and told 10 return with the films or to retake x-rays. In their busy clink, the orthopedic surgeon 
could not afford the time to go down to radiology and try to find the old film. Now he can just 
pull the patient's old study up on the workstation in his clinic, thus saving time, money, and lor 
unnecessary additional radiation ~posure to the patient. 

In spectalty areas such as the leU, traditionatty an area first targeted by PACS 
[12,13}, the advantages are more subtle. The ICU chest x-ray hardcopy images are maintained 
on a large dedicated alternator board in radiology. The images are sent straight to the board. 
thus bypassing the fileroom. The ICU team comes to radiology each morning to review the 
morning chest x-rays. Therefore, some of the traditional problems of the film-based system are 
not a problem in this environment. The advantage comes in the middle of the night or day 
when a patient is in acute distress and time is critical. The clinician can view the patient's 
images in this c~ without leaving the intensive care unit. It Is in this scenario that the 
worksta !ion in the leu dElT'a'Jnstrates its usefulness. 

The GI radiology service is completely filmless now. 'The radiology technolOgiSts 
on Gl believe being filmless saves them time. We are planning timing trials to verify this 
claim. The radiology residents and staff also prefer the filmless environment in Gl. The 
imaging tools, such as the magic glass, inverted gray scale and magnification, seem to be 
especially useful on the GI service. The generalleeling of the radiologists at Madigan is that 
the system has great potential, but better image navigation software would enhance the value 
of PACS significantly. FACS is (and will remain so in the near future) most beneficial to the 
clinicians, not to the radiologists. Having workstations on the wards and clinics will be the 
pathway by which PACS will succeed and be widely accepted in the field of medicine. 

14. nmJRE DEVELOPME\7S AT MADIGA.."': 

In the following months, the remaining imaging modalities such as ultrasound, 
nuc:lear medicine, angiography, and radiation therapy will be integrated into the system. The 
remaining 116 workstations will be placed throughout the hospital. The Hospilallnformation 
System (or the military (CHCS) is expected to be Installed and MDIS will be interfaced with 
this 5y5teln. Preletch algorithms to bring images from the ODJ to the WSU and a larger storage 
capacity at the WSU will improve image retrieval times. Spedal dinical sul>-folders are 
being designed to allow key images from different ~ub-£olders to be located together, e.g., a 
patient with a lung mass might have a folder with his previous two chest x-rays, a chest cr. 
and a bone scan in it. This would allow the clinicians more rapid access to the studies they are 
interested in and &Iso decrease the overall amount of Image data passing through the network 
since the selected Images are letched instead 01 all 01 the patient's images. A gateway is being 
develOped to provide lor teleradiology connections to other hospitals and clinics within 
Madigan's refenal region. 

Special equipment is expected to anow the downloading of image data for laler 
manipulation and research purposes. A 35 mm slide maker attached to the workstation will 
facilitate teaching and publications. Previously, all authorized users were allowed to print out 
a hardcopy image of any case from the workstation. Oinicians have developed a habit of 
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printing out many cases on hardcopy instead of going to the fileroom which takes more time. 
This privilege was temporarily suspended to all physicians except radiologists due to film cost. 
Eventually when users print oS study to hardcopy, the system will either debit or charge this to 
the user and his department. Then the privilege to print any study will again be allowed. but 
the individual or department can poSSibly be billed for the cost of the laser print film. If the 
program progresses as planned, we hope to go predominantly film1ess in the (all of 1993. 

Once It the workstation, the user could potentially have rapid access to massive 
amounts of information such as on-line anatomy textbooks, atlases of normal radiographic 
variants, gamuts of rac:liological dlCCerential diagnoses, and medical literatul'e search 
capability. This is a desired fu~ development. 

The greatest area of future software development needs to be in the area of image 
navigation. the way the image data sets are presented to the radiologist and the way he i~ 
able to manipulate the images within the study set. 

PACS is closing the door on one of the oldest and most problematic areas of 
radiology-image accountability. We need now to investigate the other major limb of 
radiological service, the speed and access ot the dictated report of the image to the ctinician 
and his patient. The MOtS system ties the report to the image ,making it accessible. but too 
often there is a major delay in the time it takes the report to get onto the system. Although 
spe~d\ reeognltion dictation is not part of the present MDIS contract, we are investigating 'h:~ 
issue. 

1S. CONCLUSIONS 

The early Madigan experience demonstrates that the MD1S workstation 1S very 
user friendly and enjoys an enthusiastic, wide acceptance from the clinicians. The image 
quality is high and the overall reliability of the system is remarkable. A PACS workstation 
is most helpful to the physicians on the wards and in the clinics. The Madigan experience 
demonstrates that early PACS' c1ailJ\$ to be useful, to save clinicians time and to improve 
patient care are being realized. The most important area for development in the immediate 
fuhlre is new software for better image navigation. This is c:rltical in order to speed up the 
radiologist'S ability to review large numbers of imaging studies on the workstation. A long
tenn goal is to integrate a functional speech recognition dictation program into the MDlS 
system to improve the delivery of the radiologist's dictated report to the clinician and his 
patients. 

The MOlS program, with support from academic institutions like Gcorgetol,l,'rI al1d 
the University of Washington, works with vendors that are willing to adjust and change as new 
ideas and problems arise. Compu ter specialists. engineers, physicists, and the end users <the 
physicians) have all been involved in the software development .nd evolution. A users group 
made up of the vendors, individuals from the various MOlS locations, and our sister programs 
at the Hammersmith Hospital in London, £ngtand and the Veterans Administration Hospital 
in Baltimore meet several times a year 10 sh.1re new ideas and discuss problems. The group 
communicates through an active electronic mail system. User groups are also now present at the 
individual sites helping to (adlitate the end user's input into the decision making process. All 
of this interaction has helped to make the MOIS workstation more clinically userul and 
acceptable, and we are working together to improve various functionalities based on our early 
experience to make the MDIS workstation a success. 
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Medical Diagnostic Imaging Support 

Quality Control Program Requirements 

1. Introduction. This document provides the basis for implementation of a 
quality control program in the MDIS digital radiology department. Quality 
control is an integral part of the radiology department's quality assurance 
program. Radiological quality assurance addresses the optimization of 
performance of all aspects of the radiology department, induding bothe 
equipment and personnel. Quality control deals specifically with the evaluation 
of the performance of equipment. A properly designed quality control program 
enables the radiology department to detect and correct deterioration of 
equipment perfonnance before a loss of image information becomes clinically 
evident. 

1.1 Definition. Quality Control is defined in NCRP Report No. 99 as e 
series of distinct technical procedures designed to detect deviation of equipment 
from optimal performance.! The technical procedures used for quality control 
must have sufficient sensitivity and be performed with sufficient frequency to 
detect slowly evolvine,; changes before significant deterioration of image quality 
or equipment breakdown occurs. 

1.2 Scope, The quality control program detailed in this doc~'7lent does 
not deal with x·ray, CT, ultrasound, nuclear medicine or MRI equipment. 
Quality control for these image acquisition devices which are interfaced to MDIS 
is necessary for the successful implementation of the MDIS Quality Control 
Program, and must be implemented in acrordance with TB MED 52], AFR 16]-
38, and applicable manufacturer's recommendations. The MDIS Quality Control 
Program addresses all components provided as part of the MDIS contract, 
induding the interfaces to existing imaging modalities, 

2. General Requirements. 

2.1. Test and MeaS'..:L"e!!1ent E-quipment. 

2.1.1. Radiation ExpDsure. Proper analysis of computed 
radiography system performance requires the exposure of the imaging plates to a 
known and reproducible amount of radiation. A calibrated ionization chamber 

1 NCRP Report No. 99, Duality Assurance in PioiD0stiC' Badjq1QiY. National Council on 
Radiation Protection and Measurement, Bethesda, MD (1988). 
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and electrometer is needed to measure this exposure. The instrument must be 
capable of measuring integrated radiation exposure (roentgens or 
coulombs/kilogram) at the exposure rates and energies commonly encou..'1tered 
in diagnostic radiology. 

2.1.2. Radiation Quality. Analysis of the computed radiography 
system also requires knowledge of the quality of the x-ray beam used to expose 
the imaging plate. Radiation quality is specified by the energy (kilovolt~ peak) 
and filtration (millimeters of aluminum) of the beam. Kilovolts peak (kVp) is 
normally measured with a noninvasive kVp meter. Filtration is measured 
indirectly by detennining the half-value layer of the beam. A set of Type 1100 
aluminum alloy plates of known thkknesses (tenth millimeter increments) is 
required for this measurement. 

2.1.3 Fllm Optical Density. The MDIS network laser imager and 
the direct-connect/docked laser imagers provided with the medium and high 
performance CR devices produce test fllms for which the optical density must be 
measured and recorded. A densitometer with an RS-232 interface can be 
.:onnected directly to the network laser imager to avoid manual entry of 
calibration data. A densitometer is also required for verification of the optical 
densities of test objects used for quality control analysis of the MDIS film 
digitizers. 

2.1.4. Monitor Luminance. Evaluation of monltor performance 
requires the routine measurement of monitor luminance. A calibrated 
luminance meter, which reads in units of foot-Lamberts (fL) or candela per meter 
squared (cd/m2) is required for these measurements. The field of view of this 
meter should be narrow enough to measure the luminance from a 1 em 
diameter circular region of interest at a distance of 24 inches. Luminance heads 
which have very short focal lengths and attach to the monitor with suction cups 
can be useful for eliminating variability in measurements which are caused by 
ambient room lighting conditions. 

2..1.5 Test Image Generation. 

2.1.5.1. Digital Test Patterns. In order to evaluate the 
pt:rformance of the soft copy image display workstations, moni tot'S, and network 
laser printers, standard digital image test pattern files are required. The test 
pattern developed by the Sodety of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 
(SMPTE) for medical applications, is used for general quality control 
measurements.2 Test patterns for other specific applications are also ~quired. 
These test image files should be retained in the PACS archive with recoverable 

2Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, "SMPTE recoDU1"oel"lded p;ractice, RP 133-
1986, Specifications for Medical Diagnostic Imaging Test Pattern for Television Moniton; and 
Hard-Copy Recording Cameras, • SMPTE J. 693-696 (1986) 
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compression, and should be available for display on the workstations in their 
normal operating mode. A set of test pattems should be available in all imaging 
pixel matrices which are acquired and displaed by the P ACS. 

2.L5.2. Radiographic Phantom. Q~a1iti ('Ontrol monitoring 
of computed radiography performance requires the use of a radiographic test 
object, or phantom. This phantom is placed in &ont of a computed radiography 
imaging plate and cassette and is exposed to a known quantity and quality of 
radiation. This standardized exposure can then be used to evaluate the 
performance of the imaging plate, plate scanning apparatus, and image 
processing algorithms. As a minimum, the phantom should provide an image 
which can be used to evaluate high contrast spatial resolution, low contrast 
sensitivity, and signal to noise properties of the computed radiography device. 
This phantom may also be used to produce a standard image on conventional 
film, for evaluation oE the performance of the fihn digitizer. The MDIS Program 
Management Office is currently evaluating a series radiographic test objects 
specifically developed for evaluating CR perfonnance.3 

2.1.5.3. Reference Hardcopy Film.. In order to calibrate the 
MDIS film digitizer, a standard film image must be used for digitization. This 
film should have an incremental gray scale pattern which encompasses the 
useful optical density range of the digitizer. While it is convenient to use a test 
film generated by the network laser imager, this practice is not recommended. 
The scan lines on the laser printed film can interfere with the scan lines of the 
digitizer and cause interference patterns on the digitized image. In order to 
avoid this problem, the reference hardcopy film should be produced by direct 
light exposure of a conventional film. 

2.1.5.4. Video Test Pattern Generator. Imaging devices 
which produce a video signal, such as ultrasound, are Interfaced to MDIS 
through a Video Acquisition Workstation (V AW). A video test pattern generator 
will be required in order to evaluate the performance of the VAW. These test 
pattern generators are also useful for isolating the video portion oC the image 
display chain wl\en troubleshooting workstation display problems and for 
esta~lishing baseline perfonnance during acceptance testing. 

2.2 Documentation. Adequate documentation is crucial to a successful 
quality control program. The information required for the quality control 
program should be consolidated into a single location, and kept a.uTent. 

3roR(CR), TOOR(CR), and '1'0.16, FAXn., Dept. of Medical Physics, Univenity of Leeds, leilds 
LS13EX,UK. 
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2.2.1. Technical Data. Manufacturer's specifications and other 
technical infonnation must be available for all components of the MDIS system. 
This information includes maintenance manuals, operation manu.us, application 
manuals, acceptance test reports, and baseline performance data. 

2.2.2. Evaluation Procedures. Detailed procedures for obtaining 
quality control data are the basis of the quality control program. Since QC data 
is used for trend analysis, it is imperative that the measurements be made in a 
consistent and reproducible manner. These procedures will be consolidated into 
a single document which deals with individual MDIS components and with their 
relationship to other components in the system. A collection of manufacturer's 
recommendations for quality control of the individual components is not 
acceptable because it does not address the interdependence of the components. 
The evaluation procedures and intervals will be subject to refinement as more 
data is accumulated on equipment perfonnance. 

2.2.3. Maintenance Actions and Modifications. The individual in 
charge of the quality control program must maintain close coordination with 
maintenance personnel. All scheduled and unscheduled maintenance must be 
thoroughly documented, and copies of the documentation forwarded to the QC 
Supervisor. Undocumented maintenance actions can cause abrupt shifts in QC 
data, and invalidate subsequent trend analysis. Hardware and software changes 
to sytems interfaced to the PACS, such as cr and MRI, must be carefully 
monitored and evaluated to ensure they do not impact on the integrity of the 
interface. 

2.3 Program Management Database. A computer database/spreadsheet 
program is essemtial for recording data, analyzing trends, and producing 
management reports. 

2.3.L General Description. A digital radiology department is well 
suited for computerized tracking and analysis of quality control data. In an 
integrated PACS, such as MOIS, additional efficiency can be gained by 
maintaining a central database which can be accessed, with appropriate 
authorization, from PACS workstations throughout the hospital. With such a 
configuration, QC data can be entered directly into the database at the time it is 
obtained, using the terminal serving each individual MDIS component. 

2.3.2 Test Procedures and Results. A list of the required test; and 
description of the test procedures for each component can be included as part of 
the database. Test results can then be input into the database in a "fill in the 
blanks" format. In this way, amsistency of method can be maintained. 
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2.3.3 Evaluation and Reports. The computer progiani can be used 
to perform calculations on the dL~ta, analyze trends, and print selected 
management reports. Results of trend analysis will be used to further refine QC 
test procedures and intervals. Scheduled maintenance intervals can also be 
adjusted, based on QC trend analysis. 

3. Sununary of QUJlity Control Requirements for MDIS Components. This 
section contains a listing and some brief desaiptiQI'tS of quality control tests lor 
MDIS components. Detailed quality control procedures will be listed in the 
MDIS Quality Control Procedures Manual. This is not an all-inclusive list. It is 
anticipated that other +ests will be added as technical documentation of MOIS 
components is made available. 

3.1 MDIS Image Acquisition Devices. 

3.1.1. Computed Radiography. 

3.1.1.1. Laser Imager Film Density Check. A test pattern 
image with 16 (Ae-l) or 17 (Digiscan) gray scale steps is generated at the CR 
control panel and printed on a film. The optical density of each of these steps is 
measured with a densitometer and recorded. This procedure should be 
perfonned weekly. 

3.1.1.2. CR Phantom Test Image. A standardized exposure 
of the CR phantoms should be obtained monthly for each type of CR plate in use. 
High contrast spatial resolution, low contrast sensitivity, image noise 
characteristics, system exposure sensitivity, and laser beam function will be 
evaluated for both laser printed film and soft copy display images. Possible 
designs and test procedures for an MDIS CR phantom are currently being 
evaluated. 

3.1.2. FUm Digitizer. 

3.1.2.1. Optical Density Calibration. A standardized 
calibration film is used to check the calibration of the digitizer response and 
make necessary adjustments. The frequency of this calibration is in accordance 
with manufacturer's recommendations. The MDIS Program Management Office 
is currently evaluating a standardiud calibration film provided by the digitizer 
manufacturer. " 

3.1.2.2. Workstation Evaluation ot Digltlier Pcrlomance. 
This test is performed monthly. A standard test film is produced by obtaining an 
image of the CR test phantom on a high resolution conventional film·sc:reen 

4lumisys Inc., Sunnyv:ile, CA. 
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system. The film is digitized and the image file brought up on an MDIS 
workstation. The workstation pixel tool is used to evaluate the phantom image 
using the same procedures as the CR evaluation. 

3.2 Other Image Acquisition Devices. 

'.Z.L Digital Interfaces. Most digital imaging devices have the 
capability to generate a test pattern image. At monthly intervals, this image 
~hou1d be generated at the imaging device and sent across the ACR/NEMA or 
other digital interface to the MDIS system. Cray scale characteristics and pixel 
dropout can be evaluated. Phantom images used for quality control of the 
imaging modality should also be evaluated on the MDIS workstati9n and 
compared to evaluations performed on the imaging modality console. These 
evaluations include tests of image noise, low contrast sensitivity, and high 
contrast spatial resolution. 

3.2..2 Video Acquisition Interfaces. A video test pattern generator 
will be used to generate a standard image at the input of the frame grabber 
device. This image will be transferred to the MDIS network and evaluated on a 
workstation. Phantom images used to measure the perfonnance of the device 
may also be evaluated on the MDIS workstation. 

S.S Image Output Devices. 

3.3.1. Soft Copy Image Display. The output luminance of all 
workstation monitors will be evaluated on a weekly basis. A standard test 
pattern image will be used to generate a series of gray scale levels, and the 
luminance of each level will be recorded. Additional test requirements for soft 
copy image display devices are currently under evaluation. 

3.3.2. Network Laser Printer. 

3.3.2.1. Film Density Check. After calibration, a gray scale 
test pattern image is generated at the imager control panel and printed on a film. 
The optical density of each of these steps is measured with a densitometer and 
recorded. This procedure should be performed weekly. 

3.3.22. Workstation Comparison. A test pattern image will 
be sent to the network laser printer from an MDIS workstation. The optical 
density of the hardcopy film will be compared to the equivalent optical density 
measured from the workstation display. The method desaibed by Lo, et al can 
be used to detemtine the equivalent optical density of the monitor.s 

51.0 SB, Stewart 0, Freedman M, and Mun SK, "Display characteristics and display 
transformation in film and CRT monitor," Proc. 2nd Int. CON. on Image Management and 
Communication, pp. 342-347, IEEE Computer Society Pless, 1991. 
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Inc. 
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lMOIS Program Office, U.S Army Medical Ma1ericlAscncy. Fort Detrick. MD 21702-5001 
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3U.s. Air Foree Medical Cen1:T, Wright Patterson }oJ! ~ Base. O!'io 45433·5300 

ABSTRACT: 

Tb~ MDIS acceptance test is the government evaluation of the MDIS system 

availability. performance and functionality. The test is performed over a period of 30 

clays and is composed of three test scenarios which are: 1. System/component 

a\'ailability test, 2. Component performance test. and 3. System integration test. A 

test protocol describes each lcst in detail. as well as describing tile actions of the 

vendor and tcs~ leams during the tcst period. Fift)' six test modules were derived c:lirectJy 

frDm the. periDmWlce c:riteriJ specified in the MOtS conttact. These test modules are used b;r the test team 

mcmbas \0 cvaluale Ihe MDIS syslem. A database is used \0 compile lhe results of lhe acceptance test for 

management and comparison of multiple MDIS silt results. 

1.0. INTRODUCTION 

The Medical ~iagnostic Imaiing Support (MI)IS) sysum is a larg~ Picture Archiving And Communicaoon 

Systems (PACS) and leleradiology project Cor U.S MllitaJY mcdicalucacnent facifities. The first 

installation of MOIS is at Madigan Army Mcdi.cal Center at Fort ~wis. Washington. Olher La:ge PACS 

installations will follow Madigan in close order) Th~ development of an aeceptan~ teSting process was 

required that could I¥OVide an in-depth evaluation of each site and yet be nexible enough to be applied to al! 
si~. The Medical Diagnostic Imaging Support (MDlS) Acceptance Test (11.1) serves as an evaluation of 

MDIS phase/system petformanc:e and availability. both at the device level and a11he integrated system le \'e l. 
It certifies contract compliance and identifies noncompUant areas Cor remedy. The MDIS program will he 
installing PACS in Wee major hospitals in 1992 ancll993. The ~ptan6e leSt protocol will serve as an 

evaluation \001. not only r~ each of \he PACS. but for comparison between the PAeS and the earli~ MDlS 
Benchmazk LesIs 8.! well 

1.1. MDIS Contract aDd Be!l~h M!!'k Test Re!!!'t!!!:tS 

The MDJS AT deriyes its pcrfornwlce criteria di.reclly from the MDIS c:onttaCI and the vendors 

proposal. Each of the test requirements is refcrtllcec1 to a specific section of the contract. The formalS of th~ 

AT protocol and the 56 Test Modules (TM) are derived from me MDIS benchmark tests protocol and \he 
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bcnchmarlc: evalualCilS grading book fonnalS. This provides common language, familiar teSt procedures :Inc 
patterns, and prcdiclablc lIdminl$trauve procedurc.s for lIle conduct of the leSt and reponing oC test resellS. 

Since MDIS PACS sites are installed in phasts, acceptance ICsling will be perfonned in conjunction Wil~ 

deliveries of each individual MDIS phase. The acc=pWlce test for Ihe f"mal phase at 8 siven facilit), will be a 

lOW sj'stcm evaluation. 

:Z.O. TEST STRUCTURE 

The ac:ceptanee &est is composed of Ihrtc separalC evaluation processes. The lest takes place o\'er i! 

period of thirty consecutive days. The Component Perfonnance Test (CPT) and System Integration 7es: 

(SIT) arc intended to be complc&ed in ten days. but may require more time if correction of deficiencies is 

required. The S)'S1errJComponent Availability Test (SCAT) lasts 30 consecutive days. All three pe:ts of 

the acceptance test can be conducted concurrently. Each of these teSts wUi be described in detail in later 

sections. 

1.1. Test Results aDd Corrective Action 

Durina the test period \here is a daily review of test results between \he vendor representative anc 

the evaluation teams. Test results are classified and reponed as major or minor deficiencies. Any ilem of 
noncompliance with conaaa specifications which cpmrmmiscs aecC}aed standWds pf medjcal practice will be 

reported as a Major Deficienc),. Unresolved Major Deficiencies wiU impact on Phase/System accepLance 
Any item of noncompliance wilh contract specifications whjch do not compromjse accepted ster.dr.rC< of 

medjcal practjc;c will be reported as a Minor Deficienc),. Uuresolved Minor Deficiencies will be 

identified at time of acceptanee and are to be correcled WIder warral'llY. 

2.2. System/Component Availability Test (SCAT) 

The MDIS contract Kquires thaI each sysLem be opcra!.ional 99% of It 30 day !~t period and !!1'::: 

each component be op:tational 95'% of the same 30 day period. These operational perfonnance en (ena are 

measured by me System!Component Availability Test. 

Tbc 99~ syslCms availability will be considered to be satisfied as long as "mission cmi:al' 

quanuties of all components as c1cf'lllcd in Table 1 arc o~rationa1 and available for use 99% of Lhe lime 

drJring the 30 days of the acceptance period. ~ 95% cumpuflem ivillablliri 15 cuiisictered satisfied as long 

as each of the components listed in Table 1 are individuall)' opetalional and available for use 95'10) of Lhe time 

during the 30 claJ acceptance period. Both the 99Ck and me 9SCk availabUiLyare calculated on 16 conse~uti\'e 

hows pel day for 30 consecutive days. Thus llle system must provide a minimum or 475.2 hours of us~t:;c 

1be hospital mrr delumines which 16 hours each (My arc to be used for evaluating system 

availability. Al\he Madigan Med.ica1 Centet. the 16 hour period of \he Gay was from 0600 to 2200 hours. 

The system remains opetationai and availi!bJ~ for ~ by th~ bo.spital staff during \he remaining 8 hOJIS of 

each day. However. any downtime during this period (2200.0600) is nOI additive 10 the 30 d.ly test re;;ul:..s, 



and the vendor bas &he option to cake equipment down at any time during this period to perform pltventac "e 

contact 10 allow ror coordinatioo of clinical activities and Il"aCkjng of maintcnanc~ operations. 

Table 1. Mjs3ion Critlcel QU putjtje., 

Component Critical Component Critical 
Name Quantity Name Quantity 

CR SyStem 40f5 SCID·S 8£ SCIP·O S of6 

Fllm Digitizer oor 1 CT Modaliri GSwo; , -" ~ U! ! 

CSI Modality Galtway 20f3 Modality lJUu{a.ce Unit 2of2 

Laser lmaget}Came:a Server 1 of 1 OpJ.iW Disk ]ukebolt 1 of 1 

WSU Output BoaId 10fg 20 GB WSU lo!1 

WSU Input Boord S of6 Compressor/EApaird ei 1 of 1 

Barcode PrintctlSetvcr ..; ors Central Host Cluster 1 of 1 

Text Printer ..; or5 RIS Terminal 20 or 21 

LAN System, Cablc:tron lon 

1.2.1. SCAT Dowutime Reporljpg 

In ordc:r to maintam acturalC records on this 1tSt,llIe following proced~ are utilized to record the 

test rcsuIts. 

Trouble CalIs. The hospital staff reports system or component iaiiure by conucting the on

site mai.ll1.enance starI via Ule \elephcne or pager with a comple1.e ~ption of Ihe problem. 

Availability Test Log. The vendor maintains a Jog of all trouble calls. The .. endor 

reprcsen\.a1ive '111110 answClS Ib~ pager immediately records the problem in !he Availability Test Log. He al.se 

immediately logs the WIle of receipt of Ihe lI"ouble call. lIle name or the reporting individual and his own 

rwne. A unique cnntrolnwnbet is assigned 10 C*b trouble ca.ll. 

Service Reports. The problem is 1hcn investipled and resolved. All actions are retorded on a 

trouble calls on the Availability Test Loi. 

Service Report Data. A detailed description or the fc.soluLion of the problem is entered on the 

service report along willi the time oC resolution. and signed by the originating individual and the designated 

vendor reprcsentalive. If the origi."I!ting lndi\'!~ bas :one off s.'ill! before !.'te proble.'!'! i! !esD!~ed. the lle~' 

shift supervisor will sign for him. This implies that anyone reporting a problem must brief the oncoming 

shirt supervisor Wore going off shilL Time required to detemiine who will sign off on the molution of the 

problem will not be coumed as downtime. Upon r;omplction, a brief summary of the service report and the 

92 
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1.1 User Errors 

Should the vendor team decennine that the reponed problem was the resuh of a user error. this 

finding and the lime is immediately !tC.Q!ded on the !emce repo!"_ The vendor !ep!e~e!'!~ti'!e wi!! then 

immediately oblain &he sipaWrC ot &he originating indlviduallO show agreement whh the finding. Should 

the originating individual not be willing co sign. or disagree with the rIDding. the vendor representative will 

immediately seek resolution from the Hospit.al. point of contact. If repair of the equipment is still required. 

that repair will be made and me time ~rded. If tA'le hospital poim of contact concurs witA'i tA'it finding of 

user error. this timc wW not be COWl\ed IS down timc for either system or component availability. 

1.4. Dispute Resolution Team 

fact and submits the ease to the on·site Dispute Resolution Team. This team. consisting of the on· site 

MDIS Program Management Office representative and the vendor's Site Manager, auempts to resolve the 

dispute. If su~ssCul. they record their fUldings and and \.he matter is closed. System downtime and/or 

component downtime. if any t is 10"= :s :greed to by t!le Dispute Resolution Te:.'n. I! t .. :e Dispute 

Resolution Team is unable to resolve the dispute. it is immediately raised to the attention of the ver.dor 

MDIS Program Office and the Government MDIS Program Management Office. Should ilie Governm:nt 

and vendor Progr.am Offices not be able lO arrive at a mutually acceptable resolution. the dispute is reponee 

10 the MDIS Contracting Officer for rl."~ resolution. 

2.5. tJp/DOWD Criteria for Major MDIS Components 

Descriptions of the criteria which det.em'line whether a major MDIS patient treaunent componen: 

is up or down (or lbe purpose of "'ie SCAT are bicluded in ,,'Ie test protocoL Each major componeiii's 
required functionality is brieOy listed. CriICria for all components listed in Table 1 are included. 

EXAMPLE: CIt System Availability. A CR System is considered down if an)' one of the 

. following system functions is rAO: i'W;ilable: S~'·in ErAATt ID/ObtAL, E~'n lnfci7nQtion from IRIS. Send 
soft copy to the WSl.J, Scan·in Pt&te 10. Pcrfonn primary and secondary erasure functions. Read Plate 

Produce Hard copy at the CR, PC:rrorm utility functions. 
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2.6. ConditioDS lor restart· 

It me maximum system downtime of 4.8 heu:-; is ~cred~ bef6re me 30 day period is eompieled. 

the test is &uminated and RSW1.Cd at Day 1. Should any component exceed its maximum down time of 2~ 

hours before &be end of the 30 day period, the. test for that component will be reset to Day 1. Resetting:o 

Day I for an inciividual component lest is done without prejudice to the s,s~m ;est. Iii oUier woros. the 

system test can proceed when il\ iiidividual component fails its 9SlJ) requirement test For both the systcr;. 

and the component teSlS there is a maltimum of 90 days allowed for suc«ssful C()mplelion of lhe test. 

2.7. DiltlDCtlOD between anllablJiCy and perrormance 

System and componeilt ivailability is defmed as maintenance of the system/component functional 

operational capability as established on the day that the vendor notifies the government of completion of 

instaUation. This dces not relieve the vendor of responsibility to meet the component and system 

performance spec:ifications set forth in t.~e MDIS contract ~nd ths \'Uidoi proPOiill. in oiher words. 1l is 

possible for the system or a component &0 pass the availability requirement for the System/Component 

Availability Test but fail the Component Performance or System Integration ponion of the acceptance test. 

If any contractual pc:rf'ormance specification is not met durini the ~O days. it is so noted as a discrepancy :c 

be resolved independent of the 30 day a.vailabUity:cst. The.;: rrves of diic;repaneies 00 not constitute ca~se 

for stopping the availability test and do not impact the resulting system or component availability 

evaluation. 

2.8. Systems improvements during SCAT 

If a major sysl.em improvement is developed and verified off·line awing the 30 day lest. the test 

may be lWted. upon agreemenc of the vendor and the Government. and the improvement insta!led and 

cheeked out in me PACS system. The tcs\ \hen continues from 1he point it was halted. 

3.0 Component Pedormal:lce Test (CPT). 

3.1 CPT overview 

Durin, the CPT period the MDIS component devices are evaluated for basic device·leve! 

functionality and performance. Specific thrust questions. contract references. and measurements for CPT 

evaluation are included in the teSt modules which penaln to the CPT. 

3.1. CPT evalu.tioD rtquiremeiits 

The functionality and perfonnance described in the MOIS contract and the vendor proposal are 

followed in evaluating MDIS component per(onnance. Additionally, all original equipment manufa~lurer's 

(OEM) specifications and ac:ceptance teSt procedwes are subjcct &0 inspection II this time. All devices anc 

Cunctionality included in \he. installation phase. are subject 10 testing. Functionaliry :md pe:'forman:e iliiil 
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were ~ in any plCvious ~tance lQ-U miy be ie=i.ed La vuify ihat iysi.em uppades have not degradei 

S)'stan performance in other areas. 

3.3. CPT test module assessments 

Tbe &Oyemmetlt evaluation IUmS f-xus on thrust qutStions for \he following Test Modules (I'M's) 

in ahc CPT. The thn1st questions. specuJe measuremerus,ll'Id solicitation references assoc~ with each 

component ~ ~ In che body of I.he Test Modules. Test ~ taken from OEM service manuals as well. 

Table 1: Test Modules for the Component Performance Tut 

:tW: I~cbllis:al Btsu.J![~m~I11 ..IM1t Ir£'hnfcat E.twtifrrm~ii~ 

nq High Pe:fonnance CR Features TMIO SCJl).S Hardware Requirements 

TM2 High Performance CR InIClface TMB SCID·S Image Manipulatior.s 

TM3 Mid Penormance CR Features TM12 scm·s Default Settings 

TM4· MidPerformanceCR ln~ Thill SCID·S Image Supplemems 

TMS 1ntetiace UI cr TM14 SCID-O Hardware Requirements 

TM6 Hiah Perf Fil..-n Digitizer Fea:u.-wS Thf 15 SCID·O Image Manipulations 

TM7 High Perf rllm Digitiz.et Interface TM16 SCID·O Default Settings 

TM8 La.ser Prinlet featureS TM17 SClI).O Image Supplements 

TM9 l..a9=' PrinLCI In tr.rf.ace !MIS MDlS Image QUality 

4.0. Systems InlegratioD Test (SIT). 

4.1 SIT overview 

A PACS System is much more than ,be sum of its par'..$. AU p:rt~ mu~t work In concen to 
• 

contribute 10 hospital functionality. Software design and efficiency mUSt integrate individual compone~t 

functions into sys~ wide featureS. The system must also opcnue at a speed that is conducive to clinical 

ot system operations. III the SIT. the ovemll PACS system is evaluated for basic system functionality. 

Ihroughput speed. compliance with codes and regulations. and deliverable documentation. Test modules 

which measure features rela.tini to these characlUisdc areas Il8 segregated into Wee testing cycles, These 

resting cycles allow die it&t teamS to e. ... aluate the iyStt.n\ from i perspective different from simple 

compliance with hardware functions as was done in die Component Pedormance Test. 
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4.l Three Test Cycles ror SIT 

Over the SIT period two clinic:.! cyt!~ :r.d en: ::dmirJs:ra:h't cycle are ___ ..1 •• ___ '" T" .... \.. ~ .. 

I;UIIUU\;L~Q. eal;;} IS 

comprised of groupings of leSt modules &hat are related functionally as (ollows: 

a. Clinical Cycle '1 • Basic System Functionality 

b. Clinical Cyde n . System ThroU&Dpuis 

c. Administrative C,cie • COil tract Data Requirements Llst Items 

4.3. Clintcal Cycle #1· Basic S,sttm Functionality 

This cycle a.ssessc:s functional system perfonnance with special focus on basic system operations. 

At the start or lhe tes~ !be goYcrr .. rncn! selects syste.T. blPUts fcr gcve..~me."u evaluation ~7iS to us; in 

assessing system responses and outpucs. Actual patient exams, if available may be used instead of mock 

exams. The govcmmcnt·sel~t.cd inpulS Cor this cyete are: 

a. New Plajn Films. 

b. Newly Arrived Old Films & Reports. 

c. New Dl&ital Studies. 

d. New CR StudIes. 

e. Eltim Reports. 

t. Other Inputs as required. 

4.3.1. SIT evaluatioD requirements 

The MDlS sySICm is ~u:A fer the capabiilty to foUow lite iundamentai operating iU.no;tionality of 

the diagnostic imaging work flow as described in Rgure 1. AU aspec:1S of the installation Phase are s1.l~je::t 

10 testing. 

4.3.2. Cycle #1 Assessments 

~ iovemment evaluation team focuses on Ihe fonowing Test Modules in SIT Cycle # 1 (See 

Table 3). Evaluation f~~ uii u~.e pr~r~ ind utilliY ut u'i~ lcailiitS, ~Qi 01'1 tile spwi aI which those 

featureS ope:ate. Tbe appropriat.e \toruS( questions and contraCl/proposal references. testing reminders an:l 

feature descriptions ere included into the body of each T~ Module. 
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Fi&ure 1: 

Patient Imag. exam Is 
lCheduled 

':" ',' ~ , , 

.' . 

and register.d into RIS 

SOfICOP), 
Report & Images 

availabb,o 
a c:!inician1hru 

LTA/STS 
.s SCIO.o or 

SCIO·S 

'" .,' 

Daslc: MDIS Diagnostic Im!!g!!!: Work Flow 

(filmiess operation) 
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Table 3 Test Modules for the Sy~tciii Iiitciritigii iUt, Ciinitai Cycie i 
IM! Ttrbn;s:a' Requirement 

1M 19 Folckt ConccpL Implemcnration 

1M 20 Ima~e Supplements 

1M 2.1 Image Database & Storage Opns 

1M 22 Shon Term Storage 

1M 23 Long Term Archive 

1M 24 Use of Compression 

1M 2S Ewn Queries 

TM 26 E:wn Security 

l:W. Ttrhnical ReQu!rement 

TM27 Inlerim RIS Inwface 

'I'M 28 Interim JUS Intonnation Integrity 

nU9 Purging Images &. Exam Work l.islS 

TM30 ! m..l..;iJ r-~f4""wot.i Fatunniflfi 

Thi3l Imaie Transfer to Network 

Thi32 Hard Copy Image Proouction 

TM33 NetWork Response Ability (unlimed) 

TM34 Network Reliability After Failure 

4.4. Clinical Cycle #2 • System Tbrougbpuu 

This cycle assesses basic system perfonnance wit~ specW empl'.!Sis on system timL1g. 

measureme.1ts are rr&ilde oftt.e time taken to pc:dorm system operations under Joaded and unloaded conc!:tions. 

4.4.1. Cycle n Inputs 

All prcloadcd images and patietlt information available in clinical cycle i1 must be a"'ailab~e at the. 

start of this cycle. For network througbput &csting. four pre-loaded image SCLS an utilized with the 

parameterS shown in Tab!e 4. 

Table 4: Standard ImlEe Stts fer Im:at Thrcuih~ .. t Testing 

Image Type Data Set per Image Compression Type Images/Sludy 

New Chest 2K x 2.SK x 10 bits bit preserving 2 

Previous Chest Image • 10;1 4 

New CT Study 512 x 512 x 12 bits bit preserving 50 
Previous C1 Study . bit preserving 50 
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4.4.2. Cycle 412 Assessments 

using the Test Modules in Table S. These measurements are performed at both low and high system load 11": g 

periods. Maximum degradation ofpezfOfm8l¥:e due to system loading is specified and tested (or compliance. 

Table 5: Tat Modules ror tbe System IDtcgratioll Test. Cliulcal C,cle l 

I:.M!. TcCbD!Cal Requirement I.M1t. Technical Regujrtmtnt 

TM 35 Image TrwCer Crcxn Acq Devices 

TM 36 Throughput Time 

TM 37 Display Spc.ed at SCID-S 

TM 38 Displa)' Spcc4 from L TA to scro-s 

4.5. Administrative Cycle AsscUQtntti 

TM41 Display Speed from LTA toSCID.Q 

TM 40 Display Speed at SCID·O 

TM 39 Display Speed from STS to SClD·S 

The government evaluation lCSt.S of \he non-elinical aspects of the system are perl'onned clu::ng t;'e 

SIT Administrative Cycle. Many of the items inspected are referenced in the contract as ConU3ct Da~ 

Requirement List (CDRL) items. These items are individually sPeCified in the MDIS contract in great detail 

of a wide variety of equipmenl and documents as well as the interviewing of several functional area 

supervisors such as &he F'~ marshal and the facUities engineer. 

Table' Test Modules lor the Syshm Infegration Test, A.dministrative C)'cie 

nu. Tes:bni<:ol ReQuirtment I.M! Itcbnfcal RCQu[t1:m ent 

TM 43 Facilities,lInstaUation Compliance 

TM 44 OpenuorTraining 

TM 4S CDRL AA· AJ Bulli I>mwings 

TM 46 CDRL AS • Special Tools And TMDE 

TM 47 CDRL AC • Master pans List 

TM 48 CDRl.. AD • Ust Of Spare Pans 

TM 49 CDRl.. AE • 0 & M Data 

1M S() CDRL AF Insl3.llati01l Plan 

'I'M Sl CDRL AG • Quality Control Plan 

1M 52 CDR!. AH • Software Tu!orial 

TM 53 CDR!. AJ - Training Plan 

TM 54 CDRL AK • List of Supplies 

"I'M 5S CDRL AI.. • Da1a Schedule 

'I'M 56 CDRL AM • Security Plan 

5.0 Results report!ci 

The results arc compiled on a daily basis and ~Nd &0 the MDlS Project Office and \0 the Vender. 

Upon completion of the tesl a preliminary report is provided to the MDlS Program Manager. the Yen::!~~ 

and the contraeting office. A (mal report is due wilhin ten days of CQrnpletion of testing. 
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5.1. Test Result Database 
A database has been created to IlaCk the fmdings ot!he acceptance lest The recorded teSl resu!:s 

from each test module are keyed inlO the database. Eacll EeSt module routinely has several individua! test 
results 10 be recorded. Thus. &he Dumber oC database n:eords far exceeds the number of teSt modules. The 

tracking of ~ deficiency DOted. during an ICUPtanCt leSt is requiRd 10 ellSUR: thallhe vendor has ultimatel y 

complied with the u:nns or lhe contract The process ot inspceting. reporting. discussing. and negotiating 
eorrcctive actions for deficiencies may be long and tortuouS. Assignment of unique database records 10 each 
cleficienty csublishcs a point or reference Cor all toUow on actions as well as trackinS and reporting Status of 
the defictencies. The record assigns al.lRique Dumber to \he fLtlding and provides rlelds for the following data 

items: L Deficiency log number. b. Swus. c. Test module refercnc:e.. do Deficiency description, e. Corrective 
action an<1 point ot contact. r. Resolution date. g. Administrative comments. h. Contract sp-..cifiC2!ion 

~ferenc:e number. 

S.2. Management and Comparative Analysis 
The intended use of the database is as a management toOl which allows Cor recording and traci:ir.g 

of deficienci~ identified during Ihe acceptanCe test proc:e.s.s. Additional benefits include comparauve anal~'sis 

of fmdings from of the MDIS PACS siLeS bei.ng installed. 'This comparative analysis may serve 10 point out 

saengths and weaknesses in the contract specifications, OEM components, sub·contractor perform:lr.:e. 

vendor's engineering or management capabilities. and govemm~nt tesling methods. 

'.0. COIU:IUllons 

Large sc:&c PACS systems a."e of such size and complexity that a multi·!'aetfed. and yel iogicaily 

structured, proc.cdure must be utiliud for acccplallCC leSling. The design of the MDts accepWlce test process 

includes specific procedures CO dClUmine Ibe contJaCt compli!nce of a !ar&e·scale PACS by performing 

successive evaluations of Ihe system. each with a difrerent (<lew. The teSt process focuses on the s~·Sler.: in 

terms of reliability, component perfonnance. functionality. throughput. suppan services and delive~ab!e 
documentation. The c:lose relationship between the MDlS Bcncbmark ~ts, MOIS contract specificat:ons. 

Acceptan~ Test hOlOCOl. Acceptance Test Modulu, and the Test Result Database will enable \.he MDIS 

Program Management Office to mwUJ'C, evaluate. repon. and manage the contract compliance Qf 

installa1ior.s or la."gc·stale PACS il1 multiple ta..'ilitics. 

7.0. RetereDces 

1 D.V Smith, S. Smith, F. Sauls, M.A. Cawthon, R.J. Telepak, • Design Strategy and 
Implementation of the Medical Diagnostic Imaging Support System At Two Large Military 
Medical Centers" P~ings of SPl£ • Medical I1Mging VI: FACS Design and Evaluation,'·. 
Newport Beach CA.,Vol. 1654, 1992 
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Teleradiology: Exploiting Its From.ise i6 Create the Viriuai Kadioiogy Department 

A G 1· hl S 1< M 2 M A H 3 R. D T - ." 4 _.. • A -- -. .-. e 15 J •• un, . . ansen, e reVliie , u. J..ycne~, '-.:i. Norton", C. 

Willis4, J. Monville5, J. Hahn6, M. Sullivan6, R. WitowsiQ,6 

lHeadquB.r'ter$, Pacific Air Forces, Command Surgeonls Oifice, Medicai Logistics Division, Hickam Air 
Force Base, Hawaii 

3Tripler Army Medical Center, Department of Radiology, Honolulu, Hawaii 

4Medica1 Diagnostic Imaging Support CMDIS) System Program Management Olfice, U,S. Army Medical 
Materiel Agency, Fort Detrick, Maryland 

5U.S. Air Force Medical Logistics Office, CHr.ical Engineering and Te.:hr.ka1 5t!fV1ce5 Branch, Fort 
Detrick, Maryland 

6Loral Aerospace Corporation, Loral Western Development Labs, MDlS System Project Office, San Jose, 
California 

ABSTRACT: 

The Virtual Radiology Department is the Department of Defense (DoD) 
solution to optimizing functionality, availability, performance, reliability, and cost 
management for a fielded teleradiology system. Teleradiology (T /R) serves merely 
as a technology connectivity environment defining the various hardware, sofh .. 'are 
and communication building blocks. Within this environment the Virtual 
Radiology Department exploits the capabilities of the various building blocks 
making time and distance barriers irrelevant. A technology core at the hub supports 
the spoke imaging requirements. The hub I'sees'l the spokes as merely extensions of 
the Virtual Radiology Department. The spokes act as if they are part of the hub. As 
a result of elficiencies presented by the Virtual Radiology Department concept, the 
DoD is aeating the first one in the Republic ot South Korea (ROK) under the 
auspices of the AKAMAl Project. 

1.0. INTRODUcnON 

The MDIS System is a large 
Picture Archiving and 
Commwu.cations System (PACS) ancl 
T /R project for DoD medical treatment 
fadli ties (MTF). In September 1991 a 
four-year contract for MDIS was 
awarded to Loral Aerospace 
Corporation, Loral Western 
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Development Laboratories, San Jose, 
California, and Siemens 
Gammasonics, Inc., (SGl) Hoffman 
Estates, Illinois. 

1.1 Cuxrent Sites. 
000 MTFs which now have 

MDIS include Madigan AMC, Fort 
Lev."is, Tacoma, Washington; US Air 
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Force Medical Center Wright
Patterson Air Force Base (AFB), 
Dayton, Ohio; and Brooke AMC, Fort 
Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas. 
There are T /R systems linking the 
410th Medical Group (MG), K.I. Sawyer 
AFB, Skandia, Michigan to Wright
Patterson AFB. A T/R system whose 
hub is the 58th MG, Luke AFB, 
Phoenix, Arizona, is linked to the 
836th MG Davis-Monthan AFB, 
Tucson, Arizona, and awaits linkage to 
six more spokes. The Veteran's 
Administration Hospitalr Baltimore, 
Maryland, has an MDIS system in 
place. Loral and SGI have also put this 
technology in place at Hanunersmith 
Hospital London, United Kingdom, 
and are actively pursuing proliferation 
of MDIS at other private sector 
healthcare institutions in the United 
States, Europe, and Asia. For a 
significant number of reasons, the 
ROK offered an opportunity to install 
T /R in a unique configuration. This 
unique configuration coalesced as a 
result of the clinical scenario, 
workload, practice patterns, distance 
and time constraints, and isolation 
both real and cultural. 

1.2. TIR Specifications 
In general, the basic T /R 

capability required for the MDIS 
System is receipt and transmission of 
associated clinically significant 
information <e.g., radiology reports, 
patient data, and images} to and from 
the facility reading the images and the 
facility imaging the patients. 

The specific purpose of T IR 
spelled out in the MDIS Performance 
Work Statement (PWS) is to provide 
primary image interpretation 
capability for radiological images 
acquired at medical treatment facilities 
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without assigned radiologists. This 
concept allows for central reading of 
digitized images, by radiolOgiSts staffed 
at medical treatment facilities (hubs), 
transmitted via dedica ted 
communications links from spoke 
medical treatment facilities. As many 
as eight spokes can be expected to be 
serviced by a single hub with a fully 
implemented inter-MTF network. A 
regional approach to fielding this 
technology accommodates images 
from any Department of Defense 
health care facility through distributing 
workload electronically. In addition to 
these inter-MTF communications 
links, the MDIS PWS requires a system 
for local access to MDIS via voice
grade phone lines. This capability is 
included to support portable 
teleradiology. Portable here is defined 
as equipment readily moveable from 
one location to another by the 
operator. This definition is in contrast 
to equipment movement requiring 
engineering accommoda tion and 
spp.cific technical equipment removal 
and installation skill. 

2.0 THE VIRTUAL RADIOLOGY 
DEPARTMENT 

The Virtual Radiology 
Department is a systemic approach to 
exploiting T /R in solving failures in 
timeliness of and accessibility to 
diagnostic reporting for radiology 
images. It is. different from simple 
T/R. T/R sees the hub/spoke 
relationship as parasitic. The Virtual 
Radiology Department recognizes that 
the hub/spoke relationship is best 
optimized by exploiting hub/spoke 
synergy. 

2.1. Conventional TIR 
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T /R relies on image generation 
at a remote imaging site (spoke) wHh 
one-way image transmission to a 
central location (hub) for diagnosis 
and reporting. 

Image generation. The remote 
site may generate digital images for 
transmission from computed 
radiography (CR), direct digital output 
(e.g., Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI), Computed Tomography (CT), 
Ultrasound (US), charge coupled 
device (CeD) etc.), fllm digitization, or 
frame grab (e.g., older US). Once the 
image is in digital form in the system 
it is transmitted to the imaging hub. 

Image transmission. Images are 
moved from the spoke to the hub by 
local area networks (e.g., Thick/thin 
ethernet, etc.) or conventional 
communication methods in a wide 
area network configuration (e.g., 
copper cable, microwave, 
satellite/earth station, fiber optic cable, 
etc.). Images enter the communication 
system through various gateways 
using Modulator IDe-modulators 
(MODEMS), Digital Signal Processors 
(DSP), etc. 

Image display for diagnosis and 
reporting. The imaging hub displays 
the image on a soft copy image display 
(SCI D) workstation and/or prints the 
image to film for diagnosis and 
reporting. Reports are telephoned 
back to the spoke, transmitted by 
facsimile (FAX) machine, or, in some 
cases, generated digitally and 
transmitted electronically word
processor to word-processor. 

Image archive. Images at the 
remote site are archived differently 
depending on the type of image. Hard 
copy x-ray film may be simply filed. 
Images captured by frame grab or direct 
digital may be archived to magnetic 
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video or computer tape. They may 
also be archived to conventional 
magnetic media such as floppy disks or 
Winchester hard drives. In 
technologically mature T / R 
configurations archiving may occur to 
compact disk-read only memory (CD
ROM). Further, images may be 
archived at the spoke or hub or both. 

2.2 Virtual Radiology Department 
The Virtual Radiology 

Department combines image capture 
at the spoke as well as the hub with 
two-way image transmission to and 
from the hub and spoke for diagnosis, 
reporting and to the maximum extent 
possiblp. archiving at the hub. The 
system architecture also creates 
connectivity among remote imaging 
sites and other hubs directly and/or 
through the main hub. In 
communication architecture terms it 
works like a combination of star, bus 
and ring topology. 

Operational Considerations. 
Virtual Radiology Department 
functionality is not substantially 
different from T /R. Image generation, 
transmission, display for diagnosis and 
reporting, and archiving are not 
significantly different. . 

Two-way communication. The 
most noteworthy difference between 
T /R and the Virtual Radiology 
Department is that digital images, 
patient demographic data and reports 
flow through the system to and from 
all the hubs and spokes. 
Operationally, the digital data is 
accessible throughout the system 
without regard to specific location, 
distance or time. This important 
feature provides the capability to 
conduct on-line/real-time provider 
consultations. From a simple phone 
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call to elaborate teleconferencing, 
attending and/or admitting health 
care providers can be linked long 
distance with radiologists and 
consultant specialists. The on
line/real-time communication link 
compliments the improved image 
availability resulting from aeating the 
digital network in making accurate 
patient assessments and diagnosis. 
Further, with teleconferencing 
capability patients at hubs or spokes 
can be IIseen" by health care providers 
throughout the network who are on
line. This teleconferencing capability 
extends the Virtual Radiology 
Department directly out to the patient. 

Continuing Medical Education 
(CME). This connectivity also enriches 
continuing medical education access 
and activity for health care providers. 
Connected electronically with 
colleagues by the image network (with 
or without phones and/or 
teleconferencing,) they can conduct 
near "hands-on" educational 
experiences. Digitized images from 
teaching files in the central arduve 
can be recalled by any provider, 
anywhere, anytime. They can read the 
image report, any annotations on 
template layers on the actual image, 
and compare images from several 
sources such as a CT, conventional 
radiography and MRI for a single 
patient's complaint or among patients 
with similar diagnosis. Access to the 
patient demographics and image 
management database permits them to 
select and sort on classes of patients, 
images or any other database field. 
They can then cue up the image sets 
they've selected and conduct 
comparison studies for learning. 

Image Archiving. The hub is, to 
the maximum extent possib~.e, the sole 
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repository of digital im;;;ging data. 
This requirement makes the Virtual 
Radiology Deparmlent substantively 
different from T /R. The central 
archive, in what is essentially a wide 
area network (WAN), achieves major 
economies of scale, improves archival 
reliability, and reduces proliferation 
expense. 

Service. Maintenance, system 
management and training staff can be 
centrally located at the hub. The bulk 
of the technically sophisticated 
equipment (e.g., digital archive, file 
server and back plain, high resolution, 
multi-screen SCID workstations and 
sophisticated digital image generation 
devices such as MF.!, eT, US, CR, etc. 
and the V AX database manager are for 
the most part located at the referring 
hub. The hub is also where most, and 
in some cases all, of the network' 5 
radiologists are locateli. The Virtual 
Radiology Department saves the 
expense of numerous large, technically 
complex archives and file servers as 
well as manpower costs associated 
with maintaining all technical aspects 
of the system. 

Reliability and Maintainability. 
In order to insure image availability 
from the central archive an image 
sourcing strategy was necessary. For 
small, low image volume MTFs where 
x-ray film continues to be the image 
capture medium of choice, they can 
rely on film as their back-up. If 
communications are interrupted or 
their film digitizer fails or the hub is 
off-line, they can transfer the film by 
surface or air transportation to the hub 
for definitive diagnosis and reporting. 
For MTF's relying on CR or other 
direct digital image capture modes, 
they will have a sufficiently large 
intermediate magnetic disk archive to 
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store several days worth of images. 
They can download this digital· 
information to floppy disk, 
removable/transportable hard drives, 
or print the images to x-ray film for 
transport to the hub in the event a 
formal diagnosis cannot wait. Once 
the image is on floppy disk, 
removable/transportable hard drive or 
x~ray film conventional surface or air 
transportation methods can be used. 

Because of their technical 
complexity, archives and file servers 
require high quality periodic 
maintenance (PM). A single archive 
Ioea tion greatly improves 
opportunities to conduct PM to 
prevent failures. It also reduces 
downtime if a system fails since staff is 
present or on-call geographically 
nearby. 

With simpler system 
configurations at the spokes, the T /R 
equipment, facility and utility 
infrastructure needed to support it is 
greatly Simplified. This simplification 
is important in light of severe space 
limitations, severely restricted funds 
availability to build andlor modify 
space, and utility systems operating at 
or near capacity. This simplicity 
multiplies across the spokes in cost 
savings for system acquisition, 
building modification and utility 
installation and expense. 

By selecting dial-up, fractal 
MODEMs, c:ommunications expenses 
are also minimized. Communication 
charges are based on actual time the 
link is in use for the level of band
width specified. Essentially, it works 
like your long distance telephone 
service. What you use is what you 
buy. 

3 0 rrLn:: AKA1' K ,. 'I nn r..TY':!~ 
• ~ ~u;. \'uu r ~VJ'"'"'J. 
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AKAMAI, in the Hawaiian 
language, means IIclever" or "smart" 
or lithe best" of s~mething. The 
AKAMAI project is the DoD project 
for proliferation of T /R and PACS in 
the Pacific theater. The Pacific 
Command extends from Madagascar 
to Hawaii and from Just south of the 
Arctic Circle to just north of the Tropic 
of Capricorn. This area is roughly 51 
percent of the earth's surface. Because 
of the scope of the project it is divided 
up into smaller manageable projects. 

Project Daybreak - The 
Republic of South Korea and Malaysia 

Project Sunrise - Mainland 
Japan, Okinawa and Guam 

Project New Dawn - Alaska 
and Hawaii 

3.1. Project Daybreak. 
Project Daybreak is a three phase 

project to proliferate the Virtual 
Radiology Department concept in the 
ROK. These phases were selected 
based on greatest need for improved 
access to diagnostic imaging 
information as well as improved 
patient care. 

Phase I. Phase I extends to 
medical sites on Kunsan and Os an 
(SongTan) Air Bases ; Camps Casey 
(Tongduchon), Walker (Taegu) and 
Humphries (Pyongtaek) ROK, 
connected to a hub at the 121 st Medical 
Evacuation (MEDEV AC) Hospital, 
YongSan, ROI<; with communication 
to TripIer Army Medical Center 
(T AMC) and the University of Hawaii 
(UH) Honolulu, Hawaii, massive 

. parallel-processor super computer 
center in Kihei, Maui, Hawaii and on 
to Georgetown University Medical 
Center (GUM), Washington, District of 
Columbia (DC). 
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Phase II. Included in Phase n is 
connectivity through the National 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) Advanced 
Communication Technology Satellite 
(ACTS) to GUM with connectivity 
through the University of Hawaii's 
super computer. This consortium of 
private sector academic and healthcare 
and federal sector healthcare and 
communication agencies provides the 
capability to conduct intensive 
research into all areas of T IR 
operations and functionality. The 
collaboration also accommodates 
opportunities to strive toward new 
features for digital imaging and 
remote diagnosis such as computer 
aided and enhanced diagnosis. It also 
crea tes an environment for pure 
research into methodologies to 
improve digital imaging technology, 
the quality of health care and reduce 
health care costs. These reductions 
could grow out of improved health 
care provider productivity, lower 
morbidity and diseases recidivism, and 
decreased length of hospital stay 
resulting from more widespread 
availability of timely and accurate 
diagnostic detail. These reduced costs 
should contribute to greater patient 
access to health care earlier in the 
course of their illness and better 
prospects for maintaining their health 
and, when ill, quicker recoveries. 

Phase III and Beyond. 
Subsequent phases will extend spokes 
throughout the South Korean 
peninsula aeating a network of 16 US 
armed forces medical treatment 
facilities (MTFs) and links to Japan, 
Hawaii, and the more of the main1a~d 
US. These links will parallel the 
aeromedical evacuation route 
permitting seamless movement of 
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patients and their diagnostic 
information along the aeromedical 
route. 

3.2. Other projects. 
Projects Sunrise and New 

Dawn, also under the umbrella of the 
AKAMAI project, are only in the 
planning stages. However, lessons 
learned in Project Daybreak will 
contribute directly to their success. 

4.0. THEROK 

In the early planning stages, and 
even following on-site visits to the 
ROK, no one accurately foresaw the 
numerous limiting factors in 
attempting to proliferate T IR in its 
traditional configuration. Issues of 
unexpected complexity include 
acquisition and long term 
maintainability expenses, time and 
distance, infrastructure and utility 
system support, and real and cultural 
isolation. 

4.1. ROK Scenario 
On the South Korean 

peninsula, an area the size of Indiana 
(roughly 38,230 square miles), nearly 

'36,000 active duty military men and 
women in the US Air Force, Army 
and Navy are totally dependent on 
three radiologists for their diagnostic 
needs. Similar situations exist in 
Alaska, Guam, Honshu and Okinawa 
islands, Japan, Singapore, Madagascar, 
on board Navy ships, and for military 
personnel deployed on humanitarian 
missions in Thailand, Somalia and 
other remote areas. US military forces 
have a significant presence in the 
Pacific region. They represent a 
massive healthcare workload on 
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widely dispersed military sites across 
an area covering approximately 103 
million square miles and including 
more than 316,000 authorized 
beneficiaries. 

4.2. Fielded Virtual Radiology 
Department Configuration. 

The final outcome of full and 
accurate assessment of the ROK 
scenario as well as a new 
understanding of the building blocks 
of T /R is the ROK Virtual Radiology 
Department. It is complex in its 
conceptualization yet simple in its 
application. 

The Hub. The hub is the 121st 
MEDEVAC Hospital, YongSan near 
Seoul. The hub has the central CD
ROM archive in an optkal disk 
jukebox (ODJ) as well as the Working 
Storage Unit (WSU) file server and 
back plain, and the VAX where the 
database resides. It also has the 
gateway off the peninsula to TAMC, 
through UH, and eventually NASA's 
ACTS to GUM. Further, it provides 
P ACS capability within the 121st 
MEDEVAC. 

The Spokes. The spokes are 
each slightly different: 

51st Medical Group Osan Air 
Base. Osan is a relatively new facility 
with a spacious computer room and 
adequate space for workstations in 
patient care areas. The radiology 
department is easily and inexpensively 
adaptable. They also have a radiologist 
on staff. Because of their support 
capability their spoke is designed as a 
"filmless" environment. They will 
have several days of magnetic disk 
back-up on site to provide capability in 
the event of communication loss to or 
failure of the hub. The Osan 
radiologist will diagnose and report on 
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images from within the facility as well 
as Kunsan and Camp Humphries. 

8th Medical Group Kunsan Air 
Base. Kunsan, another spoke, will 
capture images on film and digi tize 
them. Film serves as their back-up. 
Due to space limitations, the age of 
their building, low workload, and 
stressed utilities with little excess 
capacity they will have only two SCID 
workstations. These SCID 
workstations will be used daily by the 
staff along with film. Additionally, 
specialists (e.g., orthopedics, 
cardiologist) will I/circuit ride" from 
Osan to provide specialty care on-site 
and will rely on these workstations to 
bring their consultant images from the 
121st MEDEVAC archive. 

43rd Mobile Army Surgical 
Hospital (MASH) Camp Humphries. 
Camp Humphries will simply deliver 
film to Osan to be digitized. This 
delivery is instead of driving several 
hours to YongSan in Seoul as they do 
now. Diagnostic reports will flow back 
from Osan on the same land shuttle 
bringing the x-ray films for 
digitization. 

543rd Medical Detachment 
Camp Walker and Troop Medical 
Oinic Camp Casey. Camps Walker 
and Casey will look very much like 
Kunsan. They will digitize film. 
However, because of greater workload 
and better space and utility availability 
they will have additional 
workstations. A future spoke at the 
125th Medical Detachment, Camp Red 
Cloud may include filmless capability. 

Communication. Each phase I 
spoke is connected to the hub by 
dedicated T·l communication lines, 
These lines were already in-place and 
available 81"!,d created only a small 
additio~al ~xpense for their use. The 
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importance of this fact is that the speed 
with which images are transmitted 
throughout the system greatly 
increases the perception that it is all 
one radiology department. Further, 
high speed communication permits 
the lion-line, real-time" consultant 
capability so critical to providing a 
standard of care comparable to what 
one could expect in any major city in 
the United States. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

T IR, when proliferated at peak 
efficiency, is not a universal "cookie 
Cll tter" solution to time, distance, 
isolation, access, timeliness and other 

limitations of current film based 
systems. T JR, representing digital 
imaging technology building blocks, 
does provide a framework for efficient, 
effective proliferation. The concept of 
the Virtual Radiology Departmen t 
takes this premise and pushes the 
technology to the cutting edge by 
placing these T /R building blocks in a 
configuration that most closely 
resembles an intia-MTF PACS but is, 
in reality, an inter-MTF T JR system. 
As additional systems are fielded in 
the Pacific as part of the AKAMAI 
project, the additional knowledge 
gained will let us experience and assess 
whether the Virtual Radiology 
Department does in fact efficiently and 
effectively overcome many of the 
limiting factors conventional T /R 
simply does not address. 
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